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A model to predict intraurban travel demand by mode is
developed from the substantial travel data base available in
the San Francisco Bay Area. Characterizations of travel
modes in terms of commuters attitudes is developed from a
survey taken in the area as a part of this Contract. Ridge
Trace Regression technique is utilized in developing this
abstract model. Demand for a STOL commuter service is
predicted for the area. An economic analysis shows a sub-
stantial profit is possible. (Extension to CR114347)
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1.0 SUMMARY
This report presents the details of a study of an Intraurban
travel demand and modal split model incorporating commuter preference
variables. This study is an extension to Contract NA2-5969, a
study entitled "Study of Aircraft in Intraurban Transportation
Systems - San Francisco Bay Area". This previous study showed
the need for methods which would reduce the uncertainties of
prediction of intraurban travel demand.
The model presented here is based on the substantial travel
data base for the nine-county San Francisco Bay Area, provided by
the Metropolitan Transportation Commission. The model is of the
abstract type, and makes use of commuter attitudes towards modes
and simple demographic characteristics of zones in a region to
predict interzonal travel by mode for the region.
The demand models were initially developed using a step-wise
least squares regression technique. However, col linearity amonq
many of the variables produced unacceptable results and made it
necessary to employ the Ridge Trace Regression technique.
Characterizations of travel modes in terms of commuters
attitudes toward travel modes were developed from a survey taken
in the San Francisco Bay Area as a part of this Contract. A
characterization of the STOL/VTOL mode was extrapolated by means
of a subjective comparison of its expected characteristics with
those of modes characterized by the survey. A model for predictinq
overall trip satisfaction as a function of preference ratings for
trip/vehicle characteristics was developed. A simple technique for
estimating traffic diversion from existing modes to a newly intro-
duced mode that is based on the concept of commuter willingness to
pay a penalty time or penalty cost was constructed. A method for
the inclusion of preference variables in a demand mode-split model
was devised and such variables are Included in the final model of
this study.
Using the final model, predictions of STOL demand were made
for the Bay Area and an aircraft network was developed to serve
this demand. When this aircraft system is compared to the base
case system of the previous study, the demand for STOL service
has increased five fold and the resulting economics show considerable
benefit from the increased scale of operations. In the previous
study all systems required subsidy in varying amounts. The new
system shows a substantial profit at an average fare of $3.55 per
trip and justifies further work in the area of aircraft commuter
transportation.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
In June 1971, The Boeing Company completed a study for NASA
(Contract NAS2-5969) entitled "Study of Aircraft in Intraurban
Transportation Systems - San Francisco Bay Area", Reference 1.
This study determined the technical, economic, and operational
characteristics of a commuter-oriented aircraft transportation
system, using a detailed data base of travel characteristics in
the area. One of the conclusions of the study was: The absolute
level of air traffic predicted in this study is subject to question
due to general uncertainties associated with prediction techniques
for passenger acceptance of a new mode of travel.
Thus, an extension to that study was undertaken to provide
methods which reduce the uncertainties of prediction of passenger
travel. This objective was to be accomplished primarily through
inclusion of traveler attitudinal variables in the prediction model.
The study uses the data base of travel surveys in the San Francisco
Bay Area to develop a generalized demand and modal split model so
that studies of other major urban areas can be easily accomplished,
without the necessity of costly travel surveys. Attitudes and
simple demographic characteristics of zones in a region can be used
to predict interzonal travel by mode for the region.
In order for transportation planners to make the decisions necessary
to meet future requirements, a good forecast is required, not only of
total transportation demand, but also of demand for each alternative
mode. Thus, a knowledge is required of why people choose certain
modes and what is necessary to influence this decision process. The
existing knowledge of the basic decision process is simply inadequate.
The work reported on here is a first step towards an understanding
of this decision process. The major emphasis here is on obtaining and
interpreting traveler attitudes towards the modes of transportation
actually used. Many other, and perhaps more important, questions
have not been investigated, such as:
. Attitudes towards automobiles as something more than
just transportation.
. Propensity to change modes as a function of the total
transportation system.
. Impact of ecological considerations.
. Actual and perceived costs, particularly of automobile
transportation.
The first step in this study was to construct an elementary demand
model, using available Bay Area data, for comparison to the demand
models used in the Northeast Corridor study (see Reference 2). The
approach made use of the concept of congestion nodes and included
explicit dependence on employed population, as well as total population.
The results were encouraging, in that improved predictions of the
Northeast Corridor data were obtained. However, no completely
objective way to characterize congestion was found, and this aporoach
was abandoned, The results are presented in Appendix A» by R.V. Panos.
A preference survey was developed and carried out in the Bay
Area to obtain information on traveler attitudes. Attitude values
for independent mode characteristics were captured by means of
stanine (or standard nine) scales, a common psychometric technique.
Dependence of travel on attitudes was investigated through regression
modeling. The importance of attitudes was shown independently throuqh
discriminant analysis.
In order to extend the analysis to the use of aircraft in intra-
urban transportation systems, attitudes were extrapolated to cover
the characteristics of STOL and VTOL vehicles. Resulting mode split
implications were investigated. Work pertaining to the preference
survey is covered in Section 4.0.
A generalized intraurban demand and modal split model was con-
structed, utilizing both demographic and attitudinal variables.
Terms were included to account for both trip generation and trip
attraction factors. The results are presented in Section 5.0.
A comparison was made with the San Francisco Intraurban Study,
Reference 1, to measure the impact of the demand and modal split
model on the characteristics of an aircraft intraurban transportation
system. Redistribution of travel, modal split changes, and network
model comparisons are given in Section 6=0=
Section 7.0 describes application of the model and gives the
results obtained for Detroit.
3.0 CONCLUSIONS
The "Study of Aircraft in Intraurban Transportation Systems,
San Francisco Bay Area", Reference 1, concluded: "The aircraft
intraurban system is a technically feasible alternative to ground
transportation systems." As a result of this extension to that
study, we can add the following conclusions:
. The aircraft intraurban transportation system can
also be economically feasible if the scale of
operation is increased substantially. This now
places overall feasibility more completely on the
question of market credibility.
. At this much increased scale of operations, the
total cost per passenger trip is reduced to $2.53
and investment costs are overshadowed by the operating
costs of the aircraft.
. It is shown for the first time that variables
representing preference ratings on trip/vehicle
characteristics can be included in demand mode -
split models. Only the surface has been
scratched, however, and much more intensive
study of these variables and their predictive
capability is required.
. Both the survey data and the final mode-split
model are consistent in their evidence that
cost is not a principal predictor of traffic
demand in intraurban areas.
. The absolute level of air traffic predicted by
the demand and modal split model still remains
subject to question as a result of the model's
insensitivity to cost.
. The air transportation system could only exist
if a complete system of feeder transportation
systems is developed around each terminal, to
minimize the inconvenience of changing modes.
4.0 BAY AREA PREFERENCE SURVEY
4.1 INTRODUCTION
A set of statistical techniques relying heavily on psycholoaical
preference rating scales has been developed by The Boeing Company.
These techniques have made It possible to estimate average flight
loads to within a few passengers, and market shares almost to the
percentage point for several of the larger commercial airline markets.
Even more Importantly, Inherent in these techniques is the process of
quantification of differences between travel modes.
Surveys of travelers' ratings of trip and vehicle characteristics
can be used to determine the relative importance of existing factors
affecting travel mode preference, such as comfort, convenience, and
service. An overall trip rating can be determined 1n terms of these
factors and can also be measured in terms of a traveler's willingness
to pay a penalty in terms of a schedule change or a cost premium in
order to use a specific mode of travel.
Finally, given the results of such ratings, 1t is possible to
predict how an alternate mode like an intraurban STOL would look in
terms of the rating scales. The new mode can then be described in a
mode split model and an estimate of demand for 1t can be obtained.
Reference 3 is a summary report that covers the entire history of
the rating scale approach to preference analysis as developed and
applied by The Boeing Company.
4.2 THE TRIP RATING SURVEY FORM
To identify the causative factors affecting a traveler's feelings
about his intraurban trips, a set of scales was developed for rating
specific features of the trip. These features selected for Inclusion
in the survey fall into three primary categories:
T. Service factors
Enroute time
Wai t ing time
Trip cost
Parking cost
Service assistance
Personal safety and security
Privacy
Productive use of time
2. Convenience factors
Schedule reliability
Seat availability
Adequacy of transfers
Terminal access
Terminal climate
Terminal facilities
Method of payment
Route Alternatives
3. Vehicle characteristics
Seat comfort
Spaciousness and freedom of movement
Parcel storage space
Vehicle climate
Smoothness of ride
Physical side effects
Noise level in vehicle
Vehicle appeal
The rating scale approach used was adapted from the stahine scale
approach used successfully in psychological research. Specially devised
verbal descriptors are used for the more important scales to insure a
greater consistency of response by travelers using the scales; Figure 4.1
illustrates portions of the feature rating form.
The distributions of the verbal descriptors (that is* the selection
and association of verbal descriptors with the nine integer scale), were
based on judgments from a sample of experienced travelers as to how well
or badly particular phrases described a trip feature.
Instructions for the use of the forms are shown in Figure 4.2
The important thing to note at this point is that the surVey participant
is invited to indicate a measure of how he Xee& about these trip
features by selecting a number from the scale that is associated with
a particular verbal descriptor (or, in some cases with his owii personal
interpolation between those provided).
The adaptation of stanine scales used in this survey is a simpli-
fication of those usually used. Only two, three or five verbal
descriptors are provided for each scale. This was done solely to
reduce clutter on the page and keep the form as simple as possible.
In usual practice, a verbal descriptor would be associated with each
integer of the scale.
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FIGURE 4.1: ILLUSTRATION OF RATING SCALES USED IN SURVEY
We need your help.
We are trying to make travel within the Bay Area more comfortable and
convenient. You can help by telling us how you fael shout various features
of your local trips.
Please use this form to rate the trip you are making now, or the trip most
recently completed before you received the form.
Space is provided at the end of the form so you can comment freely, if you
with. We sincerely invite your opinion.
INSTRUCTIONS
In the four columni below, circle the modes of transportation you use to get
from your home (or office, etc.) to this trip's destination.
LEFT HOME
BY. . .
Walk B Mln.
or More
Cycle
Tax| _
/ijrive House\
( hold Car, )
Bus/Street-
car
Car Pool
Family Drop
Offer
— Chafleur
1©
INTERMEDIATE TRANSFER
(IF APPLICABLE)
TRANS. ONE
Xfialf\
\^-^Bus
Air
Helicopter
Car Pool
Ferry
D
TRANS. TWO
Rail
C±^
Air
Helicopter
Ferry
(?)
ARRIVAL
unnc icWUUt Ir
DIFFERENT
Walk 6 Mln.
or More
Cycle
Taxi
Bus
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Now that you hive circled your mode or modes of transportation (any or all
columns 1 '4), write the words you've circled In the same numbered columns
at the top of the next page. For example, if you walked from home to the
bui, then took a taxi to complete your (rip, the top of the opposite page
would read:
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Notice that there is a fifth column labeled "Overall Trip." In column five,
place the rating numlwr that tjest describes your feeling alxnil thi? fpdture
with respect to your entire trip
!f yci! ies! that a fea'.u'e r»«mo srale « not anplicahte to any OUR of ytnit
travel modea, please ignore it for that mfidfl
Please turn the pacje to the first scalR ainl t>eqin.
FIGURE 4.2: INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF SURVEY FORM
The scales are, 1n effect, nine equal Intervals distributed over
verbal descriptors in such a way that the most probable choice of a
rater corresponds to the fifth Interval and the remaining intervals
correspond to a normal distribution of descriptors about the most
probable value. The outstanding feature of the stanine scaling
procedure 1s that 1t permits a rater to Indicate a reasonably fine
degree of preference or satisfaction rather than merely a "like -
don't like" response. Furthermore, the statistical theory under-
lying the construction of the scale 1s compatible with their use as
observations on variables in a regression model.
In addition to rating scales, the survey form includes multiple
choice questions designed to capture Information about the traveler's
trip experience, the nature of the trip itself, the existence of route
alternatives, and the traveler's satisfaction with his trip mode
combination in terms of a schedule and cost penalty. The form is
concluded with an invitation to the traveler to provide some socio-
economic information about himself and to contribute his open-end
comments. A facsimile of the survey form is attached as Appendix B.
4.3 BAY AREA SURVEY METHODS
The success of the preference survey was dependent upon the
cooperation of the people and the businesses of San Francisco Bay Area.
In particular, assistance of the following people and businesses was
appreciated:
The late George Hanson, Manager of NORCALSTOL, The Greater
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, San Francisco
D. R. Hobson, Vice President - Headquarters Administration,
Bank of America, San Francisco
Ivan VI. Nealon, Executive Engineer and Robert Repp of Bechtel
Incorporated, San Francisco
Robert R. Gros, Vice President - Public Relations, Pacific
Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco
Tito Sasaki, Transportation Planner, Golden Gate Bridge,
Highway, and Transportation District, San Francisco
George Housman, Manager, Commute Traffic, Southern Pacific
Transportation Company, San Francisco
Eric Gehring and David Brown, Wells Fargo Bank, Oakland
R. L. Salsibury, Vice President, Sales and Service, and
A. G. Tobey, Vice President of Operations, SFO
Helicopter Airlines, Inc., Oakland
Susan M. Norman, Aerospace Engineer, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Moffett Field
The approach used in the survey was to distribute a large number
of forms to businesses around the Bay Area in a manner which was
representative of the travel demand distribution. That is, a total
of 2250 forms were distributed to businesses in San Francisco, 500 in
Oakland, and 200 in San Jose (Moffett Field). It was anticipated that
this technique would cover all the major modes of automobile, car pool,
and bus, and that some returns would be received from rail and ferry
travelers. However, no returns were expected from the helicopter and
the rail and ferry returns were expected to be light. For this reason,
an additional mode survey was made of the ferry, rail, and helicopter
travelers. The overall results are listed in Table 4.1.
The overall rate of return of over 50% was considered to be very
gratifying considering the length and complexity of the form. All forms
were completed without assistance from the survey workers. The rate of
return of forms distributed within businesses was from 45% to 70%. The
low return rate for Oakland was due to one sample batch not being returned,
The variation in the return rate for the mode survey is a direct
function of the time available for completing the form. The rail survey
was carefully chosen to maximize the time available for each traveler.
The train chosen left San Francisco for San Jose with a first stop at
California Avenue. The minimum time available to complete the form was
over 30 minutes and a maximum time of over an hour. With this time
available the traveler was able to complete the form on the train.
However, with the ferry and helicopter, insufficient time was available
for the traveler to complete the form on the trip and the form had to
be completed later and returned by mail. The return rate in these cases
is related to the trip time, which is 20 to 25 minutes for the ferry and
10 to 15 minutes for the helicopter.
4.4 STATISTICS OF THE SURVEY SAMPLE POPULATION OF
TRIPS AND RESPONDENTS
A look at the use of travel modes by different classes of the
survey respondents is of interest in order to insure that the sample
of trips (and trip respondents) is not abnormal in any sense. Classes
are determined by stratifying the respondents into appropriate levels
of the following demographic categories:
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Table 4.1 Summary of Number of Survey Forms
Distributed and Returned
Area
San Francisco
Oakland
San Jose
Ferry
Rail
Helicopter
Overall
Number of Forms
Distributed
2250
500
200
225
135
167
3477
Number of Forms
Returned
1344
113
96
90
96
40
1779
Percentage
Returned
59.7
22.6
48.5
40.0
71.1
24.0
51.2
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1. Sex
2. Age
3. Marital Status
4. Education
5. Yearly family Income before taxes
6. Number of automobiles (Including trucks and
campers) owned or available
The levels for each category are shown In the survey form (see Appendix B),
and are referred to as traveler characteristics. The following
abbreviations are used for the non-numeric characteristics:
M
F
S
M
S
M
W
<HS
HS
<C
C
HD
NC)
Male
Female
Single
Married, no children
Single, one or more children
Married, one or more children
Widowed
Did not complete high school
Completed high school
Some college
Completed college
One or more higher degrees
The travel modes included in the analysis (in descending order of
frequency of usage) are:
1. Bus, including street car and cable car.
2. Final walk.
3. Automobiles, including truck and camper.
4. Initial walk.
5. Rail. . - . .
6. Car pool.
7. Family drop off.
8. Ferry.
9. A1r.
10. Cycle.
11. Taxi.
12. Helicopter.
Since most of the respondents used more than one mode to complete
their trips from origin to destination, a respondent making a segment
of his or her trip on one mode is referred to as a traveler. Consequently,
the total number of travelers is equal to the total number of respondent/
mode combinations, and is greater than the total number of respondents.
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The distributions of travelers by travel mode and by traveler
characteristic, for each demographic category, are shown in Table 4.2.
For example, it can be seen that 720 male travelers and 465 female
travelers used the bus. Also shown in the table are the row totals,
column totals and grand total for each category, and the distribution
by mode for all travelers. For example, it can be seen that in the
sex category 106 travelers used the ferry, 2633 of the travelers were
male and the total number of travelers was 3886. It should be noted
that the corresponding row totals and the grand totals differ between
categories, and are less than or equal to the corresponding numbers
in the 'all travelers' category. The differences are due to
incomplete response to the survey. For example, the grand totals
show that out of 4052 travelers, 118 (3 percent) did not answer the
age question and 318 (7 percent) did not answer the income question.
Again it should be noted that a respondent is recorded as a traveler
in Table 4.2 as many times as the number of modes he used in his
reported trip. Therefore, the total number of travelers is greater
than the total number of respondents. The distribution of travelers
by number of modes used and by type of mode is shown in Table 4.3, and
is presented pictorially in Figure 4.3 for the six modes of principal
interest.
Returning to Table 4.2 it can be seen that only two of the travelers
were under 18 years of age, and only two were over 65 years of age,
therefore nothing can be deduced about the selection of travel modes
by travelers in these two classes. However, all the other classes,
and all the travel modes, contain sufficient response to enable
distributions by traveler characteristic and by travel mode to be
determined and compared.
The highlights of the data in Table 4.2 are presented pictorially
in Figures 4.4 to 4.6 and show the distributions of travelers, for each
demographic category, by traveler characteristic and by the six principal
travel modes: bus, auto, rail, car pool, ferry and helicopter.
In order to compare the distributions of traveler characteristics
within the different travel modes, the data in Table 4.2 has been
normalized to 100 by row, to give the results shown in Table 4.4.
For example, it can be seen that in the sex category 60.8 percent of
the bus travelers were male and 39.2 percent were female, whereas
79.3 percent of the rail travelers were male and 20.7 percent were
female. Also shown are the percentage distributions for all modes
and the average for all modes. For example, the bus and rail
distributions above can be compared with the distribution 67.8 percent
male and 32.2 percent female for travelers on all modes.
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TABLE 4.3
DISTRIBUTION OF TRAVELLERS BY NUMBER OF MODES USED AND BY TRAVEL MODE
MODE
Bus
Final Walk
Auto
Initial Walk
Rail
Car Pool
Family Drop-off
Ferry
A1r
Cycle
Taxi
Helicopter
TOTAL
Number of Modes Used
1
122
0
211
18
2
63
10
5
1
2
0
6
440
2
305
136
157
100
11
38
23
14
5
7
2
4
802
3
603
518
282
307
152
48
83
56
20
29
21
8
2127
>3
200
124
94
57
79
2
23
35
27
5
19
15
680
TOTALi u inu
1230
778
744
482
244
151
139
110
53
43
42
33
4049
15
MOOES
BUS
AUTO
RAIL
CARPOOL
FERRY
HELICOPTER NUMBER OF
MODES USED
FIGURE 4.3
HISTOGRAM ILLUSTRATING DISTRIBUTION OF TRAVELERS BY
NUMBER OF MODES USED AND BY TYPE OF MODE
T6
RAIL
CAR POOL ^
FERRY
NODE
RAIL
CAR POOL
FERRY
HELICOPTER/
Figure 4.4 Histograms Illustrating Traveler Distribution by Sex and Age
17
BUS
AUTO
RAIL
CAR POOL
FERRY
MODE HELICOPTER
BUS
AUTO
RAIL
CAR POOL
FERRY HS
MODE HELICOPTER^ <HS EDUCATION
18
Figure 4.5 Histograms Illustrating Traveler Distribution
by Marital Status and Education
BUS
AUTO
RAIL
CAR POOL
FERRY
MODE HELICOPTER
0-12.5
7.5-10
-7.5
YEARLY FAMILY
INCOME (THOUSANDS)
BUS
AUTO
MODE
RAIL
CAR POOL
FERRY
HELICOPTER; NUMBER OF
AUTOS OWNED
Figure 4.6 Histograms Illustrating Traveler Distribution by
Yearly Family Income and Number of Autos Owned
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In order to compare the distributions of travel modes within the
different traveler characteristics, the data 1n Table 4.2 has been
normaHjHjd to 100 by column, to give the results shown in Table 4.5.
For example, 1t can be seen that 27.4 percent of the male travelers
used the bus and 7.0 percent used rail, whereas 37.1 percent of the
female travelers used the bus and only 3.8 percent used rail. These
percentages can be compared with the corresponding percentages for
all the travelers, 30.4 percent of whom used the bus, and 6.0 percent
used rail.
Table 4.4 shows how the travelers were distributed by characteristic
within a mode, but does not show how the travelers were distributed by
mode within a characteristic. Conversely, Table 4.5 shows the distri-
butions by mode, but not by characteristic. In order to show thejoint distributions, the data for each category 1n Table 4.2 have
been normalized to 100 by the total number of travelers in each
category, to give the results shown in Table 4.6. For example, it
can be seen that of the total number of travelers in the sex category,
18.5 percent were male bus travelers, 12.0 percent were female bus
travelers, 4.7 percent were male rail travelers and 1.2 percent were female
rail travelers. The row and column totals show the percentages of
the total travelers using each mode and belonging to each characteristic,
respectively. For example, in the sex category, 18.4 ptrrcent of all
the travelers traveled by automobile, and 67.8 percent of all travelers
were male.
The sample 1s quite uniform with respect to the nature of the trips
that were rated. The trip described by the overwhelming majority
of respondents was one of going to work in the morning, traveling alone.
Obviously, in these respects, the sample is an excellent representation
of workday commuting trips, which is of prime interest in this study.
Distributions of age, family income, education, and number of
autos available show that the sample is largely composed of young,
fairly affluent, well educated and mobile people. In short, there
are no abnormalities in the sample that would greatly bias results.
A summary of trip description statistics is shown in Figure 4.7.
4.5 OPEN-END COMMENTS
At the end of the survey form respondents were Invited to list
and comment on any factors important to their selection of travel
modes which were not covered in the survey. These factors and
comments are referred to as open-end comments.
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How many times a week do you usually make
a trip like the one you have just rated?
90.8%
5 or more
76.9%
Alone
How many are 1n your group?
10.8%
7 or more
What time did you start out on your trip?
6:30-8:30 A.M.
What was the purpose for your trip?
Going home
Going to work
Work-related business
On way to
recreation
Visit friends-
relatives
Figure 4.7 Summary of Trip Description Statistics
Of the 1727 respondents who completed and returned the survey,
483 made a total of approximately 700 open-end comments. To read
these comments In random order Is a tedious task, and gives a con-
fusing and conflicting picture of the respondents' attitudes to
the different modes of travel and to the transportation system 1n
general. The comments range from short to long, from serious to
amusing, from specific to general, from construction to destructive,
and from intelligent to unintelligible.
One of the first Impressions gained from reading the comments is
that the travelling public are seeking a transportation system with an
infinite number of modes and routes, that will enable them to travel
between any two points in the system, at any time of the day or night,
in zero time, at zero cost, and in maximum comfort. With such a
set of impossible objectives, any transportation system is bound to
generate a lot of criticism, and the San Francisco Bay Area system
is no exception. For example, a relatively large proportion of
the comments are critical of the bus service. However, before
condemning the bus service, it must be remembered that a relatively
large proportion of the trips made were by bus, and thus they would
be expected to generate a large proportion of both favorable and
unfavorable comments.
In order to clarify the picture the comments have been categorized,
summarized, and analyzed, so that the reader may obtain either a
general overview of all the comments, or a more detailed view of the
comments relating to any or all of the different travel modes.
Some respondents made one comment, others made several. Of
the respondents making several comments, some referred to one mode,
others to several. Some of the respondents referred to the trans-
portation system in general, and a few made comments that were
unclassifiable.
The comments are listed in Appendix C, and are categorized either
by mode of travel, or as general or unclassified. The comments made
by respondents who made several comments have not been separated,
and are categorized by the principle mode of travel or category
referred to, with a code letter added to cross reference the other
categories. The categories and their code letters are shown in
Table 4.7. Also shown are the number of respondents in each
category who made comments referring solely or principally to that
category. For example, 1t can be seen that 187 respondents made
comments referring solely or principally to bus travel. Respondents
who made secondary references to bus travel can be located in
Appendix C by searching for the reference letter "B" in the right
hand column.
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TABLE 4.7
CATEGORIES AND CODES FOR OPEN-END COMMENTS
LISTED IN APPENDIX C
Category
Bus, i nc lud ing street car
Automobile
Rail
Ferry
Helicopter
BART
Cable Car
Cycle
Taxi, including charter bus & jitney
Air
Walk
General
Unclassified
Code
B
A
R
F
H
BT
CC
C
T
P
W
G
U
TOTAL
Number of
Respondents
187
80
24
66
9
22
5
7
7
5
4
55
12
483
In order to provide a convenient overview of the comments in
Appendix C, they have separated, summarized, and sorted into the
categories shown in Table 4.8.. Also shown in Table 4.8 is the
number of times each comment was made. For example, it can be
seen that the respondents made 54 "favorable" and 239 "unfavorable"
comments about bus travel. The summaries of the comments them-
selves are shown in Table 4.9. It should be noted that although
a "favorable" comment usually expresses a like for a mode, an
"unfavorable" comment does not necessarily express a dislike—it
may express a desire for the extension or improvement of a mode
that is liked.
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TABLE 4.8
FREQUENCY OF OPEN-END COMMENTS BY
PRINCIPAL MODES
Category Favorable Unfavorable
Bus 54 239
Auto 74 45
Rail 9 27
Ferry 47 74
Helicopter 5 7
TOTAL 189 392
Table 4.10 shows a comparison, for the principal modes and a group
of the other modes, of the number of respondents using the mode or
modes and the number of comments made. For example, it can be seen
that the 1230 respondents who used the bus made 293 comments (ratio
23.835), of which 54 were "favorable" (ratio 4.4*).
If the ratio of "favorable" comments to the number of respondents
is taken as a measure of the popularity of a mode, the ferry is away
ahead with 43 percent, followed by the automobile with 7 percent, and
bus and rail with 4 percent each. The modes helicopter, air, cycle and
taxi as a group are between auto and rail with 6 percent.
Examination of the comments in Appendix C, and of the various
tables derived from them enables the following points of interest to
be noted, in addition to those already mentioned:
1) Several respondents stated or implied that the available
or proposed transportation system strongly influenced
the selection of their places of residence.
2) Several respondents stated or implied that they would
switch modes if there were a change in some factor
such as cost, time, comfort, frequency of service or
availability.
27
3) Many respondents made comments related to the adverse
effect of some modes on the environment, and some
deliberately chose modes that minimized pollution.
4) The coming of BART was referred to in 44 comments, and
17 respondents stated they were looking forward to
using it.
28
TABLE 4.9
SUMMARY OF OPEN-END COMMENTS
1. Bus (Including street car)
l.a. Favorable Comments Frequency
1. Reasonably priced. Cheapest method
of travel, 9
2. Provides a good service. 9
3. Satisfied with service provided. 6
4. Good service in mornings, 6
5. Drivers are courteous and friendly. 5
6. Express services are good. 3
7. Greyhound services are good. 3
8. Enjoy reading on bus. 3
9. Better than ferry in bad weather. 2
10. Service is convenient and flexible. 2
11. Quickest method of transport. 1
12. Safer than walking. 1
13. Reliable. 1
14. A challenging adventure.' 1
15. Private communter bus enjoyable. 1
16. Relaxing. 1
Total favorable comments 54
l.b. Unfavorable Comments
1. Crowded. 30
2. Bumpy and uncomfortable. 24
3. Schedules are badly planned, uncoordinated,
not adhered to, changed without notice. 24
4. Drivers are discourteous, inconsiderate,
unfriendly, reckless, go through yellow
lights, go through red lights, drive
badly. 22
5. Buses are smelly, smoky, and pollute
the air. 16
6. Poor service Sundays, holidays, evenings,
nights. 14
7. Noisy. 14
8. Slow. 12
9. Waiting places dark, badly located,
unprotected from weather, unsafe. 10
10. No fresh atr, stuffy. 9
11. Vehicles old, unreliable, unsafe. 9
12. Service Infrequent. 9
13. Dirty, trash on floors. 7
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TABLE 4. 9 (Cont'd)
1. Bus (continued)
l.b. Unfavorable Comments (continued) Frequency
14. Unpleasant, dislike, intolerable. 7
15. Passengers objectionable, discourteous. 6
16. Fares too high. 6
17. Passengers sometimes have to get out
and walk up steep hills. 4
18. Smokers objectionable. 4
19. Not enough routes. 3
20. Seats ripped. 2
21. No auto parking at bus stops, 2
22. Special bus lanes needed. 2
23. Not enough express services, 1
24. Prefer to walk. 1
25. Greyhound depot needs rennovating or
relocating. 1
Total unfavorable comments 239
2. Automobile
2.a. Favorable Comments
1. Only method of transportation available. 28
2. Quick, convenient. 22
3. Flexible, readily available. . 5
4. Cheapest method of transportation. 4
5. Preferred to other modes. 3
6. Need in course of work. 3
7. Only method of transportation for disabled. 3
8. Car pool cheapest and best. 3
9. Can think, plan, listen to radio. 1
10. Reasonably priced parking available. 1
11. Second car cheaper than ustng bus. 1
Total favorable comments 74
2.b. Unfavorable Comments
1. Expensive to operate and park. 19
2. Results in psychological wear and tear,
tension, exasperation. 6
3. Dislike driving. 4
4. Highways too congested. 4
5. Is a waste of time, unable to read. 3
6. Driving is dangerous. 2
7. Prefer ratl travel. 2
8. Freeways, streets, signs need improving. 2
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TABLE 4.9 (Cont'd)
2. Automobile (continued}
2.b. Unfavorable Comments Frequency
9. Speed restrictions not enforced. 1
10. Highways are polluted. 1
11. Other drivers are discourteous. 1
Total unfavorable comments 45
3. Rail
3.a. Favorable Comments
1. Generally good, best method of travel, 3
2. Fast. 2
3. Better than driving. . 2
4. Safe. 1
5. Passengers courteous. 1
Total favorable comments 9
3.b. Unfavorable Comments
1. Connecting bus services needed. 5
2. Terminal remote from downtown. 4
3. Slow at non-commute hours. 3
4. Schedules badly planned. 3
5. Cars need window shades, more toilets. 2
6. Smokers objectionable. 1
7. Railroads do not care about passenger
service. 1
8. No monthly tickets for rail travel or
auto parking. 1
9. No bus transfer tickets- 1
10. Not enough expresses at commute times • 1
11. Should have single fare. 1
12. Strike prone. 1
13. Poor ticket purchase service. 1
14. Slow compared with air travel. 1
15. Equipment old. 1
Total unfavorable comments 27
4. Ferry
4.a. Favorable Comments
1. A pleasant sightseeing trip. Enjoyable, fun,
relaxing, aesthetic. General overall approval. 26
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TABLE 4.9 (Cont'd)
4. Ferry (continued)
4.a. Favorable Consents (continued) Frequency
2. Chance to meet people. 4
3. Preferred to bus travel. 4
4. Lots of fresh atr. 3
5. Food and drink available, 3
6. Personnel courteous. 3
7. Freedom of movement. 2
8. Good bus connections. 1
9. Considerate to cyclists. 1
Total favorable comments 47
4.b. Unfavorable Comments
1. Schedules inconvenient. Infrequent
service. 19
2. Not enough routes. 16
3. Connecting bus services not available or
badly scheduled. 7
4. Parking and other services at terminals
need improving. 4
5. Crowded at commute times and in summer. 3
6. Prefer bus when weather bad. 3
7. Slow loading and unloading. Need more
efficient ticket collection and loading
and unloading from both sides. 3
8. Lower deck noisy, unpleasant. 2
9. Concession prices high, service poor,
quality low. 2
10. Slow. 2
11. Boats need improving:
Lounge, plastic dome. 2
Heating. 2
Larger tables. 1
Better lighting. 1
Warmer colors. 1
More comfortable seats, 1
12. Journey time too short. 1
13. Noisy children. 1
14. Unable to transport car. 1
15. No monthly tickets available, 1
16. No student discount on fares, 1
Total unfavorable comments 74
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TABLE 4.9 (Cont'd)
5. Helicopter
5.a. Favorable comments Frequency
1. Convenient. 3
2. Novel. 1
3. Better than driving. 1
Total favorable comments _5_
5,b. Unfavorable comments
1. Poor parking facilities at terminals, 2
2. Noisy, windy, cramped. 2
3. Baggage handling service unreliable. 2
4. Schedules badly planned. 1
Total unfavorable comments _7_
6. Other Modes
6.a. BART
1. Look forward to using. 17
2. Will use 1f not too expensive. 9
3. Should be extended. 8
4. Will need good connecting bus services. 5
5. May be less convenient than bus. 3
6. Fares should be kept low 1n order to
increase demand. 1
7. Will prefer to drive. 1
Total comments 44
6.b. Cable Car
1. Agreeable. 3
2. Crowded. 3
3. Should be retained. 2
4. Better than bus. 1
5. Unreliable. 1
Total comments 10
6.c. Cycle
1. More safe cycle routes required. 6
2. More cycle parking needed, 5
3. Enjoyable. 2
Total comments 13
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TABLE 4 .9 (Concluded)
6. Other Modes Ccontlnued)
6.d. Taxi Frequency
1. Useful nights, Sundays, holidays,
with luggage. 3
6.e. A1r
1. Fast 1
2. Crossing time zones objectionable. 1
3. Noisy. 1
4. Inadequate public transportation at
airports. 1
Total comments 4
6.f. Walk
1. Enjoy or prefer to walk. 6
2. Quicker, cheaper than bus. 2
3. Unsafe. 1
4. Unpleasant in bad weather. 1
Total comments 10
7. General Comments
1. Public transportation system inadequate. 5
2. Need low-pollution travel. 4
3. Need low-cost travel. 4
4. Need or prefer high-speed travel, 4
5. One occupant cars'should pay higher tolls. 3
6. All public transportation systems should be
regionally coordinated. 3
7. Public transportation should be made more
attractive and use encouraged. 2
8. Congestion should be reduced. 2
9. Remove hazardous drivers and vehicles from
streets. 2
10. I pay $60 per month higher rent to minimize
commute time. 1
11. Pollsters should ask more aesthetic-type
questions. 1
12. More large employers out of city. 1
Total comments 32
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4.6 MODE CHARACTERIZATION IN TERMS
OF TRAVELER ATTITUDES
The rating survey form was designed with "commonality" 1n mind,
that is to say that the rating scale verbal descriptors had to be
generally applicable regardless of mode. Not all scales were
successful in this sense and, in fact9 some scales relate only to
specific modes (for example, ratings on transit terminal character-
istics). Due to this requirement , and also to the fact that up to
four travel modes could be used in describing a trip, the data
processing problem was exceedingly complex.
The first use of the data called for two basic sortings, 1) by
mode, and 2) by number of modes used per trip. The results are shown
in Table 4.3. The first sorting produced twelve data banks and the
second produced four. In connection with the latter, a 11st of the
most frequently used mode combinations as reported in the survey 1s
presented 1n Table 4.11. Combinations represented in the sample
fewer than ten times are not shown.
It was expected that some kind of annoyance factor might be derived
as a function of number of modes used per trip. Accordingly, means
and standard deviations for the twenty-five rating scales were calcu-
lated for each of the four trip combination data files and various
plots were made. In no case did any consistent, clear-cut trend
emerge and the analysis of these files was terminated. The means and
standard deviations are summarized in Table 4.12. In passing, it
should be noted that when all walk modes were deleted from these files,
the number of single mode trips jumped from 440 to 900, two mode trips
went from 402 up to 550, three mode trips dropped from 712 to 220,
and four mode trips plummeted from 173 to 38.
fi
Attention was next concentrated on the twelve so-called "modal
les". Means and standard deviations were calculated and histograms
plotted for each of the rating scales that were pertinent to each of
the twelve individual modes. These statistics are summarized in
Tables 4.13 and 4.14 together with the means and standard deviations
for the entire usable sample of 1727 respondents. These statistics
are adjusted for non-response which means that the average sample
size varies from trip/vehicle characteristic, to trip/vehicle character-
istic as well as from modal file to modal file.
It is instructive at this point to recall that these averages
are not directly comparable from characteristic to characteristic
due to the fact that the integers on the rating scales are surrogates
for verbal descriptors. For example, a rating of nine on Parking
36
TABLE 4.11
MODE COMBINATIONS LISTED
IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY OF USE
Combination Frequency
Walk, bus, walk 220
Private car 211
Car, bus, walk 114
Bus 111
Walk, bus 81
Car, walk 69
Car pool 63
Car, bus 54
Drop off, bus, walk 43
Bus, walk 40
Car, rail, bus, walk 36
Car, rail, bus 28
Bus, bus 26
Car, rail, bus 22
Car, rail, walk 21
Walk, bus, bus, walk 20
Walk only 18
Car, ferry, walk 17
Drop off, b u s . 1 6
Car pool, walk 14
Car, car pool, walk 14
Walk, ferry, walk 14
Walk, bus, ferry, walk 13
Walk, bus, bus 13
Car, bus, ferry, walk 13
Car pool, bus, walk 12
Bus, bus, walk 12
Car, car pool 11
Drop off 10
Drop off, rail, bus, walk 10
Walk, rail or car 10
37
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Costs really means "free parking" whereas a nine rating on Physical
Side Effects is equivalent to "trip never causes physical discomfort"
The really meaningful comparison is, then, across modal files and
inspection of the tables shows considerable variation.
Of particular interest is the Enroute Trip Time mean rating
because it, as will be seen, plays such an important role in the
insertion of attitudinal variables in the mode split model. It
ranges from a value of eight, or "almost barely noticeable", on
the helicopter to a value of 5.15 or just "tolerable" on the bus
mode. A much more striking display of the relative ordering across
the modes of these and all the other mean values has been constructed
but is deferred to Section 4.8 in order to allow the subjectively
extrapolated mean values for STOL to be included.
One other type of data file was constructed in order to investi-
gate the possible influence of the geographic features of travel
corridors on trip/vehicle characteristic ratings. This was of
interest, of course, since ultimately a vector of attitudinal
variable values would have to be associated with each specific
travel corridor included in the mode split model. If significant
differences between ratings on different corridors were directly
due to such an influence, this goal would be frustrated severely, if
not entirely unfeasible. However, the contrasts between corridors
can only be made, at least with this survey data, in terms of
contrasts between modes, each of which operates in a pair of
corridors. This implies a confounding between mode and corridor
so that no clear-cut conclusion can be arrived at.
Despite this problem, contrasts were made between auto ratings
on three principal corridors and also between bus ratings. A
contrast is defined as a test of the hypothesis that there is no
difference between the mean ratings of a characteristic of a
particular mode from different corridors. For example, the
hypothesis that the mean rating for "Waiting Time" for the bus
mode on the Golden Gate corridor is equal to the similar mean on
the Bay Bridge corridor is tested. This can be expressed simply
by the form :
A special version of analysis of variance was used to test
all possible contrasts among the three corridors.* The results are
shown in Tables 4.15 (a), (b), (c) for the bus mode and in Tables4.16
(a), (b), (c) for the auto mode. The statistical tests were made at
The three corridors; viz., Golden Gate, Bay Bridge, and Peninsula •
are defined in Section 4.9.
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the 5% significance level. If the hypothesis of no difference
was accepted, the name of the characteristic was placed in the
center column of the appropriate table. If it was rejected,
the characteristic was listed in the left column if p-, was
greater than yp» ancl i" tne right column, otherwise.
The contrast tables for auto show that there are, for all
practical purposes, no significantly important differences that
would suggest substantial bias due to geography. On the other
hand the contrasts for the bus mode show distinct differences.
It is known, however, that bus service on the Golden Gate and
Peninsula corridors is provided primarily by Greyhound, whereas
both A/C Transit and Greyhound provide service on the Bay Bridge
route. There is ample evidence in the open-end comments that
A/C Transit is highly regarded by commuters. The decided contrast
between Bay Bridge corridor and the two others with respect to
travel by bus is ascribed to differences in service provided and
equipment used rather than to the geographic nature of the corridors.
Consequently, for want of further evidence to the contrary, corridor
geography will be considered to have negligible impact on ratings.
4.7 PREDICTION OF OVERALL TRIP RATING
One of the most interesting speculations about investigations
involving trip rating scales is that an Overall Trip Rating (OTR)
can be expressed as a function of ratings of trip/vehicle character-
istics. This speculation has proved true in prior investigations
made by participants in this study. There is also reason to believe
that the OTR can be expressed in terms of a time penalty or a cost
penalty, or both. A time penalty is defined as the amount of
time a commuter would be willing to adjust his schedule in order to
continue to use a presently favored mode. Alternatively, it is
the amount of time use of an alternative mode.must save him in order
to cause him to switch modes. A cost penalty is defined as the
premium over present cost that a commuter would pay in order to
continue on a presently favored mode (as compared to alternatives).
It also can be viewed as the minimum reduction of cost that a less
favored alternative would have to offer in order for a commuter to
switch.
The problem of developing regression models for OTR is made more
difficult in the present study due to the possibility of more than
one mode being used to complete a trip. The approach taken here was
to separata respondents into unique sets such that a respondent was
claimed be in the set of his "predominant" mode. This was accomplished
in the following way. If a person used both ferry and bus he was
considered a ferry passenger and his OTR was viewed as principally a
48
function of the ferry trip characteristics. All persons using
train (but not ferry) were put in the train group. All persons
using bus (but not train or ferry) went into the bus group. Finally
all respondents using auto (but not bus, train or ferry) were
placed in the auto group. Carpoolers constitute a ready-made
group.
The OTR was fit for each mode as a function of fourteen
characteristics that were mutually compatible across modes. The
model was a simple linear combination such as has proved best in
prior experiments in aircraft preference.
The model
14
O.T.R. = k +
1=]
where
O.T.R. = Overall Trip Rating
k = Constant
r. = Rating for i characteristic
6. = Regression coefficient to be estimated
was fit by the stepwise least square algorithm to each of the five
"mutually exclusive" modal files and the results are summarized in
Table 4.17. Each column represents a regression. The attitudinal
variables are shown at the left. The various estimates for their
coefficients are listed in the regression columns together with the
corresponding Student's t value in parentheses. An asterisk denotes
that the variable in the corresponding row is not significant (at
5% level) in the fit to the modal O.T.R. of the corresponding column.
Values of the standard indicators of goodness of fit are grouped
in the lower portion of the columns. These indicators are S.E., the
standard error of the estimate, and r, the multiple correlation
coefficient. Also shown are two values for O.T.R. predicted by two
different regression models. O.T.R.(l) was predicted by the fits
shown in Table 4.17. O.T.R. (2) was predicted by a model fit (for
the identical set of variables) to the total sample of 1727 respondents
regardless of mode. The reason for this comparison will be explained
subsequently. For the moment an examination of the variables that
turned out to be significant explicators of O.T.R. for the various
modes is of interest.
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First of all, notice that the public modes require more
explicators than do auto or car pool. The bus, apparently
the least popular mode, requires the most. The feeling about
time spent enroute is significant only for bus and train. Most
interesting of all, train is the only mode for which trip cost
rating is important. This apparent insensitivity to cost will
be buttressed by further evidence throughout this report.
All modes are sensitive to route alternatives; the signs on
the coefficients are correct, and coefficient magnitudes appear
to be appropriate. The S.E. is rather large in every case, but
this is a reflection of the large scatter in the data. The fits
are considered good, however, because there is a definite linear
mean tendency in the data, despite the scatter. It is of no
interest to fit each and every point, but only to define mean trends.
Returning to the reasons for comparison between O.T.R.( l) and
O.T.R.(2), it can be seen that the two values are very close for
bus, ferry, and car pool, but not so good for train and for auto.
One wonders what the comparison would be like if ratings on STOL
were available. In fact, the purpose for these comparisons is to
determine how well a model that is fitted to the entire sample does
in predicting on the individual modal subsets resident in the total
sample. If the subsets are fit fairly well, then one could feel
reasonably secure in using the total sample model to predict STOL.
That is precisely what has been done here.
Since the public modes dominate the sample, one would not
expect as good a fit to auto as to the other modes. Even car pool
is public in the sense of sharing a vehicle at reduced expense and
reduced personal aggravation.
The model obtained by fitting the entire sample was
O.T.R. = (Constant = -1.740)
+ 0.297 (Enroute Time Rating) + 0.148 (Trip Cost Rating)
+ 0.065 (Seat Comfort Rating) + 0.063 (Spaciousness Rating)
+ 0.012 (Storage Rating) + 0.075 (Climate Rating)
+ 0.068 (Smoothness Rating) + 0.044 (Physical Side
Effects Rating)
+ 0.080 (Noise Rating) + 0.087 (Safety Rating)
+ 0.145 (Appeal Rating) + 0.031 (Privacy Rating)
+ 0.107 (Use of Time Rating) + 0.079 (Route Alternative
Rating)
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The multiple correlation coefficient, r = 0.832 and S.E. = 1.11.
The O.T.R.(2) predictions for a particular mode were obtained by
inserting the mean rating for the fourteen characteristics on that
mode in the equation above.
An indication of how much a commuter values the particular
principal mode of travel he customarily uses can be obtained by
a perusal of Figure 4.8. For example, 50% of ferry customers are
willing to adjust their present schedule by twenty-two minutes or
more while only 23% of auto users and only 20% of bus and train
users would do the same. The rise in penalty time as a function
of mean overall trip satisfaction is apparent in Figure 4.9. Similar
tendencies with respect to cost penalty are apparent in Figures 4.10
and 4.11, although it is evident that there is not so wide a spread
between the modal penalty cost functions as there is between the
modal penalty time functions.
In Figures 4.12 and 4.13, the percent willing to self-impose
either a time penalty of whatever length or a cost penalty of whatever
cost is plotted against overall trip rating. These two functions can
be used to obtain a crude but quite reasonable estimate of proportion
of modal traffic that would divert to a new mode (such as STOL).
Suppose it were possible to estimate an average overall trip
rating for a mode not presently available 1n the San Francisco
intraurban area. Suppose, precisely, the mean value was 5.5.
Entering the plots at that abscissa, one finds that 18% of auto
commuters would not adjust schedule; that is, 18% of those whose
satisfaction level is 5.5 do not value their present mode over
alternative modes. Given the same satisfaction level of 5.5, half
of the 18% could be expected to stay with the auto and half divert
to the new mode.
From the cost penalty function in Figure 4.13 about 36% of auto
users (at 5.5) are indifferent to their present mode from a cost
point of view. Therefore, half could be expected to divert to a
new mode offering the same overall satisfaction level.
In the language of probability, the proportion of commuters
that could be expected to divert from a specified mode is given by
the union of the two (not necessarily independent) events of the
likelihood of time diversion (T) and the likelihood of cost diversion
(C), symbolically,
P(TUC) = P(T) •*• P(C) - P(TC)
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In our example we have
P(T) = .09
P(C) = .18
P(TC) = .0162
Therefore, the proportion of auto commuters that could be expected
to divert to an equally attractive mode with satisfaction level of
5.5 is
P(TUC) = .25
The reasonableness of the estimate is tempered, of course, by the
interaction of the modes involved with range in miles.
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4.8 STOL EXTRAPOLATION
In Section 4.6, means and standard deviations of ratings of
trip/vehicle characteristics were presented in tabular form. A
more striking method of presentation of the mean ratings 1s to
construct rating totems for each mode such as in Figures 4.14
through 4.16. With these displays one can obtain at a glance a
measure of how convenience factors, service factors, and vehicle
characteristics group within a mode. Modal comparisons are
immediate.
Estimates of mean ratings for a STOL totem were determined by
subjectively comparing what is known about proposed STOL vehicles
and their in-service characteristics with the mean ratings obtained
by the survey for all the existing modes in the San Francisco
intraurban area. A very conservative rating of 2 was assigned
to trip cost rating which would make STOL worst with respect to
cost attitudes. The values so assigned to the fourteen character-
istics that were used in the total sample regression mode] of
Section 4.7 were inserted in that model and an overall trip rating
for STOL of 5.75 was predicted.
A convenient way to compare ratings between modes for a specific
characteristic is provided by Figures 4.17 through 4.19. Here trip/
vehicle characteristics are grouped again into the Vehicle Character-
istics, Service Factors, and Convenience Factors categories. Clearly,
if our subjective judgments are good ones, STOL competes very favorably
on every characteristic except Trip Cost (which was given a deliberately
conservative rating) and ranks equally with auto for overall trip
rating.
Using auto as a base mode, a comparison between the five principal
existing commuting modes and the extrapolated STOL mode is presented
1n Figure 4.20 in terms of the mean overall trip rating, the mean
enroute time, and the mean trip cost rating. The ferry mode is
superior to all. The bus and rail are entirely inferior to auto
and the carpool mode would excel private autos except for the time
rating. STOL appears to be in an excellent position, as far as
attitudes are concerned, except for cost. A value of four was used
1n the calculation of STOL overall trip rating in order to suit the
requirements of the plotting scale. However, it is obvious that the
overall rating obtained in the regression extrapolation with a cost
rating of two is still superior to that for auto.
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Modal Rating Totems for Service Factors
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Modal Rating Totems for Convenience Factors
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4.9 DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
An alternative approach was taken in the analysis of the survey
results in an attempt to gain additional insight into the traveler's
attitudes as a basis for predicting modal split. The approach used
(and described in this section) involves developing linear functions
of the attitudes and other response variables for each mode. The
procedure will allot an individual to the mode which has the greatest
function value for the individual's responses. If the discriminating
power of the functions is high, a large proportion of the individuals
will be allotted correctly. This type of analysis is called dis-
criminant analysis.
This approach is potentially useful in the following ways:
1. It may be possible to forecast modal splits on the basis
of attitudes.
2. It may be possible to design new vehicles on the basis of
attitudinal information to influence modal choice.
3. Attitude information may be easier to collect and may be
more reliable than information on such items as income,
education, and personal property.
Sufficient data were available from the Northeast Corridor study
to perform discriminant analysis for three city-pairs:
Washington, D. C. - Long Island
New York - Boston
Washington, D. C. - New York
Three modes of travel were involved: auto, air and bus. Data were
available on the following five independent variables; income, actual
or estimated trip cost, time on trip (length of stay), size of party
on trip, and purpose of trip. The variation in estimated trip cost
was extremely large, particularly for air and bus modes. In these
two modes, the standard deviation was greater than the mean. Hence,
in order to provide a better basis for comparison with the Bay Area
investigation, these estimated trip costs were replaced with more
realistic trip costs.
The results are shown in Table 4.18. Successful assignments by
mode ranged from 69% to 81%. Bus travelers were assigned most
successfully, with auto travelers a close second. In each corridor,
the F statistic is highly significant, indicating a real difference
among the modes sampled.
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Discriminant analysis was also performed for the total San
Francisco Bay Area and for three separate corridors 1n the Bay Area*:
Golden Gate (zones 29 and 30 to zones 1 and 2)
Oakland Bridge (zones 15 through 21 to zones 1 and 2)
Peninsula Route (zones 5 through 9 to zones 1 and 2)
Five modes of travel were Involved: ferry, rail» bus, car and car pool.
Twenty-two variables of possible Interest were chosen from the
preference survey. They are listed below. Throughout the rest of
this section, variables dealing with attitudes (variables 1, 2, 3, and
5 through 14 1n the following 11st) will be called SOFT variables, and
the other variables (variables 4 and 15 through 22) will be referred
to as HARD (/) variables.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
How do you feel about En Route time.
Waiting time.
Trip Cost.
/ Estimate of trip cost.
Convenience of method of payment.
Seat comfort.
Vehicle spaciousness and freedom of movement.
Vehicle climatic condition.
Smoothness of ride,
Physical side effects.
Personal safety and security.
Vehicle appeal.
Productive use of time.
Overall opinion of mode combination used.
/ Purpose of trip.
/ How long away from home.
/ Sex.
/ Age.
/ Marital Status.
/ Education
/ Family Income.
/ Autos 1n household.
A description of the construction of the 30 superzones used In
this study can be found 1n Section 5.
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order:
The modes from the survey were grouped and sorted 1n the following
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Ferry
Rail
Bus
Car
Car Pool
If a person used more than one of the above modes during a specific
trip he was placed only in the first mode in the above order. An
example of this operation would be that if a person used both the
ferry and bus he was considered a ferry passenger. This separation
was done so that a person's attitude and demographic information
would appear only once in the analysis.
The survey sample was constrained further in that each survey
response was required to have entries for all of the 22 variables of
interest.
Three separate investigations were performed, using the following
data bases:
1. Total Bay Area
2. Three separate Bay Area corridors
3. Pooled corridors
The sample sizes for each investigation, by mode, are shown below:
MODE
TOTAL
SURVEY AREA
GOLDEN
GATE
CORRIDOR
EAST BAY
OAKLAND
BRIDGE
SAN
FRANCISCO
PENINSULA
POOLED
CORRIDOR
Ferry
Rail
Bus
Car
Car Pool
63
134
497
106
34
54
63
10
14
191
11
11
113
30
13
4
54
113
284
34
29
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Five separate analyses were done with the data from the total Bay
Area sample., using different sets of independent variables. These
sets were:
1. All 22 variables.
2. Thirteen soft variables.
3. Twelve soft variables (overall opinion of mode
combination deleted).
4. Nine hard variables.
5. Best five variables from 22-variable analysis.
The results are shown in Table 4.19. The predictive quality of
the soft variables is quite good. In fact, it is almost as good as
that of the hard variables in the Northeast Corridor. Within the
Bay Area, the soft variables perform much better than the hard variables,
It should be noted that the preference survey was not designed to
collect hard data which might do a good job in predicting modal traffic.
It was designed primarily to collect attitudinal data so that the value
of attitudes in predicting modal split could be determined.
The corridor investigation included the Golden Gate route, Bay
Bridge route, and the San Francisco Peninsula. For each route, five
separate analyses were performed, as follows:
1. All 22 variables.
2. Twelve soft variables (overall opinion of mode
combination deleted).
3. Nine hard variables.
4. Best five variables from 22-variable analysis.
5. Average best five variables over all three
corridors (variable 6, 7, 11, 12 and 13.)
Table 4.20 shows the results for the Bay Bridge route (zones 15 through
21 to zones 1 and 2). Table 4.22 shows the results for the San
Francisco Peninsula routes (zones 5 through 9 to zones 1 and 2). In
all cases, the soft variables do a creditable job and outperform the
hard variables.
The pooled corridor investigation uses combined data from the three
separate corridors investigated above. For this investigation, only
four different analyses were examined:
1. All 22 variables.
2. Twelve soft variables (overall opinion of mode
combination deleted).
3. Nine hard variables.
4. Average best five variables (as above).
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Table 4.23 shows the results of this investigation. As before,
the soft variables do a creditable job and outperform the hard variables,
As indicated above, the five average best variables were:
6 - Seat Comfort
7 - Vehicle Spaciousness
IT - Personal Safety
12 - Vehicle Appeal
• 13 - Use of Time
The order of importance of these five variables for the three single
corridors was:
Golden Gate Bay Bridge San Francisco Peninsula
12 12 13
13 13 12
6 7 6
11 11 7
7 6 11
In all cases, vehicle appeal and use of time are the most important
soft variables.
The coefficients and constants of the discriminant functions for
variables 6, 7, 11, 12, 13 as they are used in the single corridor
and pooled corridor investigations are listed in Table 4.24.
Figure 4.21 is an example of the discriminant analysis output.
The example is for the Golden Gate Route in the single corridor
approach and is the basis for Table 4.20.
In summary, discriminant analysis was performed on data from
both the Northeast Corridor and the San Francisco Bay Area. Only
the Bay Area data included attitudinal responses. The percentages
of individuals assigned correctly to modes in the three city-pairs
in the Northeast Corridor were: 75%, 79%, and 80%. For the three
corridors investigated in the Bay Area, the percentages assigned
correctly were: 70%, 82%, and 84%. The latter assignments were
made using the best five variables - all of which attitude variables.
The results indicate that attitude response can do an adequate job
in reproducing modal split choices.
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4.10 INTRODUCTION OF PREFERENCE VARIABLES INTO
A MODE-SPLIT MODEL
The trip rating survey included, in addition to rating scales,
a question relating to the actual time in minutes spent on each
mode used to complete a trip and the cost in dollars to utilize
each required mode. When enroute trip time rating was plotted
against actual time spent on mode, the results were amazingly
linear for every mode. Excellent linear trends for overall
trip rating with time on mode were also evident in the data.
These relationships are shown in Figures 4.22 and 4.23. In the
former, an estimated relationship for STOL was obtained by pinning
a segment equal in length to 10 minutes at its center point at an
enroute time rating of seven and then rotating It until it assumed
a slope approximating the mean slope of all the existing modes
except ferry.
The trends shown in Figure 4.23 mean that overall rating is
almost independent of time spent on mode. Trip cost rating as a
function of actual cost per modal portion of trip is shown in
Figure 4.24. Overall trip rating versus actual cost is shown in
Figure 4.25. Like the time relationship, overall trip rating
appears to be almost independent of actual cost.
Time-distance relationships for the existing modes and for
the proposed STOL mode have been estimated for the San Francisco
intraurban area and were published in Reference 1. If the time-
rating versus actual time function is combined with the time-
distance relationship from Reference 1, an enroute time rating
can be associated with every travel corridor of interest to this
study. The technique for doing this is shown schematically in
Figure 4.26. In essence the procedure simply makes a series of
linear transformations on the rating in order to associate it with
a distance. The actual enroute time rating versus distance
functions that were obtained from the rating survey data and the
time-distance functions of Reference 1 are shown in Figure 4.27.
These relationships are the means by which attitudinal variables
are inserted into a mode-split model.
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5.0 DEMAND MODEL
5.1 BAY AREA DATA BASE
The transportation demand models in this report are based
on analysis of a portion of the very large travel data base
available in the San Francisco Bay Area. This data base was devel-
oped by the Bay Area Transportation Study Commission (BATSC) which
has since become the Regional Transportation Planning Committee
(RTPC) and is currently the Metropolitan Transportation Commission
(MTC).
The BATSC data base(comprised of inventories and surveys)
represents a $3.5 million investment, some 60% of the $6 million
cost of the Bay Area Transportation Study.
The area included in this analysis is composed of the nine
counties surrounding the Bay Area; i.e., San Francisco, San Mateo,
Santa Clara, Alameda, Contra Costa, Solano, Naoa, Sonoma, and
Marin. A quote from Reference 4 helps to characterize the area:
"In 1965, on these 4.5 million acres, lived 4.4
million people holding 1.7 million jobs. They owned
about 2 million automobiles and motorcycles and 285,000
trucks. These operated on 1400 miles of state highways
and 14,300 miles of county roads and city streets."
The San Francisco Bay and the hills around it. Figure 5,1,
have a profound impact on the location and growth of the population
and the transportation systems serving it. In the BATSC data base,
the Bay Area is divided into seven levels of nested geographic
units or zones; counties - 9, superdistrfcts - 30, districts - 98,
analysis zones - 291, and three other levels aoing down to the
census blocks. The trip files and drmographic data used here were
obtained at the 291 analysis-zone level and aggregated into 30
superzones. These 30 superzones were similar to the 30 superdistrfcts
with some modification as described below.
The base year for this data is 1965, with most of the infor-
mation coming from the Home Interview Survey. This survey consisted
of approximately 30,000 home interviews selected randomly throughout
the Bay Area9 and covered trips and demographic information.
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(Reprinted from Reference 4)
FIGURE 5.1- THE NINE-COUNTY SAN FRANCISCO BAY A RE A
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Screenline and cordon surveys were also taken as an accuracy check
on the expanded Home Interview Survey trip files. Reference 4
stated: "Close agreement was found between the sample and screenline
data, and it was concluded that the expanded trip files, without
further adjustment were sufficiently accurate to be used for model
calibrations and planning analysis".
For the Intraurban Study, six reels of magnetic tape (from the
1000 available) were utilized, in addition to several documents.
The tapes consisted of a 291 x 291 matrix of trips for the base
year 1965, projections for 1980 and 1990 and a summary of the
30,000 home interview survey results.
The 291 analysis zones of the Bay Area have been integrated to
form 30 zones in which the populated areas are evenly distributed
about the population centroid. (see Figure 5.2). The populations
of the zones vary from 12,000 up to 360,000 with an average value
of about 150,000. Demographic data for these zones has been taken
from the data tapes. The distances between zones are the actual
road distances between the zone population centroids(see Table 5.1).
The trip matrices by mode are developed from the 30,000 home
survey data. The necessary expansion factors to scale the data up
to the full population level are contained in the data tapes.
Because the data is a summary of the home survey, only approximately
two-thirds of the 870 possible links are represented in the data
set. Unlike the 291 x 291 BATSC asymmetric matrix of total trips,
the matrices developed from the home survey data are very nearly
symmetrical.
5.2 DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES
A brief analysis of the demographic variables has been made to
determine the extent of their interrelationships. The data used
for this analysis is the 30 x 30 travel matrix which was developed
from the 291 x 291 BATSC travel matrix. This matrix is asymmetric
in form, reflecting the characteristics of commute travel. The 30
zones used in the analysis are illustrated in Figure 5.2. Know-
ledge of the relationships between intraurban travel and demographic
variables is most important in the demand modeling phase of the
analysis, where the regression analysis could produce spurious
results if collinear terms are included in the demand model. For
instance, in Figure 5.3, the comparison between resident employed
and the population of each zone demonstrates a very strong relation-
ship. The employment rate is approximately 38% of the population.
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FIGURE 5.2. SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA ZONES AND
POPULATION CENTROIDS
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Employment is subdivided into two categories, basic and popu-
lation serving. Basic employment covers agriculture, mining, manu-
facturing, transportation, and federal and state government. Popu-
lation serving employment covers construction, local transportation,
utilities, retail trade, finance, services, and local government.
The basic employment and population serving employment are compared
with zone population in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. The
basic employment of a zone does not correlate as strongly with zone
population as population serving employment, which does appear to
be a linear function of zone population.
When total zone employment is compared with zone population,
Figure 5.6, the relationship between the two appears to break down
at the higher population levels.
The zone employment fraction, E/P, has been compared with the
other demographic variables, land area use and population density.
In Figure 5.7, the zone employment fraction is compared with the
ratio of business land area to residential land area, but no definite
trend could be detected. Similarly, in Figure 5.8, the zone employ-
ment fraction is compared with the ratio of zone population to land
area used, where the land area used includes residential, basic,
and population serving land areas. Again, no correlation could be
determined between the two parameters.
The basic conclusions of the study of demographic variables is
that there is a strong correlation between zone resident employed
and zone population. Also, a weaker correlation exists between the
population serving employment of a zone and the zone population.
Hence, any expression involving zone population need not include
resident employed or population serving employment of the zone.
5.3 TRIP GENERATION FACTORS
The basic demand matrix for intraurban travel is asymmetric,
reflecting the general flow of daily travel from the bedroom com-
munities into the city for employment, commerce, and recreation.
Those factors governing the generation of trips are analyzed here
while the trip attraction factors are analyzed below. By this
means, the factors which govern the imbalance in traffic flow will
be identified and can be incorporated in the daily travel demand
models.
The total trips generated in the 30 zones have been compared
with zone population in Figure 5.9. Note that this data has been
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obtained by integrating the iiiterzone travel at the 291 zone level,
.and hence does not include the intrazone travel. The total daily
trips generated in the Sari Francisco Bay Area by these maans is
7,26 million. There is a Lv.ro rig correlation between the total trips
generated and zone population Interestinglya the one point which
stands out as generating f*>w@r trips (population 61B000) is zone
240 which borders on Sacramento. The travel between zone 24 and
Sacramento is not Included hi the data set, and no doubt accounts
for the major share of da'l'iy trips.
A similar comparison bsr.ueen the number of trips leaving a
zone versus the zone population has been made in Figure 5.10.
The correlation is strong and displays the fact that a demand model
must include the population of the origin zone.
The correlation between zone employment and trip origins,
Figure 5.11a is weak.
The use of the sum of zone population and employment to
correlate with the Number of trips leaving a zone is shown in
Figure 5.12. The main characteristics of the data are essentially
the same as those obtained by using population alone. The reason
being that the zone population is generally two or three times
greater than the zone employment and hence the scatter generated
in the employment data is Urgely suppressed.
5 A TRIP ATTRACTION FACTORS
The number of daily trips attracted to a zone from the re-
maining 29 zones in the San Krancisco Bay Area have been compared
with various demographic variables. Following the success of zone
population as a means of predicting trip generations, zone population
was used again to correlate with trip attractions; see Figures 5.13
and 5.14. The first plot attempted to find the log-log relationship
between zone population ©uvJ >.»>ne trip attractions. As will be noted
in Figure 5.13 the relation,!-'.ip is non-linear with only a moderate
degree of scatter in the (U.t.-a. The second plot0 Figure 5.14, repre-
sents an attempt t@ find a -sy-linear relationship to describe the
pr^viQusly noted non-11 nsar v'.haracterf sties. However5 none of the
attempts uncovered e usable relationship and it was concluded that
although wm population wo;ild oxsrt soina influence as a trip attraction
factor0 it would also be !p,jsv;,onsible for a large degree of scatter in
the solution.
The correlation butwe^. xone employment and trip attractions, in
Figure 5.1§0 is strong a'id-KUjgh the degree of scatter is fairly large.
In order to determine the ;;?r'c=ct of the type of employment on trip
attracti@nsD the population serving employment and basic employment
data are presented in Figures 5,16 and 5.17. It would appear from
thiie two figures,, that tha basic employment is the greatest contri-
butor to the scatter in the data, and that the best results could be
obtained by using the population serving employment as the trip
attraction factor.
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A further comparison is made, this time, between trip attrac-
tions and the sum of population and employment for the zone,
Figure 5.18. The correlation is strong, with much of the scatter
evident in Figure 5.13 being scaled down.
The trip generation factors have been found to differ from
the trip attraction factors and the result of the above analysis
is that the daily travel demand model should be of the form:
D.. = f(P1§ ' i
or D.. =
The above models have the desirable characteristics of being
capable of producing asymmetric demand matrices.
5.5 TRIP DISTRIBUTION
The trip distribution combines both the total generalized
demand model and mode split. In combining the mode split analysis
at this stage, the travel matrix used must contain modal data,
i.e. travel matrices for each mode beina analysed. The data source
for these matrices is the BATSC 30000 home survey data with expansion
factors to raise the travel data level to the total population
travel level. These modal travel matrices are essentially
symmetric in nature and consequently the regression analysis will
be incapable of developing models of the asymmetric form suggested
above. But the insights gained in the analysis of the trip gener-
ation and attraction factors are used as a guide in understanding
the results of the regression analysis.
The initial step in data preparation was to devise time-distance
relationships for each mode and to test for bridge penalties.
Two data sets were used independently in the analysis; these were
the BATSC 30000 home survey data and the preference survey data.
The results of the BATSC travel data is presented in Figure 5.19,
where the data has been extrapolated beyond the data limits at
approximately 60 miles. The data displays a nine minute bridge
penalty for the auto and also a slightly different average speed,
55.6 mph and 58 mph.
The time-distance relationships for the bus and train were
essentially the same. However, due to the small data sample for
the train, it was necessary to combine both bus and train data
sets, making it impossible to separate any small differences that
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might exist. The preference survey gave curious results with
excessively high average speeds. This may have been due to non-
linearity in the data set, but it was considered to be too unreliable
for use.
Superimposed on the BATSC time-distance relationship of
Figure 5.19 is the estimated data for the STOL airplane. The data
was generated by using the intercept time value of the bus and
rail curve, plus the block time for the STOL airplane as presented
in Reference 1.
The cost-distance relationships for each mode were obtained
from the preference survey results using regression analysis; see
Figure 5.20. The auto costs are seen to differ widely in per mile
cost depending on whether a bridge penalty was involved or not.
The essential problem here is the wide scatter associated with
perceived auto cost data, which varied nearly uniformly from
zero to 30 cents per mile.
The demand model used in the step-wise regression analysis is
of the abstract form; where demand is expressed as a function of
the multiplicative combination of variables, that is
where the variables, V(i,j,k) are;
P; = Population at origin zone i ^ 1,000's
= Population at destination zone j ~ 1,000's
= Employment at i ^ 1,000's
= Employment at j ^ 1.,000's
= Population serving employment at i ^ 1,000's
= Population serving employment at. j ^ 1,000's
= Number of automobiles at i
= Number of automobiles at j
= Median household income at i <\, dollars
= Median household income at j ^ dollars
P.
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T . . = Population weighted median income in zone 1 and zone j1J
 * dollars
T. . . = Best (least) t1ma between zone i and zone j 'v» minutes
T i ik4-;u = T = relative time of mode k between zone 1 and zone jjK i
Cbij = Best (least) cost between zone i and zone j ^ cents
1 ik=
 r"~ = relative cost of mode k between zone i and zone jL
N . . = Number of modes available between zone i and zone j
In order to permit the use of least squares regression analysis, the
generalized demand model was log-linearized, so that;
fa - fa K
Several combinations of the variables were selected for trial
and the results of those displaying the better statistical solutions
are presented in Table 5.2.
The coefficients of population P. and P< are always positive and
generally statistically significant, I.e., t > 1.645 at the 5% level.
The coefficients of employmans E., and Ea are always positive and
statistically significant,, Thasl are tHe results which are to be
expected from the trip attraction and generation analysis. The
coefficients of number of austos NC^ and NCj are always negative and
statistically significanto This is not the anticipated result and
there is no satisfactory explanation. The coefficients of Income terms
I.j, Ij and T.-j are always statistically insignificant and never
contributed to a large Improvement in R. The coefficients of
best time T. . . and relative tims T . - are always negative and
statistically significant. The demand should be inversely pro-
portional to trip time, as was determined, and it is significant
that the coefficients are essentially independent of model form.
In other words, time is very Important to a commuter. The
coefficients of best cost C fa. . and relative cost C . .^ are not
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often statistically important and are always positive. This result
is contrary to the intuitive solution, where the cost coefficient
would be negative. The apparent reason for this result is that
the preponderance of travel is by auto, which is more expensive
than either bus or rail. The statistical insignificance is also
borne out by the lack of knowledge displayed by the auto drivers
about the cost of the trip, as previously noted, and the preference
rating results in which the cost ratinq has little or no influence
on the overall trip rating. The coefficient of number of modes,
Nmii* ^s a1waVs Positive and statistically significant.
5.6 PERTURBATIONS OF THE DATA SET
Two perturbations of the demand matrix were made in an effort
to improve the model results. The first perturbation was to truncate
the demand matrix by eliminating all trip data pertaining to trip
distances less than 11.5 miles, the object being to reduce the
influence of short distance trips on the demand model, since the model
was being developed primarily for the STOL mode. The second per-
turbation was to transform the symmetric truncated demand matrix
into an asymmetric truncated demand matrix. The symmetric data
was transformed to the same asymmetric ratio as the 30 x 30 BATSC
asymmetric demand matrix, on a link by link basis, the purpose being
to produce a matrix which could be used to develop a demand model
which could predict direction of travel.
The results of these two perturbations are shown in Tables
5.3 and 5.4. Statistically, both perturbations degraded the results.
The first perturbation reduced the value of R to a maximum of
0.8274 from the previous maximum of 0.847. The one noteworthy
observation is that the coefficient of relative cost vanishes as
being statistically insignificant. The remainder of the terms
displayed essentially the same characteristics noted before in Table
5.2.
The results of the asymmetric matrix are statistically more
disappointing, with the value of R being reduced to a maximum of
0.72. Columns 1 and 2 of Table 5.4 show the two forms of the demand
models suggested in Section 5.4. Use of population serving employ-
ment at j offers a slightly improved R over the results of usina
the sum of population and employment at j. In all cases, the
coefficients of best and relative cost are statistically insignifi-
cant.
Due to the lack of any positive results, neither of these two
investigations were carried any further.
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5.7 ADDITION OF PREFERENCE VARIABLES
The enroute time rating-distance relationship discussed in
Section 4.10 was used to obtain a vector of observations on trip/
vehicle characteristics in the following way. Distances were
estimated for each commute corridor along the most direct highway
route between superzone population centroids. The relationship
of trip time rating with a corridor follows immediately from the
rating-distance function for each mode operating on the corridor.
The thirteen other preference variables that were used in
the overall trip rating regression models of Section 4.7 are not
so obviously functions of actual time as is enroute trip time.
Therefore, individual relationships with corridor distance -for
these thirteen could not be developed (at least not from this
particular sample survey data). A crude relationship was
structured by taking the ratio of the mean ratings of the group
of thirteen, each, with the corridor-determined enroute trip time
rating, for each modal vector of means. In other words, the mean
ratings for the thirteen characteristics for mode k were each
divided by the enroute trip time value for mode k that is associated
with corridor (i , j).
The multiplicative mode split model was extended by including
enroute trip time rating exponentially and the thirteen ratios
exponentially. The model then, became
Dijk ' K VCLJ.*) Cexp (r) exp
where
rm, = Mean enroute trip fjme rating on the (i,j)
IJ
" corridor for the kul mode.
= Ratio of mean rating for preference variable
p with r.. -k for the kth mode.
The first step-wise regression trial with this model for predicting
demand showed a serious collinearity problem existed among the thirteen
ratio type variables. In the correlation matrix several pairs of these
variables had a coefficient of one while most of the others had values
very close to one. In addition to this very grave circumstance, the
relative time coefficient was positive. The step-wise approach was
obviously not going to result in a usable model either with or without
preference variables.
5.8 STRUCTURING THE MODEL BY RIDGE REGRESSION
It has been shown in References 5 and 6, that a ridge trace
solution of coefficients can easily be determined that shows how
sensitive a model 1s to collinearity. In particular upon the
sacrifice of a very small increase in the standard error of the
demand, a set of coefficients can be found that minimizes the
substitutlonal behavior of the coefficients. Such a set is
selected from a formal series of solutions following an examination
of a ridge trace which shows how little one must sacrifice in
standard error in order to find stable coefficients that have
theoretically correct signs and a reasonable magnitude. Although
the ridge regression estimates are slightly biased, they have
smaller standard error than do their ordinary least squares
analog. The mathematical basis for ridge regression is presented in
Appenaix D.
In the first ridge regression trial, the same variables that
had been used in the stepwise regression were used except for three
preference variables, between which there existed correlation
coefficients equal to one. These were Seat Comfort, Vehicle
Appeal, and Route Alternatives. The ridge trace that resulted
is shown in Figures 5.21 through 5.24. The traces for the eight
socio-economic variables are shown in Figure 5.21. They are
identified by number as follows:
1 = Population at origin = P^
2 = Population at destination = P.
3 = Employment at origin = E.
4 = Employment at destination = E.
5 = Number of cars at origin = NC^
6 = Number of cars at destination = NC.
7 = Median income at origin = 1^
8 = Median income at destination = I*
The two income traces are very stable and near zero which is
evidence of their lack of predictive power. Accordingly, these
variables were dropped from further consideration. The other six
variables evidently are quite stable and have predictive power,
although the two population variables are the weakest among the six.
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Figure 5.21
Ridge Trace for Eight Socio-Economic Variables
The ridge traces for five modal variables are shown in Figure
5.22 along with the track for the standard error, S.E. The
variables are identified as follows:
10 = Best time = T b - .
11 = Relative time for mode k = T .„
12 = Number of modes serving corridor = N
13 = Best cost = C b - .
14 = Relative cost for mode k = Cri .k
In these traces there is evidence of considerable instability
in number of modes and in relative cost coefficients. Number of
modes starts out positive for the ordinary least squares solution
at k = 0 and stabilizes with a negative value close to zero.
Intuitively one expects number of modes in this kind of model to
have a negative coefficient. The relative cost coefficient,
however, starts out with the correctly negative sign but stabilizes
with a positive value. The best cost trace is properly negative
and very stable. The traces for best and relative time are properly
negative and tending to stability after k = 0.03. The penalty in
standard error increment from ordinary least squares solution at
k = 0 to ridge solution at k = 0.03 is only 0.032.
The ridge traces for the first five preference variables are
shown in Figure 5.23. They are identified by number as follows:
15 = Enroute trip time =
16 = Trip cost ratio
17 = Spaciousness ratio
18 = Vehicle Storage ratio
19 = Vehicle climate ratio
The extremely high col linearity between the ratio-type
preference variables is all too clear in these traces. All traces
immediately zoom to the zero line and stabilize around it except
for Enroute Trip Time. The latter's trace starts off in the
ordinary least squares solution (the one that would be obtained by
the stepwise algorithm) with an incorrectly negative value and
stabilizes at a fairly powerful positive value. This is the
only variable out of these five that should be retained in the
model.
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Figure 5.23
Rider Trac-* f?r t:r: Fir*t Five Prefer -ncr: Variable.;
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The ridge traces for the last six preference variables are
shown in Figure 5,24. They are identified by number as follows:
20 = Smoothness ratio
21 = Physical side effects ratio
22 = Noise level ratio
23 = Safety Ratio
24 = Privacy ratio * ^P^iik
25 = Productive use of tima ratio = r ( u ) , . .
Again the high collinearity gives spurious values for the ordinary
least squares solution at k = 0 and quick stability about zero except
for Privacy and Productive Use of Tims. Both of these have a respect-
able although weak trace value. These two preference variables should
be retained and the other four deleted.
Considering the evidence of the ridge traces, experience teaches
that the best solution is the one for k = 0.03, However, although
these criteria say that the best cost variable should be deleted, it
was deliberately retained in order to be able to measure the sensitivity
of the model to it upon the final fit. That this was a wise decision
is fully supported by the remarks in Section 6 when application of a
cost factor is discussed.
Finally9 a ridge regression was mads upon the following variables:
n n r c [\|p [vir T T C r
M" KjD H" j° NLr WL j" "bij" 'rijk" Lbij> Lrijk»
ijk>
 1jko r(u)1J|(
The complete computer listing for this trial is presented as
Figure 5,25. Note that the last page contains a summary of the
ridge trace points.
The best solution was selected at k = 0003. The results for
k = 0.03 are boxed in with heavy lines in Figure 5.25. The final
model
 D then0 to be used for predicting demand for the various modes
in the San Francisco intraurban area is given by the antilog of the
following equation:
1,k = 22,400 + 0.196 inP^ + 0.138 inP .
4- 00332 ini. + 0,322 in E. - 0.186 in NC,
• j i
= 0.161 in NC, - 3,803 in 1^^ - 3,911 in THJ((
- 0.361 &iCMj - 0.119 £nCHjk * 0.058 r(01Jk
* 0.376 r(p)1jk • 0.131 r(u)1jk
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Ridge Traca for tiie Last Six Preference Variables
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5.9 SELECTION OF.TERMS FOR THE GENERALIZED DEMAND MODEL
The above analysis has brought several of the variables into
perspective and has enabled the selection of those terms considered
to be necessary for a generalized demand model. The obvious terms
of population and employment have to be included, but so also must
the number of automobiles. As noted previously, the coefficient
for the number of automobiles is negative, for which there is no
adequate explanation. However, elimination of the term, number of
automobiles, has an adverse effect on the population terms by
forcing the coefficients to be negative. To include the population
terms with negative coefficients would be an impossibility. However,
because the statistical solution is improved, the number of auto-
mobiles were included in the demand model.
The median income and weighted incomes never contributed to
the improvement of a demand model and were not included in the
generalized model.
The best and relative times and costs were included in the
final model due to the statistical importance of time and the
intuitive importance of cost. The Ridge Trace regression technique
was relied upon to yield the values of the coefficients, since the
step-wise regression solution had yielded positive coefficients.
In the selection of the solution for the best and relative coef-
ficients, a great deal of care should be exercised. Consider, for
example, the best and relative time components of the generalized
demand model.
OU Ct« -j al~a9 a9 1
n _ f/T I Y ^ \~l _ ^fT • ^ T "IUn-!i, TMK . . l^4i /) - fL!btj i tjkJ
since
T .Trijk
Therefore, when a-, < a2 (Case 1)
then
°ijk = f
ijk
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that 1s, the introduction of a new mode with a lower trip time can
reduce the traffic on the old mode.
When a} = a2 (Case 2)
then
Dijk
and the new mode has no impact on the old mode,
When a] > a2 (Case 3)
then
Dijk
T
'ijk
and the new mode with the lower trip time has increased the traffic
on the old mode.
Now on intuitive grounds, it would be anticipated that the
introduction of a new, faster mode would penalize the previously
existing modes. For this reason, the coefficients of time and
cost should be selected with absolute value of the coefficient for
the best term being smaller than the absolute value of the coefficient
of the term for the k*h mode.
5.10 SENSITIVITY OF THE DEMAND MODEL
TO THE PREFERENCE VARIABLES
The range in sensitivity of the demand model to the preference
type variables can be seen in Figure 5.26. The figure shows the
envelope for the increment of the logarithm of demand contributed
by the three preference type variables in the model, namely, enroute
trip time rating, privacy rating, and productive-use-of-time rating.
For the sake of clarity in interpretation of the envelope it will be
helpful to recall the following details.
1. The enroute trip time rating per mode was assigned to
each corridor according to the functional relationships
between enroute trip time rating and distance determined
from the surveys as shown graphically in Figures 4.26 and
4.27.
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2. The enroute trip time rating, r(t)-.jk enters the model
directly in "stanine" units. However! the privacy and
productive-use-of-time variables are formed as the
ratio of the respective mean ratings per mode with the
enroute trip time rating per mode; i.e.,
and
r(u)1 jk k / r(t)1jk
The increment in logarithm of demand due to preference type
variables is represented, therefore, as follows:
where the coefficients have been determined from the Ridge Regression
analysis as
a-| = 0.058
a2 = 0.376
a =-0.131
Inasmuch as the two ratio type preference variables are functions
of enroute trip times the demand increment envelope is constructed by
fixing r(p)k and rlujj, at each combination of their extremes and
then allowing r(t). .. to vary over its entire range from a minimum
of one to a maximunrof nines in the equation above.
It is important to note that the envelope contains the totality
of incremental values that can arise from the model when one extra-
polates beyond the preference variable bounds that actually occurred
in the sample upon which the regression fit is based. The increments
from preference variables to the demands actually predicted by the
model for use in the network analysis described in Section 6 of
this report reside strictly on the three curves indicated by dashed
lines and labeled Auto, Train, and Bus, respectively.
With respect to the envelope, although by no means is extrapolation
recommended, it is interesting to note the wide variation in incremental
logarithm demand that may arise from the model. It is sufficient to
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note that at a middle rating of five for enroute trip time rating,
the lower and upper limits of the envelope have the values 0.129
and 0.941, respectively. These logarithms correspond to multipli-
cative factors on the demand of 1.12 and 2.56, respectively. This
is indicative of an important and significant contribution to
predicted demand by preference variables that are designed to
capture attitudes of commuters toward their available and potential
modes of transportation.
The actual multiplicative factors due to preference variables
that were contained in the demands that were predicted by the
model and used in the network analysis ranged between 2.17 and
12.7 for auto, 1.55 and 2.42 for train, and 1.37 and 1.62 for bus.
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6.0 APPLICATION OF MODEL TO
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
The generalized intraurban demand model described in Section 5
was applied to the San Francisco Bay Area. The model was applied
to both the 1965 and 1980 time periods, with and without an air
mode of transportation.
The thirty superzones discussed in Section 5 were used for all
applications. Demand was assumed concentrated at the population
centroids of these zones. The times, costs and attitude ratings
for the various modes which were presented in Section 5 were used
for the applications. Demographic data for the two time periods
was based upon the MTC (Metropolitan Transit Commission) reports.
The 1965 data came from their surveys; the 1980 data came from the
MTC land use forecasts.
The zone pairs for which traffic was predicted are those described
in Section 5. These are those zone pairs on which some traffic
(more than one person per day) was recorded in the MTC home inter-
view survey. About two-thirds of the 870 possible zone pairs are
included.
The demand model described in Section 5 is quite insensitive
to differences in relative costs of the various transportation
modes. In the transportation system on which the model was cali-
brated, relative cost of competing modes had little influence upon
people's choice of mode. Cost was a secondary factor, largely
because the cost differences between public modes were slight, and
the perceived auto costs varied widely. Since STQL costs are sia-
niflcantly higher than those of other public modes, when the model
is applied to V/STOL one is applying the model well outside of the
range for which it was calibrated. We felt that people would be
more sensitive to a $4.00 to $2.00 cost difference than to a $ .50
to $ .25 cost difference.
In order to obtain a more appropriate cost sensitivity for
V/STOL, the coefficient of relative cost was multiplied by 5 when
the model was used to predict V/STOL traffic. Other multipliers
were tried with 5 chosen on a judgemental basis. This is somewhat
arbitrary, of course, and shows the need for more work in the area
of cost sensitivity for public modes of transportation.
The rest of Section 6 describes the results of applying the
demand model to the Bay Area. Section 6.1 shows these results.
Section 6.2 shows the effect of the demand upon the air system.
In particular, Section 6.2 compares the air system needed to handle
the predicted demand with the system defined in the previous intra-
urban study, Reference 1.
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6.1 RESULTS OF DEMAND MODEL
Figure 6.1 shows the result of applying the demand model to
the Bay Area in 1965 with an air mode added. The figure shows the
number of person trips at various ranges for Auto, Bus, Train,
STOL and the total of the four. Note that beyond 36 miles the de-
mand for STOL is greater than that for auto. When the air mode
is omitted, the model predicts only a small increase in travel for
the other modes. Thus, most of the demand for STOL represents new
travel rather than diverted traffic. The total traffic without
STOL can be calculated from the figure by subtracting the STOL
traffic from the total shown. For 1965, the model predicts a total
of 2,944,717 person trips without STOL and 3,362,303 with the air
system of which 423,347 trips represent demand for STOL.
It should be remembered that these are trips that begin in
one superzone and end in another. The total is then considerably
less than the 11.8 million total trips made in the nine counties
each day, which includes trips within zones as well.
Figure 6.2 shows the effect of STOL fare on total travel and
demand for STOL in 1965. The effect of fare is quite uniform
with range, becoming somewhat stronger at the longer ranges. The
total effect upon demand of a 30% fare reduction is quite small:
STOL demand goes from 423,347 to 522,473, an increase of 19%.
Total demand goes up by 3%.
Figure 6.3 shows predicted and actual demands for 1965 (without
STOL, of course). The model somewhat underpredicts auto trips.
The sum of bus and train trips are predicted quite accurately, but
the individual predictions are less exact. There seems to be no
significant range bias in the model.
Figure 6.4 displays the same information for 1980 as Figure 6.1
displays for 1965. The similarity of the figures shows that no
large change in travel patterns is forecast by the model by 1980.
The distribution of trip by trip length and by mode changes very
little. Of course, the land use model which calculated population
and employment in each superzone did not allow for the existence
of a STOL system. By allowing STOL to effect land use, one might
see greater changes in travel between 1965 and 1980.
Figure 6.5 shows the effect of STOL fare upon total travel and
demand for STOL. The similarity of Figures 6.2 and 6.5 show that
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fare differences in 1980 and 1965 have the same effect on travel.
(The fares must be expressed in constant dollars.) As 1n 1965,
in 1980 a fare level decrease of 30% produces about a ~\9% increase
in STOL demand.
6.2 EFFECT OF DEMAND UPON AIR SYSTEM
In the earlier intraurban study, Reference 1, aircraft and
systems were evaluated by simulating the operation of the air
system using the network model. Input to the network model included
demand for STOL by segment. These demands were calculated by applyina
a rational, but uncalibrated modal split model to MTC develooed
tables of total travel demand.
The modal split model used depended only upon the cost and time
differences between modes. Further only single occupant auto traf-
fic was considered as potential STOL traffic. The modal split was
done at the 291 zone level so that costs and times could be accurately
computed.
The new model is substantially different from the earlier one.
In addition to costs and times, travelers' attitudes affect modal
split. Further, demand stimulation is allowed; i.e., adding a
new travel mode will tend to produce more travel. Hence the new
mode need not only divert old traffic, it can generate its own
traffic. The old model was quite sensitive to cost, whereas the
new model is quite insensitive to cost.
For this applications the new model was used on the 30 suoer-
zone level. This is less accurate than the 291 zone level at which
the old model was applied. It was felt that the laraer zones would
be more typical of what one would use in another application where
the detailed MTC data didn't exist.
Figure 6.6 shows the fare levels used for STOL. Figure 6.7
shows model results for 1980 using these fares, as well as the
results of the demand model used in the intraurban study. The cur-
rent model predicts less total travel at short ranges and more at
long ranges. STOL demand is much higher using the new model. The
trip length distribution for STOL is much flatter in the new model.
The effect of fare is much less marked in the new model than in the
old. Many of these effects are due to the new model's ability to
generate new demand.
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6.2.1 NETWORK MODEL INPUTS
The demand produced by the demand model was run through the
network model using.the STOL aircraft designed for the intraurban
study. The aircraft is shown in Figure 6.8.
Model inputs other than demand were the same as those used
in the intraurban study (Reference 1). Figure 6.9 shows the time
of day demand curves used. The 1975 versions of the 49, 95 and 153
seat augmentor wing STOL aircraft were used. Their characteristics
are as follows:
i
; Sciti
• • •o
£>5
! 153
DOC
S
34.55
45.42
31.24
DOC
slope,
S/st mi
0.5043
0.6447
0.8170
Daily
deprec.titijn.
S
457 ;37
577 l>5
725.150
Daily
induce.
$
99.30
125.35
157.45
1
Block time
intercept , min
4.6 'i 4
4.G14
4.614
B:ock lime
slope, min/ 1
st mi
0.1322o
0.10226
0.1622G
The system imputs to the model were as follows:
' Morning curfew - 0600 hr
' Evening curfew - 2200 hr
' Target load factor - 0.5
' Gate time - 3 min.
* Passenger tolerance time - 30 min.
* Fare - $1.75 + 0.064 (range in st mi) with $3.50 minimum.
' IOC = 0.14458 (nodes) + T.717 (departures)
+ 0.138723 (gates) + 0.0151 (miles flown)
+ 0.00004052"(seats) (gates) + 0.003443 (fleet)
+ 0.0233 (departures) (seats)
where
IOC
Nodes
Departures
Gates
Seats
Miles flown
Fleet size
LF
+ 0.125 (departures) (seats) (LF)
+ 0.0000792 (seats) (miles flown)
indirect operating cost in millions of dollars per year
number of terminals in system
number of departures per year in millions
total gates in system
airplane capacity
total statute miles flown per year in millions
number of planes
average load factor
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The segment demands are shown in Table 6.1. There are a total
of 226 one-way segments connecting 23 STOL ports. These consist
of all segments for which the demand model predicted more than
1000 one-way passengers per day. 1000 was chosen because the
previous intraurban study showed that links with fewer than 1000
passengers were not profitable. One result of including only links
withlOOO passengers per day is the elimination of all but one link
with trip distance over 40 miles.
The base case of the intraurban study consisted of 130 one-
way segments joining 24 STOL ports. Figure 6.10 shows how that
system compares with the new system. In Figure 6.10, the bottom
and right-hand labels for the matrix are in the new model superzone
numbers. The top and left-hand labels are for the STOLPORTS used
in the intraurban study, Reference 1. The points in the matrix
where both symbols appear indicate agreement between the model
prediction and the previous study. Where only a circle appears,
the new model did not predict sufficient traffic for air service,
even though service was included in the previous study. There are
a larger number of squares due to the much larger demand for STOL
from the model prediction than was used in the previous study.
6.2.2 NETWORK MODEL RESULTS
Tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 contain summary results from the
network model for the 49, 95 and 153 seat aircraft respectively.
For each aircraft type, an activity summary and a set of economic
and operating statistics is given. Most of the output is self-
explanatory. In the flight statistics output, FLT NBR means tail
number. MRS UTIL means daily utilization in hours* PAX means daily
passengers carried, W6T L.F, means distance weighted load factor,
CUM PRO means cumulative profit and C. PCNT means cumulative percent
of total demand carried. All costs, revenues and profits are in
dollars per day and exclude investment costs.
As Tables 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 show, each aircraft type produced
an operating profit. The 95 seat aircraft is clearly the best one
for the system. It generates more profit and more profit per
passenger carried than the other sizes. This holds true even when
the aircraft are compared at equal percent of demand carried.
Figure 6.11 shows the results of an economic analysis of the
three aircraft on the new system and the same three aircraft on the
old intraurban system. The figure is constructed such that daily
cash flow is shown above the line and investment costs and sinking
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Table 6.1 - 1980 Daily STOL Travel Demand
(Base Fare)
From
1
2
To
5
6
7
8
9
10
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
23
30
5
6
7
15
16
17
18
19
30
Distance
10
20
28
35
40
48
34
29
19
13
10
9
11
24
25
11
9
21
29
21
16
12
12
13
11
Di rect
Demand
2923
2544
2264
1867
1767
1071
1232
1729
2225
2573
3178
2691
2257
2016
1622
2352
1 345
1617
1195
1296
1264
1744
1442
1182
1173
Return
Demand
2819
2449
2152
1786
1720
1027
1135
1663
2115
2446
3094
2543
2138
1929
1501
2234
1333
1599
1168
1267
1235
1745
1401
1150
1145
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TABLE 6.1 (CONTINUED)
From
3
4
5
To
6
7
8
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
23
30
6
7
8
15
16
17
18
30
6
7
8
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
30
Distance
18
25
32
38
27
17
13
10
11
14
25
27
14
19
27
34
21
17
14
14
14
13
21
28
34
26
19
17
15
18
21
20
Di rect
Demand
1959
1804
1453
1354
1166
1526
1765
2238
1847
1576
1396
1220
1513
1135
1085
1033
1048
1049
1434
1101
1277
1422
1392
1195
1099
1129
1215
1347
1567
1253
1306
1215
Return
Demand
1930
1755
1423
1349
1148
1486
1718
2231
1787
1528
1368
1156
1471
1130
1066
1022
1031
1032
1444
1076
1254
1419
1372
1155
1110
1126
1198
1328
1582
1227
1282
1196
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TABLE 6.1 (CONTINUED)
From
6
7
8
9
To
8
9
11
14
15
16
17
18
19
30
8
9
10
11
14
15
16
17
18
9
10
14
15
16
17
10
12
14
15
16
17
Distance
15
22
28
17
15
18
20
24
29
32
7
13
21
19
12
17
22
25
30
7
14
14
22
28
31
8
30
15
26
32
35
Direct
Demand
1402
1380
1097
1429
1366
1375
1733
1408
1056
1084
1362
1521
1089
1224
1519
1402
1380
1599
1153
1538_
1173
1336
1022
1009
1271
1215
1339
1399
1210
1289
1303
Return
Demand
1321
1396
1076
1428
1350
1358
1457
1146
1039
1070
1371
1557
1099
1216
1538
1402
1380
1638
1147
1565
1176
1344
1016
1003
1293
1197
1343
1682
1182
1259
1303
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TABLE 6.1 (CONTINUED)
From
10
11
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
23
To
12
14
14
15
16
17
17
18
18
19
21
30
19
21
23
24
30
21
23
30
21
23
30
24
24
Distance
22
17
12
11
18
22
11
15
9
14
15
23
10
15
22
37
18
14
17
15
15
13
12
24
18
Direct
Demand
1179
1057
1042
1056
1102
1360
1375
1114
1112
1211
1097
1084
1272
1340
1328
1076
1610
1002
1117
1009
1071
1029
1084
1039
1064
Return
Demand
1201
1076
1089
1044
1089
1377
1408
1107
1105
1206
1104
1083
1237
1317
1262
1053
1571
1014
1094
1026
1082
1005
1087
1034
1095
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LINKS SERVED BY AIR MODE
O- Intraurban Base Case Results
(1975 STOL - 1980 Market)
D - Demand Model Prediction
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FIGURE 6.10: ROUTE STRUCTURE COMPARISON (1980)
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TABLE 6.2 (CONCLUDED)
DAILY SUMMARY
Mean utilization, hours 5.10
Standard deviation of utilization, hours 3.06
Load factor .77
Total passengers carried 287,404.
Total direct operating cost, dollars 465,626.
Total indirect operating cost, dollars 121,884.
Total revenue, dollars 1,023,420.
Total profit, dollars 435,910.
Mean passenger wait time, rnin. 12.90
Total demand 317,513.
Percent demand carried 90.52
Total revenue flights 7,489.
Total distance flowns mi'ies 163,157.
Total revenue passenger miles flown 5,520,050.
Number ferry flights 540.
Total distance ferried, miles 17,231.
Profit per passenger, dollars 1.52
Fleet size 190
Total gates required 110
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TABLE 6.3 (CONCLUDED)
DAILY SUMMARY
Mean utilization,, hours 4.94
Standard deviation of utilization, hours 2.20
Load factor .60
Total passengers carried 266S555.
Total direct operating cost, dollars 366,555.
Total indirect operating cost, dollars 97,405.
Total revenue, dollars 948,445.
Total profit, dollars 484,486.
Mean passenger wait time9 min. 14.08
Total demand 317,513.
Percent demand carried 83.95
Total revenue flights 4,627.
Total distance flown,, miles 96,274.
Total revenue passenger miles flown 5,090,832.
Number ferry flights 204.
Total distance ferrieds miles 6,739.
Profit per passenger0 dollars 1.82
Fleet size 121
Total gates required 71
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TABLE 6.4 (CONCLUDED)
DAILY SUMMARY
Mean utilization, hours 4.56
Standard deviation of utilization, hours 1.22
Load factor .426
Total passengers carried 254,568.
Total direct operatina cost, dollars 396,467.
Total indirect operating cost, dollars 93,126.
Total revenue, dollars 905,263.
Total profit, dollars 415,670.
Mean passenger wait time, min. 14.25
Total demand 317,513.
Percent demand carried 80.18
Total revenue flights 3,805.
Total distance flown, miles 76,807.
Total revenue passenger miles flown 4,838,802.
Number ferry flights 87.
Total distance ferried, miles 2,591.
Profit per passenger, dollars 1.63
Fleet Size 108.
Total aates reauired 61.
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funds are below the line, all on a daily basis. The DOC and IOC
as shown do not include depreciation on aircraft or facilities.
The sinking fund refers to an interest earning, capital account for
replacement of aircraft (after 10 years), and terminals (after
20 years). For a more detailed explanation of these terms, see
Reference 1.
The impact of this chart is quite dramatic, and shows, orimarily,
the economic benefit of larger scale operations. The total invest-
ment costs have only increased 24%, while the daily cash flows have
increased by factors of 2 to 5. The investment cost increase is
due to the increased number of aircraft, gates, and maintenance
facilities required. There are no additional terminals (STOLPORTS)
required. Each existing terminal is utilized more efficiently.
This efficiency is also evident in the DOC and IOC which increase
at a rate much less than the increase in traffic. The DOC's are
improved by increasing the average load factor from 45% to 60%.
The 95 and 153 seat aircraft can carry the heavy new demand without
any increase in the number of runways needed. For the 49 seat air-
craft, however, a second runway would be required in downtown
San Francisco. This cost was not included in Figure 6.11.
All of these factors allow the new systems to show a substantial
profit for all three airplane sizes. The previous study results
showed substantial losses for each aircraft size.
Table 6.5 compares a number of additional system characteristics
for the best airplane of the current system (the 95 seat STOL)
with those characteristics for the base case of Reference 1. Again,
the economic benefits from the increased scale of operations for
the new system shows a 60% reduction in the total cost of carrying
one passenger one mile.
Since the demand model is relatively insensitive to cost,
one could argue that it overpredicts demand at the base fare level.
However, even if one assumes that the base demand is available at
70% of the base fare, the 95 seat aircraft just about breaks even.
This amounts to a cost of $5.00 ($2.50 each way) per day for commuting
to work. Even this reasonable cost could be reduced by assuming
some federal subsidy and concession income as suggested in the
cash flow analysis in Section 11.5 of Reference 1.
The impact of these analyses on the major conclusion of
Reference 1 is to suggest that the system can not only be technically
feasible and socially'viable,, but now it might be economically
feasible without subsidy. This study is not sufficient justification
for building an aircraft for this market, but it does provide justifi-
cation for continued effort in this area.
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TABLE 6.5 AIRCRAFT SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS COMPARISON (1980)
System Characteristics
Daily Passenger Demand
Daily Passengers Carried
Daily RPM's
Daily Revenue Flights
Daily Ferry Flights
Average Load Factor
Average Passenger Trip Distance (Miles)
Aircraft Required
Aircraft Utilization (Hours/Day)
Number of Gates
Number of Terminals
Number of Links
Daily DOC (No Depreciation)
Daily IOC
Total Initial Investment
Daily Investment Cost
Daily Sinking Fund Cost
Daily Revenue
Total Daily Profit (Loss)
Profit (Loss) Per Passenger
Average Fare
Total Cost Per Passenger
Total Cost Per Passenger Mile
Demand Model
Prediction
95 Seat STOL
317,513
266,555
5,090,832
4,627
204
0.60
19.1
121
4.94
71
23
113
$296,600
97,405
925,300,000
176,800
105,700
948,445
271,900
1.02
3.55
2.53
0.13
Intraurban
Base Case
49 Seat STOL
60,105
48,551
1,135,690
2,190
102
0.447
23.4
73
4.22
48
24
65
$114,250
47,586
745,000,000
139,000
70JOO
174,890
(196,000)
(4.05)
3.60
7.65
0.33
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7.0 APPLICATION OF MODEL AND VALIDATION
7.1 USE OF MODEL
The basic assumption made in applying the generalized demand
model and mode split to a new region 1s that the model coefficients
and preference rating data remains the same 1n the new region (see
Section 4.6). Without this basic assumption, 1t would be neces-
sary to re-evaluate all the terms 1n the demand model.
The region under study has to be subdivided Into a set of
zones. It 1s possible that the region may have been studied
previously and subdivided into a set of analysis zones. If this
is the case, 1t may be necessary to regroup these analysis zones
Into large zones, as was done in the Investigation of the San
Francisco Bay Area. In this particular case, data existed at
the 291 zone level and was regrouped into 30 superzones. In
regrouping the zones, an effort was made to eliminate "linear"
population areas, so that each zone would have a population
centroid about which the population would be evenly distributed.
Once the zone boundaries are established, the demographic
variables of population, employment and number of automobiles are
gathered. If the area has been analyzed previously, this data
will be readily available. Otherwise, census data can be utilized.
The travel 1s assumed to be between zone centroids, and road
distances should be estimated based on this premise. It 1s generally
inaccurate to use straight Hne centroid-to-centro1d distances
multiplied by a correction factor, since the factor is itself a
function of distance. The time-distance and cost-distance relation-
ships, Including bridge penalties, determined in this study can be
used to estimate zone-to-zone time and cost data.
The compiled data set can then be input in the generalized
demand model and travel data by mode can be generated. An example
of the application of this model to the Detroit area is illustrated
in Section 7.2.
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7.2 DETROIT APPLICATION
To test the general applicability of the model, it was applied
to the Detroit region in the 1965 time period. The demographic data
and superzone boundaries were taken from Reference 7, a land use
study of the Detroit area and two reels of magnetic tape from the
Southeast Michigan Council of Governments. The zones as used in
Reference 7 are shown in Figure 7.1. The large number of zones (53)
necessitated a process of combination and elimination of zones.
Figure 7.2 shows the zones as used in this application. The size
of each zone is not yet ideal, but is workable. Ideally each zone
would consist of just that area that could be considered the capture
area for one ST.OLport.
In addition to the zone description and demographic variables,
a matrix of highway distances between zones was developed, Table 7.1.
This data was then input to the demand model with an air mode added.
Figure 7.3 shows the summary of trips versus range in four mile
increments. Note again that the model predicts as much STOL traffic
at 40 miles as auto traffic.
It should also be pointed out that the model assumes a steady
state condition, many years after the introduction of a new mode,
so that travel patterns have had a chance to change considerably.
For instance, the model predicts that with the air mode available,
the job opportunity area for each individual trip maker has expanded
greatly due to the very much reduced trip time at long distances.
Over a period of time, people would shift their employment and/or
residence to take advantage of this increased flexibility. The
result is a longer average trip distance. The STOL is most competi-
tive at the longer ranges, so most of the shift to longer ranges is
also a shift to"the STOL mode.
The STOL demand shown in Figure 7,3 was run through the network
model using the STOL aircraft designed fcr the intraurban study.
Figure 6.8. Additional sizes of 40, 60 and 80 passenger capacity
were developed by interpolation of their characteristics shown in
Section 6.3.1. The system inputs to the model were unchanged from
those shown in Section 6.2.1.
1B4
FIGURE 7.1
STANDARD DETROIT TALUS ZONES
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© POPULATION CENTROIDS
FIGURE 7.2: NEW DETROIT ZONES
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To understand the directional peaking in the time of day demand
between zones, Table 7.2 was developed. It shows the ratio of
employment to population for each zone in the San Francisco and
Detroit areas. WhUlQ the average ratio for each area was the same
at 0.37 to 0.38, only ©ne major zone in each area showed more
employment than population (zone 29 in Detroit was too small and
was dropped). This wuld indicate high demand into the area in the
morning and out in the eveatag, as was discovered in San Francisco.
This peaking is characterised by curves 3 and 2 respectively from
Figure 6.9. As in ttes case of San Francisco, curve 3 was used to
describe the time of day distribution of all demand into zone 1;
durve 2 was used to describe the desuand out of zone 1 to any other
zone; and curve 1 was used for all other links.
The segment feiands are shown 1n Table 7.3. There are a total
of 238 one-way segments connecting 21 STOLports. These consist of
all segments for which 750 one-way passengers per day were predicted.
Figure 7.4 shows which STOLports were connected by direct flights.
The sunmary results frop the network model for thev40, 60, 80
and 95 seat aircraft are shown in Tables 7.4 through 7.7, respectively.
A more complete economic comparison is shown in Figure 7.5. These
results indicate that the 80 passenger aircraft is the best, but
clearly, the 60 and 95 seat vehicles are also acceptable. The analysis
here is not sufficient to rule out any but the 40 passenger aircraft.
As shown for San Francisco, the scale of operations allows
a profitable system to exist. This would only be true, however, after
a substantial time were allowed for travel patterns to shift.
The results also show somewhat poorer economics than was shown
for San Francisco. This is due partly to lower demand and partly
to shorter- average trips.
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TABLE 7.2 - EMPLOYMENT TO POPULATION RATIOS (1965)
ZONE
]
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
AVERAGE
EMPLOYMENT
POPULATION
SAN FRANCISCO
2.02
.31
.81
.15
.29
.35
.52
.38
.37
.18
.33
.23
.24
.29
.54
.43
.23
.33
.20
.35
.33
.39
.27
.41
.21
.27
.38
DETROIT
1.34
.48
.20
.43
.27
.21
.44
.26
.29
.17
.36
.07
.45
.60
.29
.47
.23
.29
.29
.42
.50
.16
.28
.44
.12
.16
.50
.58
1.10
.34
.33
.27
.21
.31
.37
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TABLE 7.3
1965 DAILY STOL TRAVEL DEMAND - DETROIT
From
1
2
3
To
7
8
9
10
n
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
27
7
9
10
11
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
27
5
7
8
9
10
11
15
16
Distance
(mi 1 es )
10
11
15
16
17
21
10
13
16
19
24
10
12
19
17
33
7
12
12
14
18
12
i •?
1 *S
18
19
24
13
15
23
19
30
12
16
16
19
21
23
10
15
Direct
Demand
1834
1579
1862
1473
1493
1399
2033
1540
1459
1468
1874
2220
1707
1401
1415
1518
1035
1094
887
867
831
1171
924
801
858
1008
1350
889
826
838
939
1222
1033
964
1100
832
759
1273
875
Return
Demand
1781
1553
1792
1412
1378
1267
1986
1422
1360
1372
1795
2148
1645
1301
1302
1457
1038
1087
877
827
777
1181
880
770
828
996
1348
883
791
796
930
1237
1011
955
1066
803
706
1253
814
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TABLE 7.3 (CONTINUED)
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From
3
4
5
7
.To
18
19
20
23
24
27
7
8
9
10
11
14
16
18
19
20
22
23
24
27
8
10
11
14
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
27
11
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
22
24
27
Distance
(miles)
15
20
23
14
14
38
11
13
13
16
20
20
10
13
16
20
10
17
14
33
10
10
18
14
7
13
13
18
11
15
21
16
27
12
12
14
12
20
18
23
17
21
23
23
Di rect
Demand
828
788
970
797
863
803
1486
1418
1485
1226
1116
1134
1364
1188
1192
1469
1435
1149
1226
1268
1193
1148
958
1031
1187
1011
1074
1342
1587
1028
852
994
1226
906
859
1242
907
770
861
1083
1224
879
770
1069
Return
Demand
777
742
936
745
800
776
1425
1376
1411
1159
1017
1014
1244
1093
1100
1389
1365
1053
1113
1202
1167
1095
881
929
1091
937
999
1278
1528
985
787
910
1171
861
801
1249
862
739
829
1068
1219
872
729
1057
TABLE 7.3 (CONCLUDED)
From
8
9
10
11
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
To
9
10
14
15
16
19
20
21
22
27
15
19
20
21
22
27
15
20
21
27
21
15
27
20
22
24
27
20
21
21
21
21
22
24
23
27
Distance
(miles)
12
9
16
17
16
22
28
19
22
25
12
12
18
17
22
20
16
23
21
17
27
18
14
13
11
9
32
12
11
8
14
17
21
14
10
37
Direct
Demand
1026
918
789
1157
841
828
1029
1215
829
1036
1054
773
966
1054
774
959
826
770
846
817
704
744
749
11 36
923
887
778
865
867
925
889
1130
724
814
835
741
Return
Demand
1004
895
727
1149
790
787
1002
1195
812
1012
1070
750
960
1059
774
957
842
770
854
818
737
802
793
1113
910
836
765
897
909
961
920
1142
728
782
801
735
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TABLE 7.4 (CONCLUDED)
DAILY SUMMARY
Mean utilization,hours 5.04
Standard deviation of utilization, hours 2.96
Load factor .76
Total passengers carried 228,877.
Total direct operating cost, dollars 421,724.
Total indirect op«rating cost, dollars 108,868.
Total revenue, dollars 805,443.
Total profit, dollars 274,871.
Mean passenger.wait time, minutes 13.29
Total demand 253,939.
Percent demand carried 90.13
Total revenue fl ights 7,467.
Total distance flown, miles 140,429.
Total revenue passenger miles flown 3,778,831.
Number ferry flights 505.
Total distance ferried, miles 16,221.
Profit per passenger, dollars 1.20
Fleet size 180.
Total gates required 104
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TABLE 7.5 (CONCLUDED)
DAILY SUMMARY
Mean utilization, hours 4.83
Standard deviation of utilization, hours 2.71
Load factor .67
Total passengers carried 218,257.
Total direct operating cost, dollars 342,217.
Total indirect operating cost, dollars 92,745.
Total revenue, dollars 768.067.
Total profit, dollars 333,105.
Mean passenger wait time, minutes 13.77
Total demand 253,939.
Percent demand carried 85.95
Total revenue flights 5,356.
Total distance flown, miles 98,751.
Total revenue passenger miles flown 3,603,392.
Number ferry flights 296.
Total distance ferried, miles 9,360.
Profit per passenger, dollars 1.53
Fleet size 135
Total gates required 80
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TABLE 7.6 (CONCLUDED)
DAILY SUMMARY
Mean ut i l izat ion, hours 4.71
Standard deviation of ut i l izat ion, hours 2.04
Load factor .56
Total passengers carried 212,251.
Total direct operating cost, dollars 331,516.
Total indirect operating cost, dollars 86,815.
Total revenue, dollars 746,949.
Total profit, dollars 328,618.
Mean passenger wait time, minutes 13.88
Total demand 253,939.
Percent demand carried 83,58
Total revenue flights 4,672.
Total distance flown, miles 83,848.
Total revenue passenger miles flown 3,501,060.
Number ferry f l ights 173.
Total distance ferried, nrHes 5,496.
Profit per passenger, dollars 1.55
Fleet size 121
Total gates required 69
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TABLE 7.7 (CONCLUDED)
.DAILY SUMMARY
Mean utilization, hours 4.54
Standard deviation of utilization, hours 1.69
Load factor .50
Total passengers carried 206,938.
Total direct operating cost, dollars 330,768.
Total indirect operating cost, dollars 83,959.
Total revenue, dollars 728,318.
Total profit, dollars 313,591.
Mean passenger wait time, minutes 14.08
Total demand 253,939.
Percent demand carried 81.49
Total revenue flights 4,274.
Total distance flown, miles 76,404.
Total revenue passenger miles flown 3,419,485.
Number ferry flights 144.
Total distance ferried, miles 4,483.
Profit per passenger, dollars 1.51
Fleet size 115.
Total gates required 64.
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APPENDIX A
AN ELEMENTARY DEMAND MODEL INCLUDING
COMPARISON TO NORTHEAST CORRIDOR STUDY
By Robert V. Panos
INTRODUCTION
One of the first tasks performed in this study was the construc-
tion of an elementary demand model. The primary objective was to
satisfy the requirement for an elementary comparison with the North-
east Corridor Demand model. In addition, this task provided a chance
to gain familiarity with the Bay Area data base and to investigate
differing approaches to demand modeling.
Data available for this task consisted of (1) a set of data for
population, employment, housing, and land use variables, obtained
from the Bay Area Transportation Study Commission (BATSC)*, and
(2) actual person-trip data for 1965, also obtained by BATSC. The
latter data set consists of production-attraction trip tables, which
mean that the trips are nondirectional and should be interpreted
as trip interchanges between zones.
The person-trip data is given in terms of 291 internal map zones;
distances between the population centroids of these zones were
estimated. Congestion was introduced in terms of natural barriers
(e.g., bridges) and the number of centroids between zones of interest.
The elementary model, as finally developed, depends on population,
employment, congestion and distance. Employment as used here 1s_the
sum of three employment variables defined in the BATSC report: tmployed
resident, basic employment, and population-serving employment.
This model does a creditable job when used to predict Northeast
Corridor traffic. It out performs the NECTP-230 model on this data
set, having a larger number of city-pairs for which better estimates
are obtained and also having a smaller total sum of absolute differences
from the actual traffic.
Model extension through inclusion of additional variables, such
as trip-time, trip-cost and attitudinal variables, would be straight-
forward. However, there are two difficulties which must be overcome
before this model could serve as a basis for a generalized demand
and mode-split model. These, are:
* BATSC Technical Report 226, BATSC Controlled Trends Zonal Forecasts.
1965-1980-1990. Berkeley: Bay Area Transportation Study Commission
May 1, 1969.
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1) The approach to congestion is somewhat subjective, par-
ticularly with respect to natural or man-made barriers.
A unique, objective way of handling congestion is required.
2) A constant in the model is somewhat dependent on distance.
If the magnitude of the distances involved changes radically
(as in going from the Bay Area to the Northeast Corridor),
then the constant must be re-estimated or the distances
must be scaled. Further work is required to determine the
optimal method of scaling.
Because of these difficulties, the approach to a generalized
demand and modal-split model has taken a different direction. The
elementary model may still serve a useful purpose in situations
where mode-split is not required. It may also suggest directions
for further research.
GENERAL APPROACH
The intent of this task was to develop an elementary demand
model which could be used to forecast total traffic and interzonal
traffic for relatively large urban areas. Specifically, forecasts
of traffic in the Bay Area and in the Northeast Corridor were required.
The model for predicting travel consists of two distinct parts:
(1) estimation of the total traffic leaving each zone and (2) assian-
ment of this traffic to each of the other zones. It seemed useful
to split up the problem in this fashion, since other methods may
be available for estimating total traffic leavina a zone. For
example, a simple count of cars and the number of passengers on
public transportation could be made= Thus, estimates of current
total traffic could be validated easily. However, only a survey
could determine the destinations of travellers.
In this models it is assumed that all travel is symmetric,
i.e., the number of trips from zone i to zone j is equal to the number
of trips from j to i. Thus, cyclic travel is ignored (from i to j
to k to i).
The two steps in the analysis are approached differently.
For step one, the best independent variable,, in a statistical sense,
is used to predict the total travel leaving a zone. The best variable,
as determined from the available data, is total employment, defined
as the sum of employed residents, basic employment, and population-
serving employment.
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For step two, congestion, population, and distance were picked
as the variables to be used to predict zonal traffic. Various func-
tions of these variables were investigated to determine the best
functional relationship for prediction purposes.
below.
The following steps outline the technique. Each step is described
1) Zone location
2) Distance estimation
3) Congestion estimation
4) Estimation of total zonal traffic (model definition, step one)
5) Assignment of traffic to other superzones (model definition,
step two)
6) Estimation of model coefficient
7) Display of model output
a. Total demand estimated
b. Total demand known
8) Comparison to NECTP-230
DESCRIPTION
1) Zone location
The 291 subzones outlined in the BATSC Reoort were grouned
into 30 superzones. Table 1 shows which subzone went into
each superzone.
The 30 superzones were divided in such a way that they were
similar to both the BATSC superdistricts and the suoerzones
used in NASA CR-114347.* While the zones have these charac-
teristics, they also have other constraints such as:
a. Reasonable in population size,
b. Reasonable in traffic demand,
c. Geoaraphically sound, and
d. Logical with respect to man-made boundaries.
2) Distance estimation
The distances used were highway distances from the estimated
population centroids of each superzone. The centroids were
*NASA CR-114347, Study of Aircraft in Intraurban Transportation
Systems San Francisco Bay Area.Prepared under contract NAS2-5969
by The Boeing Company, Seattle, Washington, September 1971.
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not calculated but were estimated after investiqatina the
populations of all 291 subzones.
Figure 1 shows where the centroids are located. Highway
distances were used so that if ground rapid transit or air
travel could be made available, the distances would change
and the model would reflect this travel pattern chanae.
Table 2 shows the 30 by 30 matrix with the highway distances.
3) Congestion estimation
Congestion is the number of intervening centroids between
any two zones of interest. Estimation of congestion is based
on travel by auto; Figure 1 also shows the choices of con-
gestion nodes. Table 3 is a 30 by 30 matrix displaying
the values for congestion between any two zones.
While it is true that this table is not unique, the comparison
with the Northeast Corridor data strengthens the congestion
concept. Time did not permit the opportunity to find a
unigue method, and it is suggested that such a method be
found so all subjectivity would be removed. One idea might
• be to use a circular grid and count centroids within a
sector.
In addition to congestion because of intervening zones,
values were assigned to natural barriers. For the Bay
Area, the only natural barriers considered of importance
were bridges. They were assigned a value equivalent to
two congestion centroids.
4) Estimation of total zonal traffic (model definition, step
one) BATSC "Controlled Trands'1 ^onal forecasts were used
as the source document for the candidate independent variables.
An examination of the independent variables indicated that
some of the variables (population, dwelling units) need
not be investigated further.
Initial plots of the other candidate variables indicated
that there was a linear relationship on the logarithms of
the variables. This transformation of the data gave a linear
fit that was better than that obtained if no transformation
was attempted or if only the independent variables were
transformed. The purpose of tryina to aet a linear fit is
because standard statistical techniques, such as linear
regression, can be used to get the predictive equation.
The candidate independent variables (employment and land
measurement) and the total zonal demand (dependent variable)
were investigated using stepwise regression. The purpose
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FIGURE 1
CONGESTION CENTERS (OR NODES) FOR THE
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA SUPERZONES
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TABLE 3
CONGESTION CENTROIDS BETWEEN BAY AREA
SUPERZONES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
2
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
8
8
9
6
7
6
5
4
4
5
6
5
6
9
10
10
8
8
7
6
5
3
2 2
3 2 2
4 3 3 2
5 4 4 3 2
6 5 5 4 3 2
7 6 6 5 4 3 2
8 7 7 6 5 4 3 2
8 7 7 6 5 4 3 2 2
9 8 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 2
7 7 8 7 6 5 4 3 3 2 3
8 8 7 6 5 4 5 3 3 2 3
7 7 6 5 4 5 6 4 4 3 4
6 6 7 6 5 6 7 5 5 4 5
5 5 6 6 6 7 8 6 6 5 6
5 5 6 6 7 8 9 7 7 6 7
6 6 7 7 8 9 1 0 8 8 7 8
7 7 8 8 6 7 8 6 6 5 6
6 6 7 7 5 6 7 5 5 4 5
7 7 8 8 6 6 7 4 4 3 4
10 10 11 11 8 9 10 8 8 7 8
11 11 12 12 9 10 11 9 9 8 9
6 11 7 8 9 10 11 9 9 8 9
7 9 8 9 10 11 12 10 10 9 10
7 9 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 13 14
6 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 12 13
5 7 6 78 9 10 11 12 11 12
4 6 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 10 11
2
3
4
5
3
4
3
2
2
5
6
6
7
8
7
7
7
2
3
4
5
6
4
3
3
6
7
7
8
9
8
9
9
2
3 2
4 3
5 4
3 5
2 3
3 4
5 8
6 9
6 9
7 10
8 10
7 9
9 8
8 7
2
3
4
3
4
7
8
8
9
9
8
7
6
2
3
2
3
6
7
7
8
8
7
6
5
2
3
4
5
6
6
7
7
6
5
4
2
3
4
5
5
6
7
6
6
5
2
4
5
5
6
7
6
6
6
4
5
5
6
7
6
6
7
2
2 3
3 4 2
4 5 3 2
3 4 2 3 2
3 4 2 3 3 2
8 9 3 4 4 3 2
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of stepwise regression is to provide a basis to eliminate
variables which will not contribute significantly in the
predictive equation.
Only the employment variables were used in the predictive
equation since the additional improvement did not warrant
the use of more than one independent variable. Table 4
shows the candidate variables, and Figure 2 shows the linear
fit to the data using only the employment variable.
The employment variable as used in this predictive equation
is the sum of three employment variables as defined in the
BATSC forecast. These are:
Employed resident Those members of a household reporting
full-time or part-time employment.
Basic employment The total number of jobs in industries
classified as "basic" at place of work
constitutes basic employment.
Population-serving The total number of jobs in industries
employment classified as "population-servina" at
place of work constitutes oopulation-
servinq employment.
Table 5 displays the actual and estimated total demand values
and Attachment 1 shows the results of the stepwise rearession.
Examination of Attachment 1 shows that the multiple R is
0.93 when only employment is used and that the multiple R
increases to 0.94 when all four variables are used. Because
of this small increase only employment was used. The results
are shown in Table 5 and Figure 2.
Step one of the stepwise regression gives the constant and
coefficient for the expression reflecting total demand.
The equation is
Log (Total Demand) = -1.595 + 1.309 Log (Employment) (1)
where employment is the sum of employed residents of the
zone as defined above.
5) Assignment of traffic to other superzones (model definition,
step two)
The approach which is used to assign traffic to other super-
zones uses the total traffic leaving a zone as a control.
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FIGURE 2
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EMPLOYMENT AND ZONAL DEMAND
FOR 30 SUPERZONES
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TABLE 5
ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED TOTAL ZONAL TRAVEL
FOR THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
ZONE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
ACTUAL
330503.0
221628.0
203475.0
189486.0
164905,0
128321.0
136242.0
181381.0
319508.0
161839.0
84457.0
8098.0
15994.0
78324.0
141408.0
191749.0
292651.0
195082.0
102428.0
48927.0
82471.0
19786.0
30464.0
8567.0
18380.0
4388.0
23387.0
30487.0
38335.0
57149.0
ESTIMATED
391079,
182951,
198160,
144832,
180254,
166432.8
125232,
129130,
314435.
81241.
39897.
12400.8
21970.5
70061.0
137747.8
120825.7
321665.0
172878.
108280.
15771.
118997,
34670.9
46314
26719
26381
3990
13533
43431
32432.9
86756.1
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This total traffic is either known or estimated from equa-
tion (1). The model predicts a relative demand which must
be adjusted using the total demand to pet an actual demand.
The only reasonable way to estimate a relative demand when
population, congestion and distance are the variables would
be to have traffic increase as population increases and for
the traffic to increase as congestion and/or distance decreases.
Different forms of the model were examined by plotting and
it was found that the model should be of the form
_
RD1j = Nij exp UD^J 1 j j (2)
where
RD.. - is the relative demand of the total traffic
J
 from one zone to all the other zones. For
example, this would be the portion of the
total traffic leaving zone one that went to
zone two.
P. - is the population of the destination zone.
J
 For the example above, P. would be the popu-
lation of zone two. J
N.. - is the estimate of congestion centers between
J
 the two zones. Again, for the example, it
would be the congestion between zones one and
two.
D.. - is the distance between the zones; as before
J
 it would be between zones one and two.
a - is an estimable coefficient.
Once all the relative demands have been estimated, there
will be 870 for the 30 by 30 matrix. They are normalized
for the actual demand, (AD), between zones. The equation
used to normalize the relative demand 1s
227
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AD.. = Ti RDij 1 ,t j (3)
RD.
where
T. - is the total traffic leaving a zone. This
value is known or estimated from equation (1).
RD.. - is the relative demand calculated from
1J
 equation (2).
RD. - is the sum of all relative demands for any
zone as calculated from equation (2).
6. Estimation of model coefficient
The reason the model is of the form as expressed in equation
(2) is because
D.. (4)
U
has a linear relationship when plotted on semi-loci paper
when RD^. N.. . / P. is plotted on the loq scale.
The plots" of equation (4) indicate that tires loses of the
relationships are about 0.05. These slopes are the coef-
ficients (a) needed in equation (2). It would be desirable
to find a best a to use for the entire Bay Area. This
was done in the following way.
The technique to find the best single a for all 30 zones
was one that minimized the sum of all the absolute differ-
ences of actual and estimated travel over the 870 paths.
The reason for choosing the sum of absolute differences as
a measure of quality is because the Northeast Corridor
Study (NECTP-230) uses this technique, and a later comparison
will be made with that document.
£28
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Another approach which could be used to find a best a
would be analysis of covariance; the best slope would be
the common a. This technique was tried and was discarded
because the sum of the absolute differences was larger than
when this sum was minimized as outlined above.
Figures 3 and 4 show the different values of a for both
known and estimated travel out of a zone. It is interesting
that the values are relatively close (0.050 when total travel
is known and 0.056 when travel is estimated). Attachments
2 and 3 are the printouts for various a's and the summary
table of absolute differences. These summary tables show
that the increase in the absolute differences if different
a's were used (that is .05 instead of .056, or .056 instead
of .05) is less than one per cent.
7) Display of model output
A) Attachment 4 contains the traffic demand for the 870
different zonal paths when the total traffic from a
zone is estimated. The demand matrix has been made
symmetric by adding the two-way travel between two zones
and then dividing by two.
For each of the 870 pairs, the following information
is listed:
a. Actual Travel
b. Estimated Travel
c. Absolute Difference
d. % Error
- This is the actual travel
between the two zones and
is from the 1965 base data
for the Bay Area.
- This is'the travel between
the two zones estimated
from equations (2) and (3).
- This is the absolute value
of actual travel minus
estimated travel.
- This is the absolute
difference divided by the
actual travel.
A per cent error is not calculated when ever the actual
travel is 500 or less. This is because these small values
are considered to be noise.
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,03
FIGURE 4
SUM OF THE ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE FOR a = 0.03
TO a = 0.06 WHEN THE TOTAL ZONAL DEMAND IS ESTIMATED
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For each of the 30 superzones8 the following Infor-
mation is listed:
a. Actual Travel - This is the sum of the
actual travel from one
superzone to the other
29 superzones and is from
the 1965 base data.
b. Estimated Travel - This is the sum of the
estimated travel from one
superzone to the other 29
superzones.
c. Absolute difference - This is the sum of the 29
absolute differences to
each zone. The sum includes
all values renardless of
size.,
d. % Error - This is the sum of the
absolute differences divided
by actual travel from one
zone to the other 29 zones.
A final summary is displayed that shows
a. The total estimated Bay Area traffic which is the
sum of traffic for all the 30 zones„
be The tots", of absolute differences which is the sum
of the absolute difference for all of the 30 zones.
Bo Attachment B contains the sane Information as in Attach-
ment 4 with the orsly differences being a different a
and known total traffic out of a zone. The output is
presented exactly as in Attachment. 4.
8) Comparison to NECTP-230 (Northeast Corridor Study)
The Comparison to the NECTP-230 model was done by usina the
demand model„ equation (2), to predict traffic for the North-
east Corridor. The basic difference between the two models is
that in NECTP-230 the travel for the different modes is added
together for the estimate ef total travelt while with this
technique the total travel 1s estimated first.
The data used for the comparison was from NECTP-230 and Is
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displayed 1n Tables 6 and 7. For the comparison, the fol-
lowing changes had to be made because of the symmetric and
exponential properties of this technique.
A. No estimate for the Boston-New Haven path.
B. Travel estimates had to be made for the city-pairs
. Baltimore - D. C.
Providence - Wilmington
Wilmington - New York
C. Population estimates had to be made in cases where
the NECTP-230 model used different city sizes. An
example is Providence, where the population varies from
718,543 to 1,326,548.
D. Actual highway distances were divided by 10 to make
them comparable to the distances in the Bay Area. This
makes it possible to start searching for an ex in the .05
range. If this was not done, 1t would have been necessary
to plot
ND..N..
Log (_J^) = D
P1
and find an a for distances of the same maanitude as
those in the Northeast Corridor. Further work needs
to be done to find the proper divisor "for any distance
so an a can be estimated for general use.
Figure 5 shows how the seven zones were separated and where
the centroids were placed. Tables 8, 9 and 10 show the con-
gestion centers, distances and demands used in the model.
The populations used for each zone or city are also included
on the Tables.
Two different traffic estimates are presented. One is usinq
an a typical for the Bay Area, (0.05), and the other used
the best a, (0.072), for Northeast Corridor data. The o
for the Northeast Corridor is for distances divided by 10.
It would be possible to find the divisor that would make
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BALTIMORE
WASHINGTON
PHILADELPHIA
WILMINGTON
FIGURE 5
ZONAL STRUCTURE FOR THE NORTHEAST CORRIDOR
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TABLE 8
CONGESTION POINTS (NODES) FOR THE NORTHEAST CORRIDOR
POPULATION 4,000 1,300 4,500 1,700 2,000 400 15.COO
BOSTON PROVIO. PHILA. BALTI. O.C. WILM. N. Y.
BOSTON
PROVIDENCE
PHILADELPHIA
BALTIMORE
D. C.
WILMINGTON
N. Y.
2
3
5
6
4
2
2
3
5
6
4
2
3
3
3
4
2
5
5
5
3
2
2
4
6
6
4
2
3
5
4
4
2
2
3
3
2
2
5
4
5
3
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TABLE 9
HIGHWAY DISTANCES DIVIDED BY 10 FOR THE NORTHEAST CORRIDOR
POPULATION 4,000 1,300 4,500 1,700 2,000 400 15,000
BOSTON PROVID. PHILA. BALTI. 0. C. WILM. N. Y.
BOSTON
PROVIDENCE
PHILADELPHIA
BALTIMORE
0. C.
WILMINGTON
N. v.
4.5
30.7
40.3
44.2
33.5
22.1
4.5
26.8
36.4
40.3
29.6
18.2
30.7
26.8
9.7
13.6
2.8
10.1
40.3
36.4
9.7
3.9
6.9
19.7
44.2
40.3
13.6
3.9
10.8
23.6
33.5
29.6
2.8
6.9
10.8
- - .
12.9
22.1
18.2
10.1
19.7
23.6
12.9
Appendix A
TABLE 10
DEMANDS FOR THE NORTHEAST CORRIDOR
POPULATION 4,000 1,300 4,500 1,700 2,000 400 15,000
BOSTON PROVID. PHILA. BALT. D.C. WILM. N. Y.
BOSTON
PROVIDENCE
PHILADELPHIA
BALTIMORE
D. .C.
WILMINGTON
N. Y.
2806
259
64
281
24
1750
2806
54
19
47
20
460
259
54
755
1010
1805
6762
64
19
755
2000
383
739
281
47
1010
2000
200
2200
24
20
1805
383
200
200
1750
460
6762
739
2200
200
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the a equal to the one for the Bay Area; however, as noted
earlier, this is a different problem which needs to be in-
vestigated.
Figure 6 shows the plot for the best a for the Northeast
Corridor.
It should be noted at this point that all the chanaes that
had to be made to the Northeast Corridor data to make it
suitable for analysis would make the comparison more difficult
for this model. Even with these changes, the model does
a creditable job predicting Northeast Corridor traffic and
outperforms the NECTP-230 model.
Table 11 shows how the model compares to the NECTP-230
model when both a's are used. The lower part of the table
shows the absolute difference for the travel predictions.
When a of 0.05 is used, the model predicts better for 11
out of 18 city-pairs and has a smaller sum of absolute dif-
ferences. This difference is 50 per cent. When a of
0.072 is used, the model predicts better for 14 out of 18
city-pairs and also has a smaller sum of absolute difference.
For this case the difference is by more than 65 per cent.
Since city-pairs 15, 17 and 18 account for almost 80% of
the error in the NECTP-230 model, another approach will be
used to compare the two models. This approach will remove
the handicap of one large absolute difference which would
contribute an unfair amount to the grand sum of absolute
differences. At this point
 s it should be noted that in
the NECTP-230 Report, city-pairs 15 through 18 were dronoed
and not included in later model calibration.
T - U 1 - 1 r> - _______ - .'.U - 4, ._ _ « J _ ' I « __ 1.U*. ..„„_*. -„ 4..J «..4.r> ,' -
r au i e it x-uiujjafes urer uwu niuue is as trie wtrr at 8s 1. 1 ma i.c is
repeatedly discarded until only one is left. The estimates
when a equals D.,05 have a lower sum of absolute differences
16 out of 18 times. When a equals 0.072, this model is
better in every case.
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TABLE lib
ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCES FOR TRAVEL PREDICTIONS
OF NORTHEAST CORRIDOR DATA
NECTP BOEING .050 BOEING .072
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
£ ABSOLUTE
DIFFERENCE
598
483
164
254
461
239
53
151
75
1066
881
229
552
131
4828
621
8474
9382
28642
2539
208
20
92
530
2076
20
77
146
1071
78
332
2768
29
1806
245
1262
1045
14344
570
323
40
119
557
1336
34
91
1
1046
328
256
3536
74
62
224
525
377
9500
243
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TABLE 12
REDUCTION IN THE SUM OF ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCES
AS LARGEST DIFFERENCE IS REMOVED
STEP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
NECTP
PREDICTION
28642
19260
10786
5958
4892
4011
3390
2792
2240
1757
1296
1042
803
574
410
259
128
53
BOEING PREDICTION BOEING PREDICTION
a = .050 a = .072
14344
11576
9037
6961
5155
3893
2822
1777
1247
915
670
462
376 - - - -
224
146
69
40
20
9500
5964
4628
3582
3012
2455
1930
1553
1225
902
646
422
303
212
137
75
35
1
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APPENDIX B
FACSIMILE OF TRIP RATING SURVEY FORM
TRIP
RATING
SURVEY
TO ENSURE VOUR COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE ON
FUTURE TRIPS
With tto cooptrMion «nd lupport of
• GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE. HIGHWAY. AND
TRANSPORTATION DISTRICT
• NORCALSTOL {SPONSORED BV GREATER
SAN FRANCISCO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
This facsimile of the San Francisco Bay Area trip rating survey
.form has been filled out to represent a fictitious, although reasonable,
three mode trip, in order to illustrate the appearance of a typical
completed form.
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Appendix B
HOW DO YOU
FEEL ABOUT i
X EN ROUTE TIME
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9
E«npi«ting Tol«rihl« B«r«ly
NolicMliln
X Etllnurtt your •woutt tlmt. ixdudlnf waiting tlmt. In minutti:
9 WAITING TIME
1
eiMiMCMlnt Total)* link
or nofM
4 EitlmiM your mltlnf llm* In mlnuttt:
S KHEOULE RELIABILITY
1 2 3 4 1 -6 - - 8 7 S 9
Ohm liti N<v« lite,
or offtn otwrttM
not iviiliblt it ill
wtwn n«d«) '""«'
nnrixl
®£^ /tLy ®xf^ ^ COVERALL1 TRI>
. r..!/L_ :^
3
L_£5
i^ *
1
D
u
©
©
3
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Apoendix B
CD- OVERALL
TRIP
Ertlnut* nmnk* of llimt p* wttk thit »m* np*ct of tht
MtMdult It not MtoqutM din to latanm or Inxteqiutt Nrvic8 tinw,
SEAT AVAILABILITY
Ntvt.
Will-
•bit
ADEQUACY OF TRANSFERS
Dma ih.
transfiri
Hut <ri
riqulrfd
Admuirt
flMlMllty
logo
whvt I
wwt
TRANSIT TERMINAL ACCESS SPACE
1
No pi*
10 pwk or
dlltleult
dropoff
point
8 9
Parking
ipKt alw*yt
ivnliblt
or convvnttnt
dropoff point
How m»nvtliTmi»««li bo you uttitwrnlnil p« king f pace?
Extrtmly
ctrptm/vt
Filrly
•xpfmivt
Modwiti Viry
rnurublt
Frit
n
Q
D
D
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Appendix B
U EitlmMtdweBtttoyouaf (Mhpirt of your trip (1):
AS CrMoktrMfofmofiMVinMttnMi:
Any«*
Euctcrunga
Fm
To* MM
Monthly coupon
Credit cvd
Oltw
•4 CONVENIINCf Of METHOD OF OAVMIMT
Vtry foof AdMtutt Vwv E«all«ii
poor . good
15 r'ARKINOCOSTSIIIyouiiMiuloforinyMirnint)
V«y F.MV MooVM Vtry f.«
nprnivt tupimh* noonbli
111 WMb«it»irtiln| eon pv trip: «—
e
^
1
' »
\ y> i
|<2 1
LbJ
(zrii * \
J/^ u/
^
i X.I
* (3***
^
. x .
1 7 1
1 S> 1
©
^
3OVERALL
TRIP
1
tmmm
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Appendix B
17
i
Very
poor
18
i
Very
poor
19
i
SEAT COMFORT
2 3 4 6 6 7 8
'
Poor Adequate Vftry fxtellenl
good
VEHICLE SPACIOUSNESS AND FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
2 3 4 5 6 7 B
Poor Artatiuate V«ry
good
PARCEL STORAGE SPACE IN VEHICLE
2 3 4 6 6 7 B
Non«, mull Adequate
be retained
on pcrton
9O VEHICLE CLIMATIC CONDITION
i
A)*»yi
loo hot
Or too
cold
ai
t
2 3 4 S 0 7
Uually
tolerable
SMOOTHNESS OF RIDE
2
Vary bumpy
or loo much
vlhratlon
B
3
Poor
4 5 6 " 7
Very
good
B
Cl
8
9
Excellent
'
SIM ,,„.*
'
ml,,., able
9
 1
Extremely
<muoth
,
a*
^ <B^c
m
E
^SK&IS^Sx^^ ^
E
E
1?
S
^
]
r
r
[
[
u*
z
cD :D
COVERALL
TRIP
i
[21
7]
a
a
a
a
r i
LJ
BQErKQEr..l9
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Appendix B
XX PHYSICAL SIDE EFFECTS
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9
Tiip atwayt Trip never
cautM causes
motion physical
sickness discomfmt
or other
discomfort
SS NOISE LEVEL IN VEHICLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Conversation Reasonable Comfortably
extremely conversation, quiet, barely
difficult, much some back- audible engine
background and ground and and hack
engine noise engine noise ground noise
«•*•§ TRANSIT TERMINAL CLIMATIC CONDITION
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Always Usually Always
too hot or tolerable comfortable
100 COW
XS TRANSIT TERMINAL WAITING ROOM FACILITIES
1 2 j 3 4 6 6 7 R ? .
Dirty, un- Adequate 1 xrcllent. wy
Comfortable. • i>an. iroifcn
tnedequete
10
®^< (°/P^
If
171
' ~ tell 1 !•'
^*
^^
 C
5 ID
r-bVEHALL
1 TRIP
m
D
1
D
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_ n
11
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Appendix B
XO SERVICE ASSISTANCE
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9
Nn Excellent
hflit horn hHp with
rniMtiictoM. hcheiing.
cleiki. tie hojiriinq.
He
. *V ROUTE ALTERNATIVES (OVERALL TRIP)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
No fffWlO"! in AlMltly to tntrh
r.*o<i.t 0' oetwo- . rt*iltnatto«-. at will
•r •• ?.••'
28 PERSONAL SAFETY AND SECURITY
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9
•tiO'fhtnuvf ol *n«t«lv. vdv Mtfl <nd
*h«nnef bul f«l iccute. nolhing
un^q lh>i MCM'V In to woffy <bout
X9 VEHICLE APPEAL
1 2
O'"y,
3 4 j S 6 7 8 9
cttinlmeil clean «nd
®^
^
® ,^,^ 0 OVERALL
TRIP
D
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m
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/
•
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13
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Appendix B
3O PRIVACY
'
2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9
Ho opportun- Reasonable Can always be
iiy twer lo pittance from either alone
h« alone otheri can ot wilh others
usually he as 1 please
maintained
91 PRODUCTIVE USE OF TIME
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Not able to Can ute time
think or of travel
work rfu« to very pro
inconveniences ductrvefy
ot mode foi per*
onal or
purposes
3^t c
i
Poor
14
3VERALL OPINION OF MODE COMBINATION USED
2 3 4 6 6 7 8
Fwt • - Good V»r Ex
good
9
-"*""
°£u* ®«?«+6
^^
a 3
OVERALL
TRIP
2_
/
-
.
/
0
1
D
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Appendix B
© © OVERALL
TRIP
«5^ P How many tunes a week do you usually make a trip like the one
you have just rated? /
D D D D 0 D
1 2 3 4 5 6 01 more
Is there any other reasonable way you could make this trip?
OVES D NO
If yes, by how many minutes would you be wilhnq to ddjusi
your schedule in order to continue to use this mode couibina
tion rather than the other way7
'D 'D JD 'OK 4D "D 'D "D "D
Omin Up lo Unto Up to Up In Up to Up lo U;> to Moie
ii mm 10 mm IS mtn 30 mm 60 mm ? hn 5hn ttidn
bhts
If you answered yes in the question above, how much more
would you be willing to pay to continue to use this mode
combination rather than the other way?
'13 JD :'D 'D "D 6D 'D "D "D
0 Up to Up to Up to Up to Up (o Up lo Up lo More
25c 50c /5c SI 00 SI 50 $2 00 S5 00 (h<m
more more more more more more more SB 00
Are you traveling alone? /
D YES (3 NO
If no. how many art there in your qroup'
D 7CT 'D 4D SD
1 2 3 4-6 7 or more
What tirra did you start out on your trip? ^M-
r.fft .
What wai the purpose for your trip?
(3J &3tng homo [~] MertiLtit dontal
v—,S a. ,
*I.^f Coirtfl to work v\ ] School
'D Work rotated tjunneu qQ Shopping
LJ Pe*wnal butmeii LJ Eal meal
LJ On way to recfoalion f~] Other
hf-l ,I I vtui ffienfh'ffltative*
16
How long do you expect to he away from home (or offtce if
business side trip)? /
ntii* '\J 1 1 hours to mi? day'LJ Less than 1 hour LJ .Tbh
LJ 1? hours LJ fi 10 hours 'Q More than I
Ploaia indicate (approximately) lh» foltowinf) location):
1. The place whcrfl your trip began by an "0."
2. Your destination by an "X."
If your trip origin or dettinalion *ro beyond this map area, please tell ui
the placo ol Qri^n Destination
17
Appendix B
^
FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES ONLY
PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS CON-
CERNING YOU AND YOUR FAMILY. SO THAT WE WILL
BE ABLE TO DETERMINE WHETHER MEN HAVE DIF-
FERENT PREFERENCES THAN WOMEN. WHETHER
MARRIED PEOPLE HAVE DIFFERENT PREFERENCES
THAN SINGLE PEOPLE. AND SO ON.
41 Youart/
^<«» 'Q^Male 'Q Female
. 4^* Vour •«• ''
'Q Under IB "03645
'D J*JI 6Q46S5
^/^
3LM «?5 'Q5665
•UYo^nT35 "DOvereS
' D y*1* ' D Married, one or more children
' Q'Married. no children s Q Widowed
Q Single, one or mote children _X j-
44 ""•" " V™" """P"1""' rti&4>ts*s£# A/<
18
3
^ tfae^** ® 3°VTERR,APLL
4S How far did you go in school? ,/
• 'D .^rrii'*101''
[^1 Some coltej^
J On* in moiehiqhtH itetjrecs
4O What is your approximate yearly family income before taxes?
(Your income plus thai of your husband or wife or the perton
on whom you are dependent)
1
 d Under 55.000 f>
7Q $5.000 to $7,499 ;
U $15.000 to 519.999
~^ $^0.000 to $?4. 999
3D S7.500 to $9.999 BO SP5.000 10 $39.999
4Q $10.000 to $1?.499 t Q san.OOO o. ovei
5 (^ $12.500 lo $14,999
^f§ How many automobiles (including trucks. campers, etc.) are
owned or available for use by members of your household?
'D None 3D One 30Two 4Q Thrffe or nnjr*
A8 tf there are other factors that you feet are important to your
selection of travel modes that have not been covered, please
comment and list below
THANK YOU
FOR YOUR COOPERATION
19
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APPENDIX C .
OPEN END COMMENTS
The open-end comments are listed on the following pages,
categorized either by principal mode of travel referred to, or
as general or unclassified. The letters in the right hand column
indicate references to other modes or categories as follows:
Bus, including street car B
Automobile A
Rail R
Ferry F
Helicopter H
BART BT
Cable car CC
Cycle C
Taxi, including charter bus and jitney T
Air P
Walk .. . W
General G
Unclassified U
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BUS
I have possibly become spoiled by the Greyhound bus lines - where
space and general comfort exists. Upon moving to Hayward and adopting
the AC transit for the past nine months, I have found an incredible
lack of leg room (being 6 ft.) and generally uncomfortable conditions -
which includes standing on occasions. Hot in winter and summer, etc.
Because of these reasons (believe it or not) I am selling my home in
Hayward and moving back to Concord where AC does not have a monopoly
on commuter service. If budget (gas, insurance, bridge, city park-
ing) would permit, I would drive my own car. How expensive will BT
BART be? A
Re: Question #28 - I just suffered a great deal of inconvenience
and pain when my already injured foot was caught in the bus door.
I would be delighted to be able to take a bus directly from
Sonoma to ferry building or transit terminal to arrive in S.F. by
7:45 a.m. - particularly if it were a nice bus like the double-
decker that goes to Ignacio Valley from S.F. There must be a lot
of us who are willing to put up with a long commute for the quiet
of Sonoma who would change to decent bus travel. Presently one
must go to Petaluma or pick up a bus on the Novato run after a 30(+)
minute drive in a personal car. I lived in an apartment in S.F.
where I used S.F. bus #55. Service, in general, good. Crowded both
ways. Some extremely poor drivers (jerky starts and stops and "hot
rod" drivers) and 3 or 4 excellent drivers. Noisy buses. Over-
loaded; had to walk once in awhile when bus couldn't make it up
Sacramento. Fare of 25 cents is fair. Also used cable car at
times - which was good for the spirit, except when tourist time
rolled around - cars greatly overloaded. CC
On Berkeley-Shattuck run no covered bus stops or bicycle racks. C
I used to travel on the new S.F. Muni diesel bus which was
very clean and well maintained - the noise, however, was dreadful.
The electric bus I use now is very dirty, windows always jammed so
ventilation poor. On the whole, I feel S.F. Muni is very good in
its service.
Answers are for trip to office (home bound is quite different).
On #8, my reason for driving to bus is inadequate transfer. The
survey is grossly inadequate due to not being able to rate both
directions. There are no places where any question even hints at
recommending solutions to existing problems. A
No alternative to bus except private automobile. A
I ride the Municipal bus and the new buses are atrocious. The
time schedule is adequate but very seldom adhered to. Muni needs
an overhaul badly.
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The smell of the buses now makes me extremely nauseated - I
have become super sensitive - almost allergic reaction which was
not present before I started commuting.
Greyhound bus transportation from C. Costa County is very
good and quite responsive to commuter needs.
I use Greyhound bus. I leave Concord 6 a.m. - and go real
fast (45 min.). If I wait until 6:45 or 7:00, traffic slows bus
so I may be late. This is my biggest complaint, but this is not
the fault of bus company.
Would prefer to travel by car but costs are prohibitive,
particularly downtown parking. When BART is available, the
comfort will improve, but cost will nearly double. I could BT
tolerate the bus for the savings involved. A
I will switch from AC bus to BART when possible. BT
If proper effort is made, I believe bus travel has the greatest
potential for commute problems at least cost.
Will not use combustion-powered buses in the city; electrically-
powered vehicles which are far superior from all aspects do not
serve my route. If I may: I fail to recognize what advantage was
gained by the city of San Francisco in purchasing more of the recent
combustion-powered buses. This type of decision is what exasperates
the public mass. What possible advantage was gained? I have yet to
see one, even one. Was it the "lowest bid?" I would like to see,
in print, the upkeep and maintenance costs of these buses, as
compared to the electric lines. If the main purpose was to trans-
port humanity on a large scale with a minimum of comfort and no
consideration of the occupants, they succeeded.
Other people on buses are the single most distressing factor.
Fewer people the better.
Commuter bus transportation is rapidly becoming intolerable
in Marin County. If service and comfort is not improved in six
months, I will either drive a personal car to the ferry or move
from Marin County to a suburban area more convenient to San
Francisco. A
Foregoing based on commute times - off-hour service. S. Mateo/
S.F. would add at least one half hour to travel time, plus earlier
departures based on less frequent scheduling. Could alternately
use train, but during non-commute times their schedules are
even worse. R
I take a streetcar to work but sometimes have to take S.F.
Muni buses, in my off-work hours. The new buses are far too noisy,
uncomfortable, poorly designed - i.e., windows. There is evidence
of poor quality control, they ride very poorly - they are offensive
for air pollution and noise pollution for people on the street.
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Many streetcars are in very bad shape. On hot days when street-
cars are crowded, I have found no window that can be opened. In
over-all analysis, the Muni is ino_t worth 25 cents. There has to
be vast improvements to make the Muni suitable to my demands for
comfortable transportation.
When adequate time is available, prefer to walk but tight
schedule requires bus ride 95% of the time. Ride Sacramento (#55)
from Leavenworth and Clay to end of line. Buses are very over-
crowded and frequently 5 buses will go by before one stops
(about 1/3 of those that don't stop have standing room to take on
most people waiting at stop, only about once every two weeks is
there room to sit anyway). Buses generally come in groups of 2
and 3. 95% of the time the last bus in one of these groups is
the one that stops. W
I consider my commute from Piedmont to So. Beale to be
"ideal". I would not change a thing - and I would resist
having to drive my own car daily. A
Can take the diesel bus which is noisier, goes less directly
and takes 4 minutes longer and requires one and one half blocks
more walking. Live far enough out so that when once a month I
see standees in bus, I wait 1 or 2 minutes and get the next one.
When I go home late or come in on Saturday may have up to 20
minutes wait and as it is 45 minutes to walk could have gotten
there quicker if I'd have known I just missed one.
My trip in the evening on the 38 Geary bus is bad on account
of drivers. Just opposite the morning trip on the #55, which is
almost excellent.
Primarily depend on Greyhound from Marin Co. Could use ferry
but would have to transfer to a bus at Sausalito. Would be more
convenient if ferry terminal could be located some place in central
Marin. F
I do not use public transportation because the buses are full of
grouchy people who don't smile, and that starts the day off poorly,
and makes it end the same way. So please don't feel it's the fault
of the buses or their drivers. I just prefer pleasant surroundings,
and work at having them.
The factor most disagreeable is that bus drivers pick up more
passengers than safe operation of the vehicles allow.
Smoking on bus - discomfort. Engine exhaust condition in bus
and terminal - discomfort.
Bus time given 1s typical for summer trip, in winter the bus
trip normally takes from 10-15 minutes longer.
I use the slower local bus because of the over-crowded
conditions of the express. The express would only save me 10
minutes each way.
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I ride the Muni. Find I can get anywhere by transferring
which is fine, but feel buses are too crowded and one is jostled
too much.
The Livermore/Pleasanton/Dublin to San Francisco commute should
justify public transportation on the basis of population and
projected use. No published schedule seems to be available as to
when such service can be expected.
Stopped taking the "B" local which stops almost in front of
my door. This is like a milk train, stopping at every corner and
the aisle jammed with standees. More buses are needed for this
route in the morning commute hours. Express buses at Lake Park
and Lakeshore are excellent. Bay Bridge over-congested with
autos. Buses are fastest and most comfortable means of trans-
portation.
Marin County Greyhound will terminate service December 1, 1971,
and service will be by G.G. Transit Authority. Hopefully will be
an improvement.
Seat availability should be subject to average number of
people per stop, not start filling as many as possible at earlier
stops and not being able to take any at later stops.
I would be extremely unhappy if my trans-bay bus transportation
were discontinued and I was forced to use BART and local bus service -
my cost would almost double and my trip time would probably increase
by about 50% due to the location of my home in the Oakland Hills.
A bus trip between my home and a BART station would take nearly the
same time as my present total commute. In fact, I would probably
turn to a car pool as a more economical, less time consuming A
alternative. BT
The information furnished for this survey might well be
titled "A Rush Hour Trip on the Muni #38 (Geary St.) Bus." It's
like starting every day with a challenging adventure,. Each driver
is an individual and has moods but in the two years of riding
the #38, I have yet to meet a rude driver or one who refused to
give detailed information. Every morning they attack Geary St.
(or O'Farrel) in assault groups of three or four. The vanguard
always takes the brunt of the attack and consequently the lead
bus becomes wall to wall people. The last bus of the group may
even have empty seats. Since the timing of the assaults is
reasonably predictable, it's often possible to select the trail-
ing bus and have enough room to stand without being bumped. I
favor this system because it gives preference to veteran riders.
It also gives the drivers interest in their work and sharpens
their reactions.
I appreciate these additional advantages offered by AC transit:
0) high frequency of service on main lines; (2) adequate micro-
distribution system; (3) possibility to interrupt a trip and with-
in one hour continue at no extra cost; and (4) good and friendly
drivers.
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Greyhound transportation is so good now between S.F. and
Walnut Creek that I am having second thoughts about BART.
Although I believe BART is the correct long-range answer. BT
The Muni is poor - I walk to and from work to maintain
sanity. Dist = 18 blocks, Time = 35 minutes. . W
Terrible bus connecting service from home to downtown
Hayward A Street and Mission.
Number of transfers per trip (2) number of bus stops after
boarding and (3) driving habits of bus drivers.
An average speed of only slightly over 15 mph is ridiculous.
Greynound service along Skyline Blvd. to the Ferry Bldg. with
decent buses would go a long way toward improving my commute.
The present Greyhound service along Skyline is virtually useless;
the scheduling is ridiculous; inbound only 3 buses all leaving
within a 15-minute period around 7:00; outbound only 3 buses all
leaving within a 15-minute period around 5:00 - both are too
early. Also, the buses do not stop at Mickey Blvd. And the
equipment has to be among .the oldest buses still running out-
side S.F.'s Muni.
Bus or train - over-all less exasperating than rush hour traffic A
oy car - also feel odds for long longevity better. R
Commute by Greyhound bus from Ignatia station Novato, to
ferry bldg. In general, Greyhound is good transportation - all
they need is road space to drive in during rush hours.
Alternative transportation is Greyhound with ratings as
follows: (did ride for two years until became unbearable)
1 - 1 1 0 - 0 1 8 - 1 2 6 - 3
2 - 60+10 1 1 - 3 1 9 - 1 2 7 - 1
3-1 12 - 0.80 + auto from 20-2 28-4
4 - 1 0 house to 21 - 1 . .. 2 9 - 2
5-1 bus stop 2 2 - 3 3 0 - 1
6-5 13 - monthly coupons 2 3 - 1 3 1 - 3
7-7 1 4 - 5 24 - none 3 2 - 2
8-8 1 5 - 9 25 - none
9 - 1 1 6 - 0
17 - 1
Greyhound buses usually very well timed but during July/August
evening (5-6 p.m.) service hopeless, due to buses being used for
tourist trips during afternoon and returning late to depot. Wait
at ferry bldg. hopeless - no seats - no shelter - no phones. F
This survey is confusing; trips vary during a week. Many
Muni men go through red lights - very bad - making a ride to or
from work a harrowing experience. For a short trip, walking might
be the best solution. W
BUS (continued) Appendix C
Anybody would be crazy to drive over the Bay Bridge when he
didn't have to (in commute hours). The bus driver who takes off
his coat, rolls up his sleeves, and then turns the heat on full
should be fired!
Transportation by bus from S. F. to Castro Valley after 6 p.m.
and on weekends is very long and tedious.
Bus trip will be replaced by BART trip. BT
Use of city bus between S.P. depot and downtown is
intolerable.
San Francisco badly needs 24 hour a day bus and trolley
service. Transportation outside of weekday day shift hours is
inadequate.
It would be a tremendous improvement if part of my commute
time could be recoverable through reading or study - the Grey-
hound is too bumpy! It is also dirty! We have to wait in
weather for Greyhound in S.F. They could use the Fremont Terminal,
It is not only uncomfortable but unsafe for passengers to
stand on buses - especially on freeways, and unfair to them when
paying same as those who obtain seats. I would pay more for a
seat. Windows should open at top so those standing could have
some oxygen. Those seated will not open windows because of
draft. It is inconceivable to me that those planning buses
have not thought of this.
Bus is only available mode of public transportation. Would
need 3-4 people to make car pool economically feasible. Ferry
system from Corte Madera may not cut travel time or cost, but A
would be used by me if available. F
As alternative I like to use the cable car over the San Francisco
hills without getting motion sick and take-the bus only in the flat .
part of the city. The new engine driven buses are more comfortable,
but much too noisy and stinky! CC
I have bus just to 6 p.m., going home. If I have to stay in
the city longer than that, I have to drive. A
The reason I would be unwilling to pay higher prices for better
service is that 25 cents is a high price for the poor service
received from buses. If the buses were more attractive and
reliable, perhaps the influx of automobiles into the city could be
eradicated.
Bus is over-crowded and too stuffy - poor ventilation.
Wonderful getting to work. Often one hour or more on return
trip home - same route. Buses don't stop to pick up passengers.
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I use Muni bus and Greyhound buses.
The Alameda Contra Costa bus system is very capable for my
purposes and it would be impossible to improve on its service
for me.
Public transportation does not reach our area. We would
like to take the bus from where we live to go to work.
I have travelled by bus, Greyhound in particular, to some
places - the drivers are very courteous and excellent in handling
the bus they drive. However, I feel that NO SMOKING should be
strictly enforced - it's at times sickening to inhale all that
smoke and when you get out of the bus, it seems like you smell
like you have smoked a cigarette yourself.
I used to take the Muni until I got fed up with trolley
breakdowns (Market Street), drivers that make you feel like you
are in a rodeo, standing up on way to/from work, poor service
after 6:00 p.m., and a host of smaller inconveniences. Break-
downs and rodeos are my biggest complaint.
Answers to this survey concern only transportation to work.
Travel at other times by bus is usually less desirable.
In general, I am very happy taking the bus to work - almost
nothing could make me drive; but the time on the bus approaching
the bridge could definitely be improved. Maybe a bus lane all
the way across?
Please find some way of forcing one-driver cars to stop
commuting during rush hour over Bay Bridge. Each morning I
ride a bus across the Bay Bridge. At least 90% of the
vehicles on the bridge are one-driver cars. I suggest a very
high tax or toll on one-driver cars. Requires 15 minute wait
at toll gate.
AC transit buses are lousy - one stops in front of my house
but I won't use it due to terminal waiting time and poor human
comfort!
The inconsistency of scheduled arrivals is a problem. Some
drivers ars extremely ill-mannered. The condition of street cars
is poor. The construction for BART causes delays - especially in
evenings. Power failure is also a problem needing attention.
Must transfer or provide for ride if not travelling during
commute hours. Have seen roaches, ants, etc., on buses with other
litter. Drivers are extremely courteous.
I take the Muni bus. It is dirty! The windows are greasy,
seats filthy and ripped.
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Bus drivers are rude at times. When irritated, they drive
deliberately fast and jerky. Windows should be open when route
begins as it is warm and some passengers are indignant when you
open the window. Old green buses should not be used as they
cannot climb the hill and passengers must get off (Sacramento 55).
I take the #30 express Muni. The schedule in the a.m. is
fairly reasonable, but the 5:00 afternoon schedule is totally
impossible. I see no reason for my being jammed into a bus,
after waiting a minimum of 25 minutes with hundreds of tired,
irate commuters. Are the majority of #30 expresses hidden
after the morning rush? If not, where are they after work?
On my trip to work, I make a detour to my daughter's nursery
school, then go the opposite direction, so I have to pay another
fare (the same going home). I will soon have a car so this will
change. A
The main objection to the evening bus ride home over steep
hills, old buses, overloaded, erratic in appearance at 4:30;
extremely slow, jerky progress on hills tending to produce motion
sickness when passengers are paying "express" rates. Upon protest
by petition "Muni" passengers were told the old buses have to be
used up "somewhere" - but why in a dangerous situation that
several times have caused passengers to leave the bus, walk up
Pine Street hills and get back on the bus at the top -- at
"express" fares. The bus is so overloaded it can't move.
The Muni system is better to get to work in morning than to
get home in the evening.
Bus transportation is reliable, but buses are crowded, bumpy,
noisy, and are often known to break down. I am very much in favor
of mass transportation, as opposed to automobile travel. A
No. 15 Northbound should not go to Pacific only. All 15's
should go/terminate at Wharf. Below average drivers.
The old, pokey, green buses should not be used on the #55
SacramentoTus run. They barely make the hills, and too often
don't, causing passengers to unload and wait again. Many people
won't ride these green buses, and will wait till a more reliable
new bus comes. I rated this transportation survey with the newer
bus in mind; if, however, I had rated the old, slow bus, my rating
would have been much lower.
The bus is usually so crowded, I walkl Waiting time and
crowds are my only complaint. Sometimes it is quicker to walk
(it is close to work though). The #55 Sacramento is too W
crowded; so is the cable car! When not crowded - it is fine! CC
I think they should have 1 or 2 more buses going to city
from Marin Co. around 7:30 a.m. to 7:45 a.m.
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The worst problem is the transfer buses. The Muni 15 and 42
never run enough buses and it is usually a question of chance,
whether or riot one can reach one's train in time. Also, when
the buses do arrive, they are already packed like sardines.
Also, at the railway station, if an empty bus is across the street
which people have not yet crossed, the driver will not wait for
the passengers to arrive, but generally will take off the moment
the light turns green. This naturally causes an overload for the
buses that follow. The problem of inadequate bus transportation
exists both coming from and going to work. I have noticed an
over-abundance of empty Muni cars passing the Bush Street stop,
for instance, and often wonder why many of these cars (2's,
15's, etc.) are not transferred over to 42's and 15's where
they are needed.
City bus drivers would just run into you if you let them!
This morning there was no necessity.to leave the backed-up
street cars on Market Street and get off and walk but many mornings
it is necessary - like last Friday. With the 2 other walking
periods plus standing to and from work, this extra walk is quite
exasperating, physically and time wise. Also, I note often that
one car is immediately followed by another almost empty. If you
miss these you are due for a long wait. It would appear that one
car does not want to travel alone which may be the case.
Muni is crowded - not all of the buses go as far as others
of the same number. If they all ran far enough they wouldn't be
as crowded as the buses that go furthest are now.
I use the Muni buses (electric). The drivers are objection-
able and so are the people who live in the area my bus passes
through.
When I don't travel with my husband, I use the Marin Grey-
hound service. My major complaint about it is the crowded condition
of buses - I normally stand for the entire 35 minute trip. I prefer
the ferry, but it does not run on a schedule convenient for me.
S.F. Muni bus service to Pacific Heights could be improved by
(1) more buses between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. (2) do not stop every
block (3) drivers should not be so reckless.
I live in the upper Haight. Bus transportation was adequate
until a few months ago when all the Express buses were removed
from my stop (Haight/Masonic). Now my travel time to and from
work has nearly doubled and I am continually frustrated by seeing
half empty buses going by.
I use the Municipal Railway system and feel that most of its
unpleasant features are due to the excessively crowded buses.
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Taking the Greyhound commute bus "S" is fine during rush hour,
but it is extremely inconvenient to take the regular "C" or "D" bus
at other times during the day, especially at night. The buses
don't come very frequently, and the "C" and "D" buses make many
more stops so it takes much longer to get home. Also, the Grey-
hound depot on 7th and Market is just ghastly. I'm afraid to go
there at night, so if I catch a late bus, I have to wait on Sutter
and Van Ness, where there is no bus shelter or anything. I would
like to see the main Greyhound depot completely renovated, or
better yet, relocated to a less sleezy part of town. Evening service
from S.F. to Marin and vice versa might be supplemented by adding
more buses, if it would be economically feasible. Driving continues
to be the easiest form of transportation, but parking in the city
is either so inconvenient or expensive that it is impractical for
day to day commuting. A
Generally unsanitary and impeded conditions along 3rd Street,
S.F. make bus and/or walking conditions inferior. Sidewalk loungers
and panhandlers increase unpleasant aspect of this segment of
journey. Bus ride is simply enclosed version of above. W
Based this on Muni service. Sometimes use Jitney down .Mission
Street which has better service but crowded by the time it gets to
my corner. T
I will soon be moving to San Ramon, and would very much like
to have Greyhound extend its service from Danville to the Crow
Canyon Juct. There are probably quite a few S.F. commuters in
this area.
We would use public transportation if available and reason-
ably priced. However, it doesn't look like, any. such thing is in
sight for us in Sonoma. The Marin Greyhound buses are the most
disgusting and nauseating thing on the road. They make, not only
the passengers, but the other commuters sick - the fumes are so
bad.
A bus is the only other transportation, it's more uncomfortable
due to the smells and takes longer. Also a longer walk to work
would be involved. BART could be too expensive. BT
More buses should be put on heavy populated routes.
Would drive to work but parking too expensive. Bus drivers
should operate bus in a smoother driving fashion. Too jerky? A
Very adequately covered. Obviously the 10 minute bus trip is
enough to ruin a day. The train just numbs you, but nothing better. R
Please ask John Woods and the staff of the San Francisco
Muni to ride their system to and from work each day for 90 days.
Things would improve!
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Buses are too crowded. People are packed on like sardines.
Drivers drive too fast and bus motion is jerky.
On the way home, do not feel it is safe to walk instead of
bus unless attended by gentleman companion. W
The "J" church line is fairly regular in the morning; however,
it becomes full early in the trip, leaving many passengers without
a ride. The afternoon schedule is unreliable. I would appreciate
having a printed schedule for all Muni lines, to better organize
my intra-city travel. The schedule would only be helpful if
the buses run on time.
I am a San Franciscan commuter - my overall feeling about the
Muni in the city is poor. The bus drivers (majority) have a poor
attitude. I take the 41 bus and frankly, the condition of this
line is frightening. The drivers seem to have many problems with
the gears and the brakes seem to need replacements. I sincerely
hope this survey will help in our city commute.
I find city transportation generally good in San Francisco
except in the general area where I live - as there are NO express
or Limited buses - so a 10 minute drive to work takes me 40 minutes
on a bus plus 10 minutes walking time. I find this intolerable. A
Would prefer to use transfers to continue on same line after
short stop and for stops other than transfer points. As long as
the time limit hasn't expired what's the difference? I usually
use a private car for shopping because I refuse to pay Muni several
fares. Climatic condition stuffy. Windows in new buses don't open
as well as old buses. Smoothness of ride depends on driver.
Many are jerky, making abrupt stops after racing down the hills.
New buses are louder than older buses. Extremes in weather make
rides uncomfortable. Many seats are ripped by vandals with trash
on floors by return trip very frequently. My bus is the 55
Sacramento line which is, in my riding experiences in the Marina/
Pacific Heights area, one of the best in the city, - - - - .. . A
Have been injured few times as there is no place to hold on
when quick stops are made. Sometimes when I stand - no place to
hold on to.
AC transit is doing a good job with S.F. commute. Admit my
opinion may be influenced by having ridden S.F. Muni in recent years.
Would rather walk and even then you are not safe. W
It would be extremely helpful if service was more frequent;
this would cut out my proportionate waiting time to travel (50%).
Bus transportation in S.F. excellent in the morning; after 5 p.m.,
sometimes three times a week up to 20-25 minute waiting period for
already crowded, hot bus.
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I am criticizing only the S.F. Muni Railway - particularly
#6, #10, and #2. My difficulties are mostly due to #6 which has
different destinations to and from town; therefore, I am often not
sure if I will be forced to get off at a point near the end of
the line and wait for another bus. Market Street is undoubtedly
the cause for most tie ups, but buses seem-to come all at once
particularly at night and then they are rerouted because they are
late and do not go to the end of the line. The drivers go through
yellow lights and particularly on the #2 Express drive as if they
were on a roller coaster. Since drivers no longer make change, it
would seem that they could answer passenger questions with some
courtesy.
I am extremely uncomfortable in the street cars. They are so
terribly bumpy that I wonder sometimes if I will fall out of my
seat.
Muni RR basically okey; new buses are simply miserable.
I am a tall man.
Worst link of the trip is Muni-bus. Just read with despair
that SP is planning to move the station further away from the city -
should extend rail link to center of city instead of the "end of
the world" as it is now. R
In the morning, I usually take the S.F. Muni bus from train depot
to Sutter & Kearney. This service is increasingly unpredictable as
to quality of vehicle, arrival at depot time, departure time and
operator-endeavor to leave intermediate stops promptly - though still
generally tolerable at the price. In view of the bus service, if .
the price increased significantly, I would be inclined to walk
from the depot to work. Presently, the bus is.generally quicker
in the morning, but slower at night. I would not take it at night
unless (a) raining very hard, (b) physically unable to walk, (c)
off-peak hours, improving speed to depot or making walking
unpalatable. SP very good, overall. Driving has seemed to be
quicker on the average than the train, overall, but "more expensive W
and much less satisfactory from the standpoint of use of time and R
psychological wear and tear. A
I must leave office at 4:45 to catch bus as crowds will be
too big at bus stop for me to catch 5:14 express train. However,
that puts me at station 10 minutes early, so I wait. Cost of R
parking makes driving impossible. A
Building elevator service terrible. Adds about 5 more minutes
on both ends - usually! At least 3 in the morning and sometimes
almost 8 at night because of full ones.
Express service and frequent departures only available during
peak periods. At other times (e.g., early afternoon) waiting time
would rate "exasperating."
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On this trip I rode in a modern AC transit bus (#155) to work.
Occasionally it happens when the bus company decides to give the
run an older bus. On this ride the statistics differ quite dramatically.
My own personal mode of travel is as follows:
6:25 a.m. - leave home for bus stop
6:35 a.m. - bus leaves for San Francisco
6:51 a.m. - bus arrives at San Francisco/East Bay bus terminal
6:51 a.m. - 6:57 a.m. - walk from terminal to 50 Beale Street
Building
The Greyhound buses serving Corte Madera are: crowded, dirty,
noisy, no ventilation, slow, unreliable, expensive, cause huge air
pollution. Hope to get ferry serving Corte Madera - S.F.; present
ferries from Tiburon or Sausalitc do not help reducing the worse
traffic jam at Mill Valley caused by bad highway construction and
lack of regulating traffic. F
Why must you confuse the issue? The questions are not related
strictly to my trip in this morning (which was excellent). On
Monday, a.m., the waiting is fantastic with the result that I
rarely take the bus on Mondays. Thursday and Friday are best.
Bus is convenient for return home from work, but very
inconvenient on trip to work due to distance (because of one-
way street set-up) and inconsistency of schedule and waiting times;
therefore, it is simpler to walk to work than to ride and takes
less time. However, walking is unpleasant during inclement weather,
and I wish it were easier to find a bus at those times. W
The AC transit commute is quite good - only problem is Bay
Bridge congestion. BART is going to have to go some to attract
me away from it, and yet I want very much to see BART succeed. BT
Smog bothers me both in transit terminal and on freeway. AC
transit terminal is extremely noisy. Greyhound buses exceed
comfortable noise levels.
I board the bus on the last stop (inbound) of express line Y
(Greyhound). Possibility of getting on the bus is very unpredictable.
Frequently many buses will not stop to pick up passengers because
all seats are occupied. Going to other stops or lines is quite
inconvenient. Drivers are not willing to take passengers for
short (10 min.) ride to possible transfer points or offer to take
standing passengers.
Comfortable, clean cars. Express service, during rush hours.
Elimination of non-scheduled transfers (near 30th Avenue). Less
stops, faster vehicles. Availability of cash change in the cars.
Enforcement of "No Smoking" rule inside the cars.
Frequently able to secure auto ride to office, but dependent
upon bus for return home. A
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The public transportation system of S.F. is over crowded.
The buses are noisy, emit carbon monoxide and other gases that make
being around them unpleasant - these fumes are also inside the buses.
After the second stop, there is no seating room. Buses are rarely
on schedule.
Convenient bus service is not available within walking distance
of my home.
My bus runs commuter hours only, but is very inconvenient if
I need to go home at any other time or come to work after a Dr.
appt. for example.
I enjoy reading very much so I find it easy to pass the time.
I should not want to transfer, or drive 20 minutes for a ferry. I
enjoy getting off at Broadway and Embarcadero just to walk 10-12
minutes to Market and Beale.
I am able to walk to my stop from home and walk from the terminal
to work. If I was forced to drive to a terminal and pay a substantial
parking fee I probably would drive directly to San Francisco. The
general performance of the AC transit employees is outstanding. Their
training program should be recommended to the S.F. Muni and BART. A
One of the deciding (and major) factors in moving from San
Francisco to Walnut Creek was the intollerably frustrating Muni 17
express daily trip - plus any other exposure to Muni - including
waits of almost an hour frequently for a bus with a seat. And
NOISE!! And this commute takes me door to door no longer than
the Muni.
Smokingl I quit the AC bus because they would not be firm
about NO SMOKING. They claimed they couldn't do much, but Grey-
hound doesn't tolerate it. Even with well air-conditioned buses,
this is important. Also, it is not adequate to just confine
smoking to the rear. There should be NO SMOKING in confined
quarters.
The commute to work is quite different from the commute back.
After a day at worF, I am tired and not looking forward to being
bounced and jostled home. On the commute in, however, I sleep and
the movement of the bus does not bother me. Because I walk from the
bus station to home, I do not choose to sleep on the returning trip. W
Elimination of bus fumes in bus terminal at San Francisco.
No commute bus service to Fremont.
The fact that there is a special bus lane on the Bay Bridge is
essential.
I ride with an associate when he is driving and take bus when
he isn't, which is about half the time. A
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Re: Bus Type Travel: 1. Provide adequate seating space. The
space allotted on the Marin Greyhound commuter buses is inadequate
for 2 adult males. 2. Suit jackets and sports coats tend to wrinkle
terribly. Provide hooks on seatbacks or overhead racks to help keep
business clothes neat.
The bus system is poor, over-priced, uncomfortable, and
unattractive. Greyhound might try replacing the antiques they
call commuter buses.
Buses operate on schedule insofar as traffic permits. Better
buses could not maintain better schedules unless city and highway
routes are improved. The present buses are extremely uncomfortable
as to seating and temperature, but the ferry building terminal is
very convenient for me, and I should personally forego comfort to
avoid tne time that would be required to get to a distant point
in order to catch a bus, if this were required in order to have
better buses. At the Ferry Building terminal buses leave as loaded,
and there is always a seat. Again, I would rather sit on an
uncomfortable bus than stand on a comfortable one. The brief
wait at the Ferry Building terminal is at least under a coyer of
sorts and boarding is reasonably orderly and in turn. Again I
would personally forego other advantages in order to avoid helter-
skelter waiting on a street corner. In short, as one personal
expression of preference, I would be happy with more comfortable
transportation and willing to pay a reasonable increase in cost
for it; but I am very much more concerned with time.
I commute 42 miles (one way) to work. The transit district
advertises that they use new air conditioned cross-country buses
for these long hauls. This is a fallacy since two-thirds of buses
on the schedule that I use are old "klunks" or "asphyxiation traps."
We usually wait for a good bus and have to arrange our schedule
accordingly. Cross-country buses being used extensively on the
short hauls to Berkeley and downtown Oakland, which adds insult to
injury. Being over six feet tall and weighing over 200 pounds I
have difficulty finding a comfortable seat on a public conveyance.
Also, there are ordinances against smoking, but passengers ignore
them, nor are they enforced by the transit district or local
public officials. These two problem areas are supposed to be
corrected with the advent of BART? I anxiously await this mode
of transportation. BT
The only reason I do not go by (a) Greyhound is that they are
stinky and inconvenient and (b) ferry schedules are inadequate for
my working time. As soon as extra ferry service is available -
we w i l l go Golden Gateway. F
I ride the N-Judah Street car and I hope the route time
improves when the BART tunneling is complete. BT
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I am more fortunate than most Greyhound commuters since the
particular bus I take is an air conditioned highway bus that
makes one round trip from Inverness, through Fairfax, to the
Ferry Building each day. If it wasn't for the air conditioning
and the more comfortable seats - the bus trip is miserable, all
my ratings would be very low.
The cost is less than driving a.car, and the travel time is
less
- car bus
Time 35 min. 30 min.
$3 $.50
Mental
Anguish very much very little A
Waiting for a bus on a chilly or rainy morning can be made
very unpleasant. Although bus is at the station, it will not be
pulled ahead or door opened for boarding the unheated vehicle.
Also, I would like to mention, there is no shelter. People in
lines.
Used S.F. Muni trans., but ride was physically uncomfortable.
At the present time my commute cost 60 cents one way and
the trip takes only 35-40 minutes, practically door to door.
When BART starts, this AC transit service will be shut off. The
travel time will be increased and the fare doubled. BT
The new buses Marin County will receive will increase
this rating.
I use AC transit instead of a car pool. The bus offers
more flexibility. A
More express buses starting at 4:00 p.m.
I work nights (11:45 p.m. to 7:45 a.m.). Bus schedule is very
poor at that time of night.
Prefer additional bus transportation to eliminate automobile
commute. A
I drive 2 miles to get the bus. There are no parking facilities
at the terminal so I rent a space for $6/month nearby. I go to work
an hour early to avoid the rush traffic - have always had a seat
on any bus. The main problem is lack of space for both me (6 '2") and
anything I may carry. The return trip may take 1 1 / 2 - 1 3/4 hours
depending on traffic - accidents, etc.
I would use public transportation from my house if there was
a shelter on the street to wait for a bus in winter.
I think the transportation by Muni Railroad in San Francisco
has deteriorated past comment.
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I would gladly use a. bus system that used road lanes reserved
exclusively for buses.
I changed my time of departure approximately 5 months ago
due to inadequate service. I now leave 1/2 hour earlier to be
sure of a seat. I arrive at the office about an hour early.
This is better than standing.
It is nice to have good scenery along the way. Noisy buses
should not be allowed in public areas, which automatically rules
out all aircraft. P
I live just a little too far from work to walk in a reason-
able time each morning. Yet the Muni fare is still the full 25
cents. Rates or fares ought, to be graduated-sirnilar to Grey-
hound, BART, etc.
Greyhound commute buses should be replaced by newer vehicles
or at least serviced more frequently. Private commute cars with
one passenger should be charged double or even triple at Bridge
Gates - then maybe there would be less traffic. During commute
times, the bus takes approximately 1 to 1 1/2 hours from Concord
to S.F. This is ridiculous. * A
Replies refer to East Bay Alameda-Contra Costa Transit service,
generally good. S.F. Muni service is far inferior. Replies refer
to westbound a.m. trip. Eastbound p.m. trans-Bay homeward trip" is
all by bus, less comfortable, slower, more inconvenient. The great
trouble with public transit is waiting time at transfer points. Replies
weighted by proportion of old, rough, noisy buses in AC transit
service.
The exact same trip is done in the evening, The main reason
for walking both ways (from bus to work and work to bus) is because
it costs 25 cents to go 7 blocks. I save fifty cents a day, whereas
if I took the bus it would cost me $6.25 a week as opposed to the $3.75
it costs me now. Yearly average taking just buses is $300 (for
crummy transportation). I can only walk- though- in- the- evenings till
daylight savings time as I feel the streets in S.F. are fairly unsafe
after dark, they are even unsafe in the day time but the risks seem
slighter. Also, the bus rates always seem to be going up, but the
conditions seems to be getting worse. I feel that increases are
good in their own way, but there should be some benefits to the
people who have to pay them. W
I think you could have asked whether the other passengers
are courteous; polite; etc. I have found that the people on the
train fit that category but the other passengers on the bus
absolutely do not. R
Incoming buses more reliable than outgoing.
Special bus lanes would make great difference.
Takes one hour to make the return trip at commute time. Around-
about route.
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More even air and temperature control on buses. Protection
from the rain at the Concord bus terminal. Increase availability
of parking space in the area of the Concord terminal. During busy
(rush) hours for the "Y" bus, two buses should be loading at all
times. Greyhound has poor communications during loading procedures.
Provide shelter or protection from weather during winter season
while waiting for bus.
Trip is inconvenient during winter due to rain, wind, etc.
For a time, I drove from home to Hayward Plunge to catch bus to S.F.,
but that parking lot is now closed. For some unknown reason. Worst
situation of trip is lack of free parking in area of bus stops
forcing me to walk from home to bus stop and then return by same
mode in evening. A
Buses are scheduled at too early times and then are almost
unavailable for the rest of the day. I am also forced to leave
at least an hour early in order to get a bus with an empty seat.
Dangerous concentration of exhaust fumes in S.F. bus terminal
may require change of travel mode.
Questionnaire does not ask about what system used, i.e.,
Greyhound, AC Transit, SP, etc. My answers pertain to AC transit.
Difficult to arrive at accurate conclusion with grading system.
Commute buses and a regular run during days totally different.
Plenty of seats, privacy sometimes on regular runs. On commuters,
bus usually full, some SRO, after final pickup. Answers to 0-
7-17-18-20-21-24-29-30 have variables to apply clear out of number
system. Too much depends on hour, number of people, traffic,
weather, etc. I prefer AC because it is cheaper than driving,
I avoid frustrations of driving in congested, stop and go traffic,
wear and tear on nerves and car, finding parking. I can relax,
plan day on bus. A
For this particular trip (commute) the bus -is the -only .logical .
mode to and from these ideally located points. For most other
trips, the lack of flexibility inherent in public transportation
makes the automobile (private or taxi) logical. A
Generally, city buses are poorly ventilated because windows
cannot be opened at the top. Most window openings cause drafts
directly on passengers who are seated.
Buses to work are comfortable; those going home are
uncomfortable and slow.
The bus I use operates between 6:45 a.m. and 7:20 a.m. and
between 4:45 p.m. and 5:20 p.m. This can be very inconvenient
at times.
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Public transportation tried and rejected: (1) Bus carrier
to 7th St. depot plus city bus or street car to Market and Main.
Daily cost of $1.56 daily plus waiting between carriers plus
lengthy exposure to rain, wind, etc.s plus standing enroute and
inconvenience. (2) Due to off-duty auto injury which restricted
driving, I used street car line for six months with eye to using
same indefinitely, but found it intolerable. War-time railway
conditions were not half as bad! Used family drop-off and would
always have had to use same or two separate carriers without
transfer privileges. No pubTTc parking near car lines (some
day a mustl). Trip unreasonably long, cars criminally over-
crowded, minimum 3-4 block walk at each end - no possibility of
reading or working - always standing room only with possibility
of being knocked down - carriers in deplorable condition. Conclusion:
Resoundingly unsatisfactory. Lest that sounds spoiled, may I point
out I used nothing but public transportation for 35 years nation-
wide plus in the Orient. A.
Bus service from Alameda to S.F. is good. It would be very
undesirable to have to go to Oakland and transfer to BART. BT
It is pretty bad to take 50 minutes to travel only 4 miles -
standing in a crowded streetcar.
The last few blocks of downtown bus traffic are excessively
hampered by auto traffic and construction work.
A. The most disagreeable part of my daily commute trip
(100 miles) is the loss of time (3 to 4 hours/day). B. The over-
all costs/month are higher than indicated if you consider the
necessity of buying meals in the city because of excessive travel
time. C. I would change mode of travel to improve (A) and or (B)
if anything were available.
This refers to the trip leaving San Francisco. Coming in in
the morning there is little waiting time and the bus runs on schedule.
e foul air from cigarette smoking on the bus is one of the
most objectionable features of my bus commute.
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I must travel 5 miles by car between Moraga and Orinda on
Moraga Way. This one-way road is completely inadequate for the
commute traffic. After 8:00 a.m., very few Greyhound buses that
stop in Orinda have seats available. Drivers generally are
unpleasant concerning accepting cash for ticket. B
Parking in S.F. too expensive. Parking space near bus terminal
in San Rafael not adequate. No provision made for waiting for bus.
In winter must stand in line in the rain. (San Rafael terminal) B
I ride in a car pool where one fellow does all the driving
and the rest of us pay him. We are a very congenial group, so much
.so that I almost look forward to the daily commute.
Our car pool consists of men, not willing to drive their only
car to work and leaving their wives without transportation. Not
willing to be driven by their wives to the highway to wait for the
darn DUS in all sorts of weather. Very willing to contribute less
than bus fare to the car pool and be picked up at home. You plan
a better way - let us know. B
Before travelling by car, I used to take the Muni bus. Time
is extremely important to me. I must be at the day nursery school
in So. San Francisco by 6:00 to pick up my little boy. At times I
found this impossible and had to pay a fine for being late. I also
found this very frustrating - to get off work at 4:45 and be unable
to reach So. San Francisco by 6:00. By resorting to driving, I
now am able to pick my boy up and be home by 5:30. B
I find driving a car convenient because I depend solely on
myself and do not have to wait for a bus, be pushed and shoved
by people, or have to stand. B
I like the mobility of using a car to commute because I do
not have to start my day on a definite-to-the-minute schedule. When
I'm ready to go, I go - no rushing to catch a bus or waiting for
the next one. Buses make me sleep and I am groggy when I get to
work or home; whereas in car, even while driving, I have plenty of
time to think and plan, listen to news, etc., because I have to
stay awake. As far as ferry boats go, I prefer them to buses, but
the one which is privately owned has a schedule which is inconvenient.
I avoid using "public" transportation with the same vigor I avoid B
buying stolen goods. F
A car could be used to commute; however, it would cost more,
take longer, and be less convenient since parking is a problem.
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It is unfair to be included in the AC Transit District .and pay
taxes to support it only to have to drive 13 miles to Castro Valley
for the nearest bus service. (Ditto for BART when available.) Free-
way faciliites are inadequate for the volume of traffic at peak hours
on 580 between Pleasanton and Castro Valley. If our tax money
could be spent to expand AC Transit service, I could understand
somewhat why Pleasanton and Livermore are not in San Joaquin County BT
instead of Alameda County. B
I travel by car as it is more convenient for me. I think it
would be better if public transportation were easier to cope with.
Nasty people and mean bus drivers make anyone's day start off lousy. B
Six members in the car pool. One member does not drive, but
pays for monthly parking in city. Each of the remaining 5 members drives
the others in his own car one day per week. From door to door (no
walking) the pool has operated thus for six years.
My husband and I are working in the city. It is more convenient
(for less or the same cost as the bus) to have a car in the city, in
case one of us has to work overtime. Post rush hour service of Grey-
hound is terrible (length of time spent and waiting time). B
. Driving is the only alternative available at this time.
- Am looking forward to using Larkspur ferry when becomes
operational. F
If costs continue to rise, I will be forced to join a group
and use automobile transportation.
Within walking distance of home. Inexpensive when compared to
automobile. No more (or little more) expensive than a private car
pool.
There is no reasonable place to park my car; therefore, I have
to resort to rather expensive public transportation.
It costs $1.50 to drive and park my car daily; $1 to ride the
bus. The transit time is the same. So I would pay just about 50
cents more before I would use my car only. A car allows me greater
freedom of departure time. . B
There is n£ public transportation available to me in the
municipality in which I live. I must drive to a busline. B
I believe cheaper parking should be available (convenient that is!).
More people should be induced to form car pools.
My husband drops me off (and picks me up) on his way to and
from school; he pays 50 cents parking at his school.
I use my car in my work and have to have it available to me
otherwise I would consider bus or BART. Company pays my bridge toll
and parking expense. B
BT
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Use car pool 3 times/week. Must use personal auto other 2
days/week because public transportation is not available for return
home at 10 p.m. Also, city (Muni) transportation very difficult
for after 10 p.m. travel. B
My husband and I leave in our car together; he drops me at work
and then parks the car about a 10-minute walk from his office. About
once a week, I take the bus home to Orinda. There is no public B
transportation (except cab for $5) from the crossroads so I always T
have to make sure I have a ride home. When BART comes in, and if it BT
proves less expensive than our present arrangement, we will use it.
Occasionally I will drive which reduces the amount of travel
time; however, the cost is greatly increased mainly because of
unreasonable parking rates. If you park in a reasonable lot, then
there is an unreasonable travel time between the lot and work.
Toll very expensive in car. Everyday plus parking and gas
runs up to quite a bit of money. We have no buses and AC transit
has not yet been completed - even so it would still run into a
good deal of money. B
Recent back surgery makes waiting for or standing in public
transportation impossible.
I hate driving to work - but the transportation from Diamond
Heights is so bad - it takes one to one and one-half hours to get to
Montogomery St., a distance of 5 miles. B
I am disabled from waist down and automobile only mode of
transportation I can use. I hope when rapid transit arrives, and
in order to pay for it, we all will be taxed, that people who are
disabled will be able to use their cars in the various cities
serviced. It is better to keep a disabled person employed than to
have him receive welfare.
Freeway traffic during commute hours prohibits driving unless
absolutely necessary.
Car not used due to traffic, wear and tear on nerves, longer
time involved, parking costs, gas costs, car wear and tear, and
general inconvenience and worry of car commute.
My husband travels to one area of the city for classes, while
I work in another area. Travelling by car (with no parking fee)
costs less, at present, than two separate public transportation
tickets and inter-city bus fares. Ferry docks and schedules are B
not convenient for us, at present. F
Rode the train until the last strike - have found that it is
just about the same cost for both of us (husband works 4 blocks
from wife) to use family truck as train and bus charges. If
necessary would use train and bus again - but like it better this R
way. B
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The reason we use the car is because there is no bus service
for Daly City to speak of and the reason I park free at the Presidio
and suffer on a Muni is because parking downtown is outrageously
high. By taking a car directly downtown from Daly City I could
cut 1/2 hour off my travel time. B
Car not in good enough condition to make whole trip each way
every day. Also, freeways and bridge much too dangerous.
Never use bus, rail, etc.; only use household car.
Since I am confined to a wheelchair,.the only mode of trans-
portation available is auto. This should enter into consideration
when reviewing the answers that I've given.
Would use bicycle if special, safe bike paths were available;
but freeways and major arteries too crowded during rush hours for
safety. C
Not only is my private car the only available transportation
to work, but it is sometimes used as local transportation while at
work. Also my private car is the only dependable transportation
in the case of an emergency at home or elsewhere.
Within the area mapped in (40) one simply does not consider
any modes of transport other than personal auto. The alternatives
(taxi and bus) are simply too inconvenient and time consuming, T
regardless of cost, particularly when transporting a family. B
There is no alternative to driving to work in my case. Some
form of public transportation would be very acceptable to me,
especially if it would reduce the number and congestion of vehicles
on the road and help reduce air pollution.
No bus service available. We use a car pool sometimes, but
not every day.
Highway #17 heavy traffic, Highway #84 heavy-traffic and
excessive toll; Highway #101 heavy traffic; Highway #237
heavy traffic; Highway #84 salt on pavement; too much smog.
We live in a rural setting quite removed from bus lines, etc.,
without leaving a car at a terminal.
Better law enforcement. I almost had a wreck this morning
due to a speeding (over 70 mph) double hopper sand truck weaving
and cutting in and out of heavy commute traffic.
Auto travel between home and job is the only reasonable mode
available. The distance is too far to walk and bike travel on the
roads approaching Moffett Field is very dangerous. (I tried riding
my bike to work often times, but was almost run down each time.) C
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Most of my travelling is done by car - especially local travelling
so much of this isn't applicable to me.
There are absolutely no alternatives to travelling this route
except by automobile - private or taxi cab. T
Car (car pool or own) is only available mode of transportation
for trip.
Principle travel is local - town-shopping. Distant travel
usually by car.
I have never used public transportation in the 8 1/2 years that
I have resided in the Bay area. I travel 5 miles each way between
home and work with virtually no problems or inconveniences.
Have no alternative to personal car for trips outside of
local community area.
There are no other modes of transportation available. If
public transportation was available, I would use it.
At present there is no public transportation where I live.
I have no other choice but to drive my car. I would be very happy
to see BART extended to Pleasanton or reasonably close by. BT
Now use private auto for commute to work. Will probably
use BART when available. BT
Dont1 feel I was of much help, in that car is most practical
and feasible for areas travelled.
99% of our travel is by auto partly due to poor and inconvenient
available public transportation.
Both morning and afternoon I travel in the opposite direction
to the main flow of traffic.
Prefer to eliminate the use of car between S.F. and East Bay.
I would like to be able to use public transportation, but at
present this is not possible. Looking forward to BART's completion,
the only reservation I have is the availability of transportation
from terminal to work. . BT
Other transportation is not available.
My daily commute to and from work is from one small community to
another via freeway that is not heavily travelled. There are no
stop lights. Also, there is no public transportation conveniently
available.
Need vehicle in course of work - no local public transportation
(except taxi) is available. T
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Mode of transport will probably change when Walnut Creek to
Oakland Service begins on Bay Area Rapid Transit. BT
Travel is to and from work. Auto is the only mode. I am the
only one who lives in Fremont and works in the office. No other
choices of transportation.
Would enjoy taking a bus if there were frequent schedules
(which there are not). Enjoy reading on a bus if it is (a)
roomy and (b) air conditioned. B
Presently using a car pool. BART will serve me just as well
but I am afraid the price will be out of reason. If BART is
reasonable at all, I will use it. BT
At present using company auto; however, if subjected to own
vehicle, comments and answers would be similar. Costs for parking
facilities are considered good.
Don't like to commute all the way to city by car because of
tension of driving and cost of parking there.
Questionnaire is hardly applicable to one driving his own car.
Additionally, being located in Belmont colors replies.
I am a widower with one 9 year.old at home, which prevents me
from leaving home in the a.m. prior to 6:45, which necessitates my
using auto to go to work. Otherwise, I would take the S.F. commuter
train. The big hang-up in going to and from work is the very bad
driving habits of commuters on the freeways. These people do not
show any consideration for each other. At heart most of them are
very discourteous. R
Driving own car allowed freedom, if needed, to work after hours
and return home safely, securely in short amount of time, as
opposed to questionable safety on a later city bus! B
Almost all my travel is done by private auto. Where I live
there is no other mode of transportation available. I do not
believe I was the most logical choice for answering this questionnaire
as I am from way out of the area in which I work.
I am not crazy enough to want to drive in S.F. Parking (cheap)
is impossible.
Car pool is more satisfactory than Greyhound, largely because
it is quicker by about 30 minutes. B
I usually drive a company car to work.
No public transportation available at home.
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One alternative I can avail myself of is a car pool which would
save me about 20 cents a day but I would rather drive my car so I
can go to any place at will during lunch break or after work.
A. Car best mode for emergencies, 1) at home, 2) to reach home
from work. B. Convem'ency of handling personal business during
lunch hours.
S.F. parking fees; Bay Bridge fare.
We in Livermore, feel that we should be provided with a means of
transportation other than personal car. There is a definite need
for bus service. Also since we are in Alameda County, we pay the
taxes for transportation service but receive none.
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Rail transportation is by far the best method. The S.P. would
oe better if they would improve their evening schedules, and if
the terminal were closer to downtown than at 3rd and Townsend.
Suggest that S.P. arrange for rail terminal closer to downtown
San Francisco.
When rating S.P., I used the new coaches and compared prices
with East Coast. Environment of walk from S.F. station to office
is not here rated, but important to me. I would not own a second
car except for commute to station. A
Alternative is to drive and that is unacceptable. Bad part of
trip is the 15-20 minutes from rail depot to office. Trip would be
fine if depot were downtown and better if rapid transit extended
down the peninsula. A
This rating covers one-way (to work) of a typical roundtrip
each day. The walking (1) is voluntary and enjoyable, generally.
The primary problem is the distance of the rail terminal from my
place of work. W
Prefer train to hectic pace and tension of Bayshore driving. A
Your greatest service to Peninsula commuters would be develop-
ment of a reasonable connection between the S.P. terminal and the
financial district. B
The main factor is what could be done that is not now done.
S.P. really does not care about passenger service. The country at
large does not care much about it either. If we get any improve- '
ment, it will be a miracle.
S.P. needs monthly, packing tickets and season transportation
tickets. A transfer system available for monthly tickets to change
from train to bus. (Transfer system). B
Use the old key system terminal as a downtown train depot.
We need high-speed, cleaner, more modern rail transportation.
More "express" trains needed between 5:30 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.
Southern Pacific trains make good time during commute hours but
later trains are too slow and therefore we have to use auto part
of time. An ideal system would make good time at any hour and pay
one fare all the way through. A
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If cost of this trip rose by 75 cents, I would drive all the
way, as it would be cheaper to drive and overall trip would be
reduced 30 minutes each way by driving. A
Tlie train and ride is 100% better than driving, but these
strikes are a bear. Also, S.P. station in San Francisco could use
more open windows as a convenience to passengers on a time schedule.
Too much smoking! (train)
The new coaches are without a toilet and I think each car
should be equipped with one. The new coaches have no window shades
and the colored glass does not keep out the sun and heat. The
morning early trains take too long to get to S.F. because of the
many stops. The early trains in the evening are okey. The Grey-
hound takes only 48 minutes to reach S.F. IB
If an S.P. train left S.F. earlier than 5:26 p.m. and stopped
at San Bruno would use train in place of car (say 5:10 p.m.). A
I do not mind driving the automobile to and from station but
one should be able to be transported to the central downtown working
area without any more transfers and faster. A
S.P. R.R. time plus bus from 3rd and Townsend to work and back
has not changed to any great degree since 1920. Check some of old
R.R. schedules. If we can get to the moon we should be able to get
into S.F. faster. B
Greater time flexibility would be desirable in commuting and
service frequency is spotty outside of a fairly narrow band
(especially in evening) i.e., the rail transportation. This
forces one to drive if a close schedule cannot be maintained - such
as an early evening meeting. A
Peninsula train service has 2 defects': (1) it ends at 3rd
and Townsend instead of Market or Mission St. or other location
within walking distance of financial district and downtown.
(2) off peak service is much too in frequent.
The S.P. commute train is excellent. I consider $30/month
reasonable. It's the problem of getting to and from the train
especially in San Francisco that is the biggest problem.
Would appreciate more modern rail equipment and faster running
time. It would be better if the S.F. rail depot were more convenient
to connecting transportation or nearer the center of business district.
Terminal was built for the 1915 fair I believe.
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If a ferry service from San Rafael or Corte Madera to the
Ferry Bldg. (with adequate free parking on the Marin side) existed,
I would prefer to use such service.
Being able to move around during the trip, go outside and
enjoy the fresh air, the sun, and the view.
A more convenient ferry terminal - Larkspur - would change
my mode of transit from walk-bus-walk to walk-ferry-walk. B
Shuttle buses to ferry landings (dependable).
Would enjoy ferry transportation from San Rafael. Schedule
not convenient for those in Northern Marin. Car commute is
outrageously expensive when you include parking. A
How about a ferry to San Rafael.
Bring on the ferries ASAP!
Would use ferry boat if closer port (proposed Corte Madera
Facility), and if transit time, departures, etc., flexible enough
and short enough.
Ferry - Sausalito to San Francisco. Not enough scheduled
during rush hours; e.g., 4:10 and then 5:30.
I would prefer to use the ferry both ways on my commute -
as it is now I ride the bus in the morning and the ferry in the
afternoon. B
An 8 a.m. departure from Sausalito would better serve my
schedule.
I am a visitor in San Francisco and this is the first time I
have used ferry.
Ferry service should be available all over the Bay to S.F.
My only criticism of ferry service is slowness of unloading
and loading passengers.
During school, could the number of field trips be limited to
one per ferry trip? Please have heat on the new ones. Ferry,
especially lower deck, is very noisy. Concession prices are outrageous,
Basic problem with use of ferry is lack of ferry at key
commute time - 8:15 a.m.
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I particularly enjoy ferry travel by reason of interesting and
beautiful maritime scenery, refreshing sea air, pleasant people
aboard, absence of confining atmosphere such as in car or bus,
availability of morning coffee/doughnuts, unusually accommodating
personnel (they'll wait if they see you running for the boat or
feeder bus instead of leaving you behind to save 15 seconds on
the schedule, etc.). It would certainly help if ferry service
could be extended farther North, particularly to avoid traffic
mess south of Corte Madera; also would welcome terminal parking
at dock or within easy walking distance. I frequently miss feeder
bus because I come such a long way so there is considerable
opportunity for something to go wrong and upset timing somewhere
enroute between home and ferry dock. ' E
The travel must be relaxing and esthetic. This is achieved
only on the ferry. The inability or unwillingness of bus
manufacturers and operation to develop a quiet and comfortable
bus is disgusting. They obviously do not care. Until they do,
I refuse to ride them. B
I would take the ferry twice as much if the after work schedule
were more appropriate. I would prefer another ferry between 4:45
and 5:15 p.m., leaving San Francisco. Not only that, but the 5:30
ferry is too crowded. Since I do not wish to wait half an hour
for a ferry, I take a bus home. B
I am a daily commuter on the ferry and think the entire
operation is excellent.
Normal transportation is via business station wagon. The A
bus/ferry trip is only possible when the car is not needed in S.F. B
. Esthetic appeal of passage by water.
The ferry is in great need of more service at the Larkspur
terminal. I support the concept of a lounge/plastic dome on the
third deck of the new boats.
Prefer monthly coupons to cash.
* Large tables would be more fully used as well as provide
opportunities for social intercourse.
I believe that on cold days and in the winter time a warmer
combination of interior colors would attract more passengers to
the ferry. Perhaps even a more 19th century decor - a pot bellied,
wood burning stove or two perhaps?
Extremely convenient for going to work as bus stop at both ends
is very close to home and office. B
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Why when new slip was built did you not allow for unloading
from both sides simultaneously?
I consider the ferry trip from Sausalito to San Francisco one
of the most pleasurable sightseeing trips of this area - for visitors
and natives like myself!
Time it takes is lousy!
I enjoy the walk from the ferry terminal in San Francisco
to my office. I look forward to the ferry ride and apprecaite the
bus. But, I wish very much that the bus routes could be extended
to Larkspur (where I live) so that the expense and inconvenience B
of driving to the parking lot could be saved. A
Need (1) more crossings (i.e., more boats) and (2) more efficient
method(s) of ticket collection to speed up boarding and unloading.
I am a high school student. I work and study in Marin. I feel
great need for some discount in the price, and perhaps a ferry leaving
San Francisco earlier.
The trip is too short. The boat is so pleasant, it should take
longer. Very difficult to find bicycle parking in San Francisco -
more safe parking should be provided. C
Greyhound bus service between S.F. and Marin is.very uncomfortable -
buses are too old, noisy, smelly and bumpy. I find buses too warm all
year. No fresh air - passengers dislike open windows. Lots of fresh
air and freedom on ferry. Rather drive and pay $2.50 roundtrip than
ride Greyhound. Also, some Greyhound drivers discourteous or at
least unfriendly which ruins a trip. Ferry service is great (a little
too crowded in summer and during 5:30 p.m. service. B
I think Greyhound is not ecologically minded at all - gas and
exhaust fumes fill the air - schedules seem to be good but much
prefer the GG bus and ferry to work and back. More modern, more
fun9 more chance to meet people! &
Weather - when it isn't a pleasant day, I go Greyhound rather
than go below on the ferry. B
Ferry is pleasant - feeder buses are punctual and convenient.
However, would be more desirable if trips were more frequent, schedule
more flexible! B
Would like to see some kind of S.F. transportation from terminal
during rainy weather to Financial District.
The South Street bus in the morning to the 8:25 and 9:40 or 9:50,
leaves South Street ahead of schedule. The bus for the 7:15 is
excellent. B
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Weather determines mode of arrival to destination in S.F.
When bad - add 50 cents/day in additional bus fares.
I am extremely impressed by the ferry service. It's fast,
comfortable, service is excellent and it uses the Bay as an esthetic
and logical means of transportation. My only objection is the
drive to the terminal.
Children should be restrained from running around the deck
and up and down the stairs, as though playing hide and seek,
with apparently no parental supervision or restriction.
Ferry boats are good for sole souls like me; I'm no mole nor
Greyhound rat. Though fat I walk to bus, bus to boat, get some
coffee, then I float to work. I do not shirk.
Keep those ferries running! They make Bay area living more
tolerable and interesting. A few more craft for 5-6:30 p.m. runs
would be good. The gap in service for Tiburon 5:45 - gap - 7:10
is more disconcerting for people leaving work at 5:30. They can
drink a lot that they would rather not in those 85 minutes or so.
Too long to wait.
When the ticket booth in Sausalito isn't open and bus driver
runs out of tickets, there are no indications as to where one
purchases a ferry ticket. All people involved are very friendly
to ask, but a sign might help. I think riding the ferry, no matter
how one has to get there, is an absolutely exhilarating experience.
I use it whenever possible - personal business, shopping, meeting
my husband, etc. I am occasionally tempted by a hair-do-proof,
one-mode-of-transit method of travel. But the current cost of
parking in S.F. has made multiple-stop trips.by car nearly
prohibitive except for millionaires. Therefore, viva ferry boats!
Please try not to raise your prices!
Generally outstanding.* .Good way to start the day. However,
seating is none too inviting - suggest vinyl upholstered individual
chairs of good design and comfort as well as more comfortable bench
seating with arms.
You have the only sane way to get to S.F.
Too many tourists during commute period.
Enjoyable scenery - which you excel! in. Thanks for the
enjoyable service.
The Golden Gate boat from Sausalito to San Francisco is the
best thing that has happened in years. The method of operation
and staff are superb.
Schedule flexibility is inadequate. Look forward to S.F. -
Larkspur Ferry service on a regular basis.
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During the summer I take the ferry boat home to Tiburon for
relief from the bus. B
Would greatly prefer ferry if scheduling were adequate.
I use the Golden Gate Bridge District Ferry Service i
occasionally and find it very enjoyable, but it takes more time
(including bus trip from Mill Valley to Sausalito) than the Grey-
hound bus (which is poor). B
Start ferry boat service from San Quentin. :
Would prefer ferry.
More ferries!!! • i
Enjoy thoroughly the opportunity to bicycle to work! Please 1
no covered upper deck! Need improved safe bike route through !
Sausalito. Love that ferry! C i
First Marin-Ferry boat bus - departs 6:03 (parking lot); ,
majority passengers - stock brokers; security traders; arrival
time work -.6:45; desired time arrival, 6:20; suggestion: earlier ;
ferry-bus. 8
Should have a ferry getting to ferry building by 8:15 a.m. >
and one leaving at 5 p.m. i
I am very grateful for the consideration shown to bicyclists. j
Hopefully tjhe new vessels will be laid out to minimize their ;
convenience to the non-cycling passengers. C
The f^trry coffee stinks! The ferry donuts and rolls stink!
Not enough ferries and buses to make frequent availabilities for '.
night work in city. Nobody really cares!!! More buses and ferries i
to the people. Free rides. B
Ferry Is the most enjoyable mode of transportation from Mill
Valley. Hqwever, because of two factors this mode is only used 3 :
out of 6 days by my wife and/or I: (1) daily work start hours for
wife of 6:50 a.m. and (2) lack of available speedy transit to place
of work frqm the S.F. ferry building at this hour.
More frequent ferry times and less crowding on evening ferry
as e.g., 5;15 and 5:45 boats to split commute rush. Better lighting -
put on a dqme for experiment.
Ferrifs afford scenic views, sociability if desired, amenities i
such as coffee bar, wet bar. Slow ferries are better than fast
surface vehicles.
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We have to find something better than parking cars at airports -
probably better transit or shuttling services. A
My case may be considered "not typical" because I am a ticket
agent who must sign-in in S.F., fly.to Oakland and work there from
2 p.m. - 8 p.m., fly back to S.F. and work there from 8:30-10:30.
My company has a pass for helicopter portion of trip.
This is the first and possibly only time that I will use this
particular travel mode combination.
Inconvenience at.terminal (SFO) prompts extension of trip by
helicopter to permit pickup at Oakland airport.
The transfer of baggage to SFO helicopter terminal in S.F.
from incoming flights is in a terrible state of affairs. At least 75%
of times with a guaranteed connection my luggage is never with me
on my OH flight to Oakland. Then the company only delivers baggage
between 10 and 11 p.m.
I do not use any of these modes regularly. I took the helicopter
from the Oakland Airport to the S.F. airport to catch a plane to
Buffalo. This was my first time using the helicopter. I found it
very convenient plus reasonably priced. P
Would like to see more use of rapid transit methods in all air-
ports. Parking is bad. A
I am not a resident or commuter but have used helicopter twice
when flying to West coast to visit family - so most of these questions
do not apply. We find it good and convenient except for excessive
noise. Also had trouble getting porter for bags at airport.
I do use helicopter service on average of 2 times a month on
business. Find it noisy, windy, cramped but better than driving and
parking car in S.F. airport. Oakland airport is more convenient. A
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Rapid transit from Santa Rosa to S.F. connecting with BART
would be enthusiastically welcomed.
For me, having to use the BART system would be a disadvantage,
since the public transportation I use now is as fast as conceivable
for a mass transportation system.
I urge the extension of BART to the Livermore-Pleasanton area
as quickly as possible, certainly before extension to the airport.
I plan to use BART, but would like to see a feeder bus in
Concord to the BART station. B
I feel BART would be a great help to people living in
Marin County.
If BART is more expensive and less convenient as I expect it
will be, I will continue to ride AC transit buses. If BART forces
AC transit to discontinue its bus service, I will be extremely
unhappy. B
I will be an enthusiastic user of BART. For commuter morale,
steps are recommended in order to discourage auto use during rush
hours: (1) raise auto bridge tolls during rush hours (2) apply
penalty bridge tolls for partially filled cars (3) lengthen priority
bus lanes approaching bridge toll plazas and (4) offer discounts on A
bus tickets to hot pants and mini skirts. B
The non-availability of BART.
Good bus connections with BART will be helpful. B
I would like rapid transit like BART for San Mateo County.
Public transportation still beats using own car to go all the
way to downtown S.F. I'm looking forward to BART. A
Time and alternatives will improve with BART. Trip is excellent
considering distance involved. The best improvement would be public
transit from Pleasanton rather than San Leandro.
Please hurry with BART.
I wish something like BART would come west of the Bay.
Please hurry with BART. Keep BART fares down so more can/will
ride and will all help make BART a success. I hope more lines will
be available at a future date, i.e., airport, San Jose.
Let's get BART rolling.
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Traffic - but alternative, bus, is subject to same problem.
BART, hopefully, will solve this.
Travel from Ala.meda to San Francisco via BART will not improve
travel unless the destination is very far from the bus terminal.
BART service is expected to improve both time and comfort, at
little additional cost, for this trip within approximately 1 1/2 years.
I will not take BART. I'll drive first. A
When BART is in operation, it may be more convenient, but if
there is a fare increase I would rather take the bus. B
When BART goes into operation, I plan to use these facilities,
initially. If the cost is too high or service is unsatisfactory,
a group of us are planning to form a car pool. A
. . CABLE CAR
I still like the cable car, although it 1s often late or too
crowded. I hate to go by bus, it is always too full and the ride
is very uncomfortable.
Although I know restrictions are impossible, I wish tourists
would not use cable cars durinq 5:00 rush hour, crowding the already
over-loaded cable cars and making, it more difficult for people who
have been working all day to get home.
Keep the California cable car.
Would like San Francisco to keep all cable car lines.
Reliability of operation could be improved.
Considering all drawbacks, the cable car is still the most
agreeable transportation means within the city.
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I commute daily on a private commuter bus from Marin County -
there is only one bus a.m. and p.m. - it stops 2 blocks from my
house and 3 blocks from the office - we pay $36/month for a
guaranteed seat on an air conditioned modern bus. I used to
ride Greyhound but it was horrible - longer walk - bad equipment -
no guaranteed seat. I used to hate the Greyhound commute. Now
I enjoy it. I look forward to a chance to read in the a.m. and
sleep in the p.m. It's also pleasant to be able to socialize with
people you know and enjoy a beer on the way home. This commuter
bus is so popular people wait months to get on it. In looking
for a new lot to build on, we want to stay in this area so I can
stay on the bus.
The bus in question is chartered from a private bus company by
40 residents of the area. It is a modern, air-conditioned coach.
It circles the area in the morning picking up passengers at
approximately 5 stops. Then it goes non-stop downtown, discharging
people at approximately 4 places. At night the procedure is
reversed.
The use of jitneys on Mission Street are very convenient.
I take a cab when I have a suitcase or other large articles.
Bus could be reasonable alternative to poor taxi service but
traffic is too poor - makes bus too time-consuming - plus bus is
far too crowded.
The bus used is a chartered "commuter" bus.
From my personal experience, I find.a jitney the most desirable
method of transportation at a relatively low cost.
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CYCLE
A safe bicycle parking place in the financial district or in
Sausalito would be of great help.
I would like to see more interest in making safe bicycle routes
available for close in travel.
I would like to bicycle to work, but because of traffic and
lack of route, it is not possible.
If it were safe, I would ride a bicycle to work.
We could use more bicycle parking places to lock a bike to.
In good weather I would ride a bike if I didn't think it would
get stolen downtown.
Bicycling is a mode of transportation that I would use if
bicycle trails could be established.
WALK
It is important to find a way to decrease the travelling time
home-office-home. Thirty minutes maximum walking (one way) distance
seems ideal.
Walking. I don't pollute, .the .air pr_ ever endanger the
life or well-being of anyone else.
I like to walk.
Presently walk to my place of employment. Commuted for
five years to San Francisco; service as a general rule was regular,
comfortable and reasonable.
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If long distance trains were very fast, I would be tempted to
take them on trips where flight time was about the same.
Much of travel discomfort is due to trips which require
crossing time zones.
We like going anywhere by plane and the cars we rent are
always good.
I firmly believe that San Francisco International Airport is
one of the worst in the Nation. The "dual" (old and new) terminals
must be extremely confusing to the new visitor. Directional signs
are hopelessly inadequate, toll taking for parking is understaffed
which results in frustrating delays, and "new" construction in the
general area seems to be an on-going thing, without measurable better-
ment. I think that Oakland Airport will play an increasingly
important role in Bay Area air travel. If more airlines came into
Oakland, I would urge any friends, business associates, etc., to
utilize the Oakland facility rather than San Francisco. It would
be almost "criminal negligence" not to link BART to the Oakland
Airport. I feel very strongly in favor of now planning a BART-
Oakland airport system.
The above comments relate to my commute to work. I make several
trips from Larkspur to the S.F. airport each year by car. This is
a very unsatisfactory means. It's expensive and inconvenient. The
public transportation on this route is grossly inadequate. It
takes at least 2 hours by bus, and the helicopter service usually
doesn't make reasonably timed connections at the airport.
BT
A
H
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Public transportation does not have to be inconvenient and
must be made more attractive to the public. Private transportation
should not be used for normal commute trips.
Within reason, would be greatly influenced by proximity of
embark-debark points to residence - more than'1/2 miles seems
excessive. Number of fares to be paid should be minimized by
regional coordination of systems.
Minimum route time of all alternates (bus) currently used.
Financial penalty (and environment loss) in rent premium $60/mo.
to minimize commute.
When commutes of an hour or more are necessary, they should be
comfortable, convenient, and the trip time usable at least for
efficient reading.
I cannot ride in autos, buses, trains, or boats where smoking
is permitted in all areas.
Interior illumination of public vehicles.
Present public transportation offers no service to the commuter.
Operations appear to be scheduled for the convenience of the drivers
with the public be dammed attitude.
Rapid transit would be used if available.
No public transportation (for commuting) from Pleasanton-
Livermore area to Hayward and beyond.
There are large seasonal changes in time required for commuting.
Suggest a recheck of time after people return from vacation. - .
Transportation very poor.
I think the respondent error rate on this survey will be very
high because the layout of the questionnaire is too sophisticated
for the average person to digest.
Flexibility of schedule and route time.
Every effort should be made to encourage people to use public
transportation and to improve its facilities and services.
Has anyone considered lighter than air type of transportation?
Peninsula public transportation is poor. From Burlingame to
Mountain View it is necessary to transfer in San Mateo and again in
Redwood City, via Greyhound. Transportation, via public conveyance,
from San Francisco to San Jose is inadequate and archaic.
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Inconveniences are usually a function of the unusual aspects
of travel - not the normal! Examples: strikes, bad weather
and accidents.
Need of rapid transit.
No public transportation available for commuting to work.
Convenient, regular (frequent) transportation to SFO from
residential communities greatly inadequate.
Who is to pay for travel? Employer or self.
Live close to work, so have no transportation problem there.
Would like to see one unified mass transportation system through-
out Bay Area (BART) to use without having to use several modes to
conveniently get from one place to another. Sunday car traffic BT
in some areas is abominable! A
I would gladly take any transit system to work each day if
there was one available. Whatever cost, it would be less than the
overall cost and expense of travelling by auto. A
Trip schedule, method, and system carefully planned to avoid
problems of all kinds.
Preferred location for family living governs point of origin.
The following are important to my selection of travel modes: A
(1) safety (rail vs. car-fwy.), (2) cost and (3) time. R
I prefer the low cost and low pollutional effects of a rapid
transit system.
This information is based on EXPRESS COMMUTER DIRECT travel
only (EXPRESS is EXCELLENT SERVICE. BART cannot give this good service)!
However, on service to areas outside downtown district, it is not as
convenient. The schedules for SUNDAY and HOLIDAY are inconvenient
and waiting time for transfers. People without cars are dependent
on buses for Saturday shopping, Church on Sunday and Holiday travel
as well. NIGHT transportation is no longer possible. My friends
and I no longer feel safe to go out after 5:30 p.m. Waiting places
are dark, unprotected, waiting periods long, etc. We use taxi
service for nights and many times for Saturday and Sunday. CHANGING
ROUTES of buses. When one has purchased a home with bus service in
mind, only to have it CHANGED or TAKEN off that street or area, makes B
it very difficult. This has happened in East Bay Area and also in BT
Walnut Creek area. T
Factors important to my selection of travel modes are overall
time, home to office, total cost; convenience at departure time and
congestion.
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I hope this will clear up any doubt you may have had. If it
isn ' t too much trouble, you should publish the results of this
survey so the participants can see it. I know I would be very
interested to see how it turns out.
Prefer rapid transit travel - cheaper than buses and quicker.
Time of travel between points, and flexibility in schedule.
Being a non-smoker, I find it extremely irritating to have
other passengers smoke pipes, cigarettes and cigars in the confines
of the vehicle.
Marin-Sonoma need rapid transit badly.
Rapid transit will be good. I think that a reasonable ferry
system from Berkeley to S.F. should be set up. F
I don't really think this survey will be too helpful as it
doesn't seem to be set up too well. Good luck anyway.
Finish the Embarcadero Freeway. Reduce the ci ty 's smog by one-
half by getting the commute cars and buses out of the city in half
the time. Raise speed limit on "out" toll plaza to accommodate the A
increased flow of traffic. B
Our present concept of vehicles and roads cannot survive. We
must change both. Brigham Young was the only man during the past
135 years with the leadership and foresight to see these problems
and do something about it. Study him and perhaps, all will learn
and resolve.
I detest commute trips of more than 20-30 minutes, but employ
the most economical method, in terms of both time and money, that
is available.
Slow downtown traffic is big hang up.
Cost is most important factor. $1 per day roundtrip would
be desirable.
.It is important that the conveying vehicle does not smell
bad (due to the unclean!iness of either the vehicle or other persons
on it).
The principal reason for choosing my place of residence was
because of the convenient travel mode to work.
In arriving at the commute I have explained above, I have lived
in 7 locations in five years. I have rated the overall trip at
poor, which I consider the best a family man can get in the Bay
Area, and this even requires living in the worst climate available.
I hope BART will make it possible to move to East Bay, or a fast
ferry from San Rafael will make it possible to move to Marin. If
neither works, I'm sure we will be leaving the Bay Area within the next
five years.
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Availability of local transportation facilities in home area
to connect with transportation system into city.
From my location on the Peninsula, Mi 11 brae, there are two forms
of public transport that I could use. I have used both'in excess of six
months each, and have found them to be unsafe, filthy, uncomfortable,
with limited daily runs, and schedules unheard of. In addition, they
are approximately twice as expensive as owning, insuring, operating,
and properly maintaining a second car for commuting by myself. A
public transport system that corrected at least two of these conditions
would get my patronage.
If I could possibly move out of this miserable, filthy and
congested city, I would do so at my earliest opportunity even
if it meant walking over an hour to and from work each day. At
least my family to be may never have to grow up seeing anything other
than cement everywhere and trash filling up the streets. Its
strange but people who live here are proud to live in filth, for
others that have lived elsewhere - like both my wife and I - are
proud only to be passing through. If my job were not here, a
move would be in order very, very soon. If a job transfer comes
with my company, I'll go fast to escape the mess that is in San
Francisco. I've never ever lived any where where the quality and
makeup of life is so ill regarded - and then a gay fellow or drunk or
prostitute is run over on Market - by some Pacific Hts. type in his
Mercedes and then who - I again implore, who cares?
Remove hazardous vehicles and drivers from highways and
streets.
I would prefer public transportation if the service in S.F.
were more reliable and comfortable.
One way streets for fast traffic; underpasses across
large streets; more stop signs; more police to control speeders.
Probably the only practical solution is to move the large,
employers out of the city.
I would like to see Rapid Transit extended into the San Mateo
County and later into Santa Clara County. San Mateo County should
have joined BART.
The most important single factor is the pleasantness or beauty
surrounding each mode and the transfer points associated with it.
Pollsters are chronically shy about asking aesthetic questions;
apparently it is considered unscientific. Also, more precise time-
cost-comfort-pleasure questions could have been asked about alternative
modes of transportation in order to determine their relative
competitiveness. Questions 34 and 35 are crude substitutes for the
more concrete information that could have been obtained. Those
questions assume only one other alternative to the modes actually
used. Many persons, including myself, have at least two other
comparable alternatives(without resorting to the helicopter or a
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GENERAL (continued)
bicycle); the car and Greyhound. From the answers you receive to 34
and 35, you will not know whether the respondent had the car or the
Greyhound in mind. If the ferry is closed down, will its patrons take
the bus or their cars? As between the ferry and the Greyhound, which
is most likely to persuade the most people to leave their cars at
home? That is, which mode of mass transit is most competitive with
the car? I don't think you will be able to answer persuasively
those questions from the results of this questionnaire.
The cost of transportation has been figured in relation to my
salary not as to the cost to the population as a whole.
I suggest it is stupid that the Golden Gate Bridge Authority
was allowed to continue its existence. They should turn the bridge
over to the Highway Department. They are only afraid of the big
bad world. The public is being cheated.
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UNCLASSIFIED
Degree of traffic congestion is very high at two points
(1) Pleasanton to Hayward (4 lanes only) and (2) Oakland to
Bay Bridge.
This method of commuting is most enjoyable because it is
almost completely free of the tension and competition found in
most other methods.
Possibility exists for overseas business trip requirements
or business beyond normal hours at all times.
Only alternatives are Greyhound/drive neither of which is
desirable due to Bayshore traffic - especially in wet weather.
A quicker and convenient way of travel to the Peninsula
(San Mateo, South Area).
More frequent trips should be made available.
Do not commute; take approximately one or two long trips
each year.
Yes, business hours are 8 to 5. If given 1/2 hour, would
make quite a difference in commute time.
My answer to the above question: are based on reasonable
good traffic conditions, and favorable weather conditions. If
weather and traffic conditions are not good, travel time may
take up to 1/2 hour longer.
Please note that my answers relate to morning and afternoon
travel to and from work. After that at night and on Saturdays
and Sundays service is infrequent and too often poor.
Lack of police protection; + lack of cost; + lack of
hassle, * lack of view; + lack of warmth.
No improvement seen in the future.
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APPENDIX D
MATHEMATICAL BASIS FOR RIDGE REGRESSION
Consider a standard model for multiple linear repression
Y = X 0 + .E (1)
where X is an observed matrix of (n x p) on p causative variables,
6 is a (p x 1) vector of unknown coefficients, and assume E(e) = 0
2
and E(ee') = a I . Also for mathematical simplicity assume that X is
standardized in the sense that E ( X . ) = 0, a2(X..) = 1 for all i. Then
the ordinary least square estimates of 6 that are unbiased and with minimum
variance are given by .
6 = (X'X)"1 X'Y (2)
Let L2 = (B - B)- (6 -6) (3)
^
denote the squared distance of least square estimates e from the true
parameter 6. The expected value of this distance can be expressed in
terms of the X's so that inferences about the magnitude of L can be made
when the X's are interdependent.
E(L2) = o2 Trace (X' X)'1 (4)
or equivalently
E(S- e) = 6' 8 + a2 Trace (X' X)"1 (5)
If the eigenvalues of (X 'X) are denoted by
x m a x = Xl "'V • • • * x p = xmin >0
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where Y , (k ) is shown to be the sum of the variances of the parameter
estimates 8* and Yp(k } is the square of the bias introduced when
6* is used instead of 6 . It is further shown thatfin Hoerl and Kennard)
there always exists a k> 0 such that
E[L2(k)] < E[L2(0)] = (13)
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